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ABSTRACT. This paper is devoted to a proof of a generalized Ray-Singer con
jecture for a manifold with bOllndary (the Dirichlet and the Neumann boundary
conditions are independently given on each connect.ed componeut of the boundary
and the transmission hOllndary condition is given on the illterior bOlludary). The
Ray-Singer conject.ure [RS] claims timt for a closed manifold the combinat.orial and
the analytic torsion 1I0rms Oll t.he det.ermillant. of t.he cohomology are eqllal. For a
manifold. wit.h boulldary the ratio hetweell the analytic t.orsion and the combinato
rial torsion is computed. Some new general properties of the Ray-Sillger analyt.ic
torsion are fOlllld. Tlte proof eloes not llse any comput.ation of eigenvalues anel its
asymptotic. expansiolls or explicit expressions for the analytic torsions of any special
classes of manifolds.
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Torsion invariants for lllanifolds which are not. Silllply connected were introduced
by K. Reielelneister in [Rel], [Re2], where he obtained with the help of such invariants
a full P L-classification of three-diJllensional lens spaces. These invariants were gen
eralized by W. Franz to Inulti-dilnensionaJ PL-nul..nifolds in [Fr]. As the result of this
generalization he obt.ailled a P L-classification of lens spaces of any dimension. (These
torsions were the first invariants of lllanifolcls which are not homotopy invariants.)
J .H.C. Whitehead in [Vvh] and G. de Rham in [dR3] introducecl torsion invariants
for snlooth Il1anifolds. G. de Rhall1 in {dR3] proved that a spherical Clifforcl-Klein
D1anifold (i.e., t.he quotient of a sphere under the fixed-point free action of a finite
group of rotations) is detennined up to an isoll1etry by it.s funclalnelltal group anel
by its Reidelneister torsions. The \Vhit.eheael torsion for CL hOlnotopy equivalence
betweell finite cell cOIllplexes wa..,;; int.l'oduced in [Wh] as a genel'alization of the Rei
den1eister torsion invariant.s defined in [Rel], [Fr], and [dR3]. (!ts values are in the
Whiteheael gl'OUP Wh( '1Td of the fundiunental group '1Tl') The Whitehead t.orsion is
connected with Whitehead's theory of silnple hOll10tOpy t.ypes ([Wh], [dR.MK], [Mi],
Section 7). SOlne 111odifications of Reidelneister torsions were considered by J. Milnor
in [11i], Sections 8, 12, anel by V. Turaev in [Tl, Section 3. The scalar Reidemeister
torsion is CL global invariant of a cell deCOtl1position of a n1anifold anel of an acyclic
representation of its fundatnental group. It. is an invariant of the P L-structure of a
D1anifold. The Reielelneister torsion for an arbit.rary finite-dilnensional unimodular
representation of the fundalnental group cau be defined as a canonical nonn on the
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determinant line of the COhOlll0logy of Cl tnanifold (with the coefficients in the loeal
system defined by this representatiou). It is SOIlle kind of tnultiplieative analog of
the Euler eharaeteristic in the ease of odd-dimensional manifolds. (The Euler char
aeteristic of a c10sed lnanifold is trivial in the odd-dimensional ease.) Formulas for
the Reidemeister torsions of a direct product of manifolds ([KwS]) are analogous to
the multiplicative property of the Euler charact.eristic.

The Ray-Singer analytic torsion was introduced in [RS] for a closed Riemannian
manifold (M, 9M) with an aeyclic orthogonal representation of the fundalnental group
?Tl (M). It is equal to a prodnct of the eorresponding powers of the determinants of the
Laplaeians on differential fonns DRe(M). These determinants are regularized with
the help of the zeta-functions of the Laplaeians. (The scalar Reidemeister torsion also
can be written by the analogons fonll111a, where Ricillannian Laplacians are replaeed
by the combinatorial ones.) The Ray-Singer analytic torsion is defined with the help
of a Riemannian metric 9M hut it is independent of 9M in the acyclic case. (This
assertion was proved in [RSJ, Theorenl 2.1.) So it. is an inva.riant of a smooth structure
011 M. It h~"i the properties analogous to the properties of tlle Reidemeist.er torsion
([RS], Sections 2, 7). The Ray-Singcr eonjecture ([RS]) clainls that for an acyclic
representatioll p of the fundalnenta.I group of a closed lnanifold M the Reidelneister
torsion of (M, p) (whieh is clefined for any SIll00t.h triangulation of M) is equal to the
Ray-Singer allalytie torsion of (lv!, p). This eonject.ure was independently proved by
W. Müller in [Mül] and by .1. Cheeger in [Ch] for closed lllanifolds. The Ray-Singer
analytic torsion ean a.lso be defined for any finit.e-dilllensional unitary representation
p of ?Tl (M). In this ease the Ray-Singer torsion is the nonn on the deternlinant line
det He (M, p). For instanee, it is defined for a trivial one-dinlensional representation.
So the analytic torsion nonn provides us with a canonical nornl on the detenninant
line of the de Rhaln c0l11plex of a lnanifold. (The Ray-Singer fornulla for an arbitrary
finite-dilnensional unitary represent.at.ion p of 1r} (M) in t.he ease, when M is a slnooth
closed manifolel, clainls that the Ray-Singer nonn on det He (M, p) is equal to the
Reidemeister nornl on det He (M,p).)

Let (A1,9M) be a ll1allifold with a. s1110ot.h bounda.ry BAl anel with t.he Dirichlet and
the Neulnann boundary eonditiollS inelependent.ly given on the connected cOlllponents
of aM. Let Z C aAl be a union of t.he cOIllponents of aAl where the Dirichlet
boundary cOllelitions a.re givell. Let. Fp be a loeal system with a fiber Cm defined
by a unitary representatioll p: ?Tl (M) ~ U(71l). Then the Ray-Singer torsion norm
Ta (M, Z; Fp ) is defined on det He (Al, Z; Fp ). It is independent of !JM (if!JM is a direct
procluct Illetric near JA1) ancl it depends on a flat Heflllit.ian Inetric on the fibers
Pp (for a general (M, Z)). A flat Hennitian structure on Fp defines a norm on the
line det (F

Xl
M, Z) := 0k (det Fx,Jx(Ah,Znölvfk

) l where the product is over the full set
of representatives FXk of fiben; of Fp over the eonnected cOlnponents M k of M (with
one such a fibel' FXk for each Mb Xk E M k , det Fx := I\lIlll.XFx )' The tensor produet of
this norm and of To (Al, Z; Pp) is a lnodified Ray-Singer nOrl11 on det He (M, Z; Fp) 0
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clet (Fx , M, Z) and it does not depend on 9u and on a flat Hennitian 11letric on Fp

([VI]). The Ray-Singer torsion nonn for the de Rham complex of (M, Z) with tbe
coefficients in the direct Still) of any fini te-clilnensionallocal system Fp and of the dual

one F: is deflned in (V2]. In this case the Reidelneister torsion 10 (M, Z; Fp EB F:)
(Le., the one for (Al, Z) with the coefficients in Fp EB Fp

V
) is well-defined, because

the fibers of the line bundle elet (Fp EB p p
v ) have the canonical norm in accordanee

with the loeal systenl strtlcture. In this case, the Ray-Singer torsion differs from
the Reidemeister torsion by an explieit factor (which is compllted in [V2]) hut this
torsion does not depend on 9M (if 9M is a direet product metric near 8M). This
definition of the Ray-Singer torsion norn1 does not use a Hernlitian strllcture in the
fibers of Fp• In [Mü2] allother Ray-Singer torsion was int.roeluced for the de RhaITI
eOlnplex of a closecl (A1,9M) with the coefficients in a IDeal system Pp, defined by
a unimodular finite-dilllensional representation p of 7rl (1\1). This torsion is defined
with the help of an arbitrary Hennitian nletric hp in the fihers of Pp anel it depends
in general on this metric. (For a non-unitary representation p there are no Hermitian
metries on Fp , which are flat with respect to t.he canonical flat structllre.) It was
proved in [Mii2] that in the case of an odd-dill1ensional M the Ray-Singer torsion,
defined with the help of a Hernlitian Inetric hp, is independent of (hp, 9A.d and is
eqllal to the Reidemeister torsion. (The Reidelneister torsion is canonically elefined
for any unilllodular fillitc-dilucusioual l'epl'esentation of 1I"t. In the case of an odd
dilnensional closeel M it is independent of a flat I-Iermitian Inetric Oll det. Fp , since
the Euler characteristic in this case is eqllal to zero for each connectecl cOlnponent
of M.) The Ray-Singer torsion, defined with the help of hp , depencls on (hp, 9M)
for a general even-diInellsional M. The definition of the Ray-Singer torsion for any
finite-dimensional representation p of 7rl (M) for a closed (M, gM) equipeel with a
Hermitian Inetric hp (on the fibers of the corresponding vector bundle) is given in
{BZI], [BZ2]. In [BZ2] the Ray-Singer Illetric on the det.erminant line, corresponding
to a finite flat exact seqllence (p., dF ) of finite-elill1ensional fiat vector bundles over
M is eomputeel (in tenns of 9M anel of Hernlitian llletrics on Fi).

The Gaussian integral of exp (- (S:c, :c)), where S is a positive self-adjoint operator
in a finite-dilnensional Hilbert space H, dill1H = n, is equal to (211")n j

2 (detS)-l j
2.

The Ray-Singer torsion appears nahlrally in thc COlllpllt.ations of asymptotic expan
sions for analogous infi Il ite-diulensional integrals of exp (-ik I(A)), where I (A) pos
sesses an infinite-dilnensional symlnetry group G ([Sc], [Will, [Wi2]). For instance,
the Chern-Sinl0ns action

l(A) := (47r)-1 r TI' (A 1\ dA +2/3A 1\ A 1\ A)JM

on a trivialized principal G-bundle Pe over a closed orientable three-diInensional
l11anifold (where G = SUN and Tl' i8 the trace in the N-diInensional geometrical
representation of C, a.nel where A is a connection fonn) is invariant under the gauge
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transformations A -t 9Ag-1
- dg· g-1 =: Ag for a smooth g: M -t G (where Ag is the

same connection hut with respeet to another trivialization of Pa, i.e., with respect to
another smooth seetion G -t PG ). Stationary points of I(A) are the flat connections
An (i.e., such that the eurvature F (An) is equal to zero). The asYlnptotic of an
integral of exp (-ikI(A)) as k -t +00, k E Z+, is cOlnputed by the stationary phase
method. The principal tenn of the contribution of a point An into this integral (in
the case when the Hat connection An is an isolated one) has as its absolute value
the square root of the Ray-Singer torsion of M with coefficients in the loeal systenl,
defined by a flat connection Am with the Lie algebra g of G as its fibers (see [Will;
[Wi2], 2.2; [BW], 2).

The Reidemeister torsion was essentially used in [Wi2], 4, for the cOlnputation
of the volume of a lnoduli space M of tohe fundalnental group representations for Cl.

closed two-dilnensional surface. In this ease the Reideilleister torsion is a seetion of
]detl T*M, i.e., it is a density Oll j\lt.

This paper is devot.ed to a proof of a generalized Ray-Singer conjecture for mani
folds with a slnooth boundary (anel also for t.ranslnission boundary conditions given
on the illterior boundaries). We suppose that the local Rysteln is trivial. The proof
of the Ray-Singer conjeeture for non-unit.ary loeal syst.elns and for Inanifolds with
corners will be the subject. of a subseql1ent. paper.

Let (M, 9M) be a R.ienlal11lian lllallifold with a sll100th boundary DAI anel let
the Dirichlet anel the Neunlann boundary conditions be independently given on the
cOllneeted cOlllponcllts of DAI. Let YM be a direet produet 11letrie near DM. Thell
the Ray-Singer torsion of (M, YM) is defined as a. nonn on the detenninant line
det He (M, Z). (Here Z is the union of t.he connected components of DM where the
Dirichlet boundary conditions a.re givcn.) This nonn is independent of YM (for direct
product metrics YAl near DM). The Reidelneister torsion of (Al, Z) is a.n invariant of
the P L-struetul'e of (kI, Z) anel it is Cl. nonn on the sanle detel'nlinant line. The torsion
nornlH are defilled in Section 1. The Ray-Singer n01'l11 differs froln the Reidemeister
nonn on det He (Al, Z) for a general DM f. 0. Their rat.io is COll1puted in Theorem 1.4
below.

Let (M, 9Al) be obtained by gluing t.wo Rielnannian Illanifolds (Mj , 9Mj) along

the common cOlnponent N of theil' boundaries, M := MI UN M 2 (where N is
a closed smooth IlUUlifold of coditllCnsion one in M). Let 9M be a direet prod
uet 111et.ric near N. Then, as it is pl'oved in Theorelll 1.1, the Ray-Singer torsion
nonn To(M, Z) on det He (AI, Z) is equal to t.he tensor product of the Ray-Singer
nonns To (Mb ZI U N) (9 To (AI2, Z2 U N) 0 To(N) (Zk := Z n DMk), where the line
det JJe(A1, Z) is identified with the tensor product of the lines det He (MI, ZI U N) 0
det He (1'.12 , Z2 U N) (9 det He(N) by the short exact sequence of the de Rham conl
plexes
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where DR·(M, Z) is the relative de Rhanl conlplex of Sll100t.h forms with the zero
geometrical restrictions to Z, the left arrow is the natural inclusion, and the right
arrow is V2 tilnes a geOll1etrica.l restrietion. For the Reidemeister norm this assertion
is also true and the ielentification of the detenninant lines is given by the analogous
exact sequence of cochain cOInplexes. However in this case the right arrow is the
geometrical restriction of cochains (without additional factor J2). Let (M, Z) be
obtained by gluing two Inanifolds (MI, Zd anel (M2, Z2) along the COnllTIOn cOlnpo
nent N of their bounc1Clries, M := MI UN M2 . Then t.he ratio of the square of the
Ray-Singer nonn anel t.he square of the ReideI11eister norm for (M, Z) is equal to
the product of the SaIlle ratios for (MI, ZI U N), (M2, Z2 U N), and for N with an
additional factor 2-x (N). So the assertion of Theorem 1.1 claims that it is possible ta
calculate the Ray-Singer norn1 by cutting of a I11anifold into pieces which are lnani
{olds with Sll100th boullc1aries. Thc Inain theOl'Cn1S of t.his paper are consequences of
TheorelTI 1.1. This theoren1 provides us with the gluing forIlHlla for the Ray-Singer
torsion nonllS. Such a gluing fonnula is a new one.

In the case of a lnanifold with Cl Sll100th bOllndary, thc Ray-Singer torsion To(M, Z)
is a function not only of (ft1, Z) hut also of the phase 0 of a cut of the spectral plane
C (because the zeta-fullctions (j(8) for the Laplacians 6 j on DRj(M, Z) are defined
for Re s > (di In M) /2 a.s the SUll1S L..\ -8 over the nonzero eigenvalues, and ..\ -" is

clefined as ..\(8) := exp ( -810g(o) ..\), where () - 21r < Itn log(o) ..\ < 0, () ~ 27rZ). In fact,

To(M, Z; 0) (as weil a.s (j( s)) elepends only on [0 /21r]. Thc zeta-futlction regularization
of the det' (6 j ) (i.e., of the product of all the nonzero eigenvalues of 6 j , including
their lllultiplicities) is elefined as exp (-o,,(j(s)I,,=o). The analytic continuation of
(j (s) is regular at zero. The zeta-function (j (Bj 'In) depcllds on n~ := [0/27r]' () ~ 21rZ,
as folIows:

(j(B; 111. + 1) = exp( -21ri8)((B; 171.),

det' (ßj; 1n + 1) = exp (27ri(j(O)) deL' (ßj; rn).

The nun1ber (j(O) is independent of m, and the number (j(O) + dirn Ker 6..j can be
interpreted as the regularized dilllension of the space DRj (AI). This regularized
dimension depends not only on the space DRj(ft1) hut it, also depends on a positive
definite self-adjoint elliptic differential operator of a positive order, which acts in
DRj (NI). This elilnension is areal ntllllber but it is not an integer in tbe case of
the Laplacians Oll DR,· (111) for Cl general closeel even-dilnew,ional (M, 9M)' Hence,
det (ßjj 'm) depends Oll 'In for ~mch (ft1, 9M). The Il1unher (j(O) is an integer for
a generalized Laplacian on 0. closed odd-dilnensional (ft1, yu), according to [BGV],
Theoren1 2.30, OI" to [Gr], Theorcl11 1.6.1. It. is equal to zero when M is closed, diln M
is odd, anel dill1 Ker D.. j = O.

Even in such a. silnple case as for an interval (I, (1) with tohe Dirichlet boundary
conditions, the dependence of Tu(M, Z; n1.) on n~ is nont.rivial. The ratio of the torsion
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To (M, Z; [B/21rD and the Reidelueister torsion nornl is COll1puted in Theorem 2.2.

The paper is organized as folIows. In Sectioo 1 we deduce a generalization of the
Ray-Singer conjecture frOIn the gluing fonnula for Ray-Singer torsion norms. This
fonnula is proved in Theoren1 1.1. The proof uses v-translnission interior boundary
conditions on N, where v = (a,ß) E R2 \ (0,0). These interior boundary prob
leIns give us a SlllOOth in v fa.Iuily of spectral probleIns on M. Such a problem for
v = (1,1) coincides (in a spect.ral sense) with the spectral problem for a glued M.
For v = (0,1) or for v = (1,0) it is a direct sun1 of spectral problem"s on MI anel on
M2 , i.e., the two pieces of Mare cOlnpletely disconnected. So this family provides
us with a sl1100th process of cutting (in a spectral sense) of M in two pieces MI
and M2 . Let M = MI UN M2 be obtaiued by gluing A11 and M2 along the COlll
1110n cOlnponent N of their boundaries. Then the Ray-Singer nonn To (Mv, Z) on
the detenllinant line det H- (A{/ Z) fol' the de Rhaln complex DR- (Mv, Z) with v
transluission conditions on N is defined. The short exact sequence for DR- (Mv, Z),
similar to (0.1), ha.-; the SiLllle the first and third terlllS a.s (0.1). The hOl110morphisll1S
rv: DR- (Mv, Z) -+ DR,-(N) are of the fonn rv = (ai; + ßi;,) /Ivl, where iiWj are the
geometrical restrict.ions to N for tlle COIl1pOnents Wj of W = (WI, W2) E DR- (Mv, Z).
Note that 1'(1,1) = V2 i"'. (This is the reaSOll of the appearance of .j2i* in the exact
sequence (0.1), conneeted with the gluing fOl'll1ula.) In Lenlllla 1.2 we prove that thc
gluing propel'ty for alla.lytic t.orsion 1101'lUS (Theorem 1.1) is equivalent to the inclepen
dence of v of the nonns ou·clet EI- (MI, Zl U N) <2) det H- (A1z, Z2 U N) <2) det H-(N)
induced by Tu (Mv, Z). (Here the idelltificatioll of the detenuinant lines is defined
by the short exact sequence for DR,- (lvIv, Z).) The la.tter a~sertion is pl'oved in Sec
tiOll 2. First we pl'ove that the nonn indllced by the Ray-Singer torsion To(Mv, Z)
is locally independent of 1/ in the case when aß f:. 0 (where v = (er, ß)). We do
this in Sections 2.:3, 2.5, and 2.G wit.h the help of explicit. variation fOflllulas for the
scalar R.ay-Singer torsion T (ll1v , Z) (if v depends sinoothly Oll a. parameter). We
define a fmuily (in 1/) of hOmOlnOl'phislllS to identify finite-dilllensional subcOlnplexes
W;(v) of DR- (Nlv , Z). (The cOlnplexes lrV;(v) are spanned by the eigenfornls of the
Laplacians with eigenvalues less than a fixed f1tllllber a > O. We suppose that a is not
an eigenvalue of D..j (.A1v , Z) for 0 ~ j ~ n.) Then we compute the actions of these
hOll10lnorphisIllS on the detel'lninant lines. These identifications are not canonical;
we choose SOllle pal'ticular (quite natural) identifications for v sufficiently elose to Va

such that aoßu f:. O.

Then it is enough to prove the continuity in v E IR2 \ (0,0) of the Donn on
det H- (MI, ZI U f\l) <2) clet JI- (.A1z, Zz U N) det H-(N), which is induced by the Ray
Singer Honn Tu (1.1v , Z). "vVe prove in Seet.ion 2.7 that the truocated sealar analytic
torsion T (Mv, Z; a), corresponding to the eigenvalues ,\ of D..j (Mv, Z) which are
greater than (J., is loeaJly continuous in 11. Then we prove that the nOflU, induced by
the analytic torsion Hornl Tu (Hf: (11)) of a fillite-dill1ensional cOlnplex W:( 1/), is locally
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continuous in 11. The la.tter assertion is proved in Sections 2.2, 2.4, and 2.7 with the
use of the cone of the hOllloInorphislll R.~(a): W;(v) ~ C- (Xv, zn X) (where R~(a)

is the integration of differential fonns frolll W; over the simplexes of a given smooth
triangulation X of M, and C· (Xl" Z n X) is t.he corresponding cochain complex).
This homonlorphisIll is a quasi-isol110rphism for any v E IR2

\ (0,0) (Proposition 2.3).
We cau conclude that the analytic torsion norm on det Jf- (Cone Rv(a)) = C (for
a fixed v) corresponds to an acyclic finite-dilnensional complex and is defined by
the derivatives at zero of the zeta-functions for self-adjoint finite-dimensional in
vertible operators. So these nOflus are locally continuous in v. (This is proved
in Section 2.7.) Then the local continuity of the norm induced by Ta (W;(v)) on
det H- (MI, Zl U N) ~ det 11- (M2, Z2 U N) ® det 11-(N) follows froln the continuity
of the nornl (on the sanle detenninant line) incluced by To (C- (Xv, Zn X)) and from
the identity:

This identity is proved in Lenllua 2.4.
The use of the cone of R:(a) allows us to avoid difficult.ies, connected with the fact

that some positive eigenvalues of the Lapladans 6.- (My, Z) tend to 0 as v = (Ci, ß)
tends to Va = (1,0) (01' to ll u = (0,1)). The dilnensions of H-(Mv,Z) essen
tially change when v, aß #- 0, is replaced by vo. (Only the Euler characteristic
X (He (Mv, Z)) does not change when v is replaced by l/ u.) It is impossible to find
for a general N the precise aSYluptotic expressions for the eigenvalues ..\, which tend
to zero as v ~ Vo, and especially to find the asynlptotics of the corresponding eigen
forms w,\ of ~ - (Mv, Z). So the contilluit.y of the nornl inelllced by Ta (Mv, Z) (viewed
as a function of v) at the point. 110 cannot be pl'oved for a general M (obt.ained by
gluing two pieces MI anc! M 2 alollg N) with the help of separate cornputations of
the asyluptotic expressions for the scalar torsion T (Alv , Z) and for the measure on
det H- (A1y , Z) definec! by hannonic fonns. The proof of t.he classical Ray-Singer
conjecture in [Ch] anel the proof in [Mii2] (in the case of uniluodular representations
of 'lrl (M)) are based Oll aSYlllptot.ic COlllputations of such quantities for a Inanifold
with boundary Alu := NI \ Su, where Su is a tubular neighborhood of an embedcled
sphere Sk C-.....7 Mn as the radius U of the tubular neighborhood (in the nonnal to Sk
direction) tends to zero. (It is also supposed in [eh] t.hat. Su is a direct product on
Sk X Dn-k anel that 9M Isu is a direct product tuetric on Sk X Dn-k.)

To give a rigorous proof of the assertions above useel in t.he proof of the gluing
fonnula, it is necessary to pl'ove a lot o[ analytic propositions. We do it in Sec
tions 2.2, 2.6, 2.7, ancl in Section 3. The theory of (- anel O-functions in the case of
v-transnlission interior boundary conclitions is elaborateel in Section 3. The precise es
tinlates of the corresponding (-functions in vertical strips are obt.ained in Section 3.4.
These est.imates al10w us using t.he inverse Mellin transforIll to derive the information
about the densities on Al, N, and aAl for the asYIllptotic expansions as t ~ +0 of
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O-functions frmn the properties of the densities for appropriat.e (-functions.

1. ANALYTIC TORSION AND THE RAy-SINGER CONJECTURE

1.1. Analytic and combinatorial torsions Darms. The analytic torsion nornl
appears in the following finite-diInensional algebraic situation. Let (Ae, d) be a finite
cOInplex of finite-dilnensional Hilbert spaces. The determinflut 0/ (A e, <1) is the tensor
product

0j(AIIlßX Ai)(-I)i+
1

=: det(A e ),

where Arnax Aj =: detAj is the top exterior power of the linear space Aj and where
L -1 is the dual space LV for a one-dirnensional vector space Lover C. The natural
Hilbert nonn 11'II~etA is defined by the Hilbert norms on Aj.

The detenninant of the COhoIllology det.He (A) of (Ae, d) is also defined and there
is a natural nonn on it (sillce Hi (A) is the subquotient. of Ai). The differential d
provides us with the identification

However in the general case this identification is not an iSoIllctry of tbe norms 11'II~etA

and 11'Il~etH-(A)· For f( d) to be an iSOlllctry it is necessary to Inultiply 11'II~etH-(A) by
the sealar analyf.ic lo'rsion of a conlplex (A e, <1), which is defined as

(1.1 )

Here (j(s) = L' ,.\-.! is the sunlI over all the nonzero eigenvalues ,.\ =f:. 0 (including
their lnult.iplicities) of the nOllllega.t.ive (i.e., if ,.\ =f:. 0 then ,.\ > 0) self-adjoint operator
(d· d + dd·) IAi. The derivati ve 8.!(j( $) 1.,:=0 is equal to - log elet' ((cl· d + dd·) lAi) (i .e.,
it is equal to the Stllll of (-log"\) E IR over all the nonzero eigenvalues "\).

It is enough to prove the assertion (1.1) in the case of a two-tenns complex d: Po ::::
FI , where diln Fj = 1, ej E Pj , deo = lI·el, Il i:- 0, anel where 11 eol1 2 = 1 = 11 eI11

2
•

In this ca..o;;e the elellleut. el 0 eül E det. (Fe) is of t.he unit norm and the squa.re of
tbe norm of the corresponding eleInent Il- 1 E C frolll C = det 0 = det He(F) is

equal to l/l-2 1
2

• If the nonn 1,/.-112 is 11l11ltiplied by the scalar analytic torsion for
Fe, namely by exp (log det (d·rl)) = exp (log det (dd·)) = 1/'-1 2 then the isomorphism
between det(pe) and C = det 0 (defined by cl) beCOllle:.; an isometry.

This finite-ditnensional defiuition nlake sense also for the infinite-dimensional de
RhaIl1 cOIllplex of a closed snlooth n1anifold. In this case the analytic torsion is
thc norm on the detenninant of the COhOillology of this lllanifold. Let (DRe(M), d)
be the de Rhanl cOIllplex of snlooth differential fOrIllS (with the values in C) on a
closed manifold M. The scalar aualytic torsion for a closed Rielnannian lnanifold
(M, 9M) is defined by the sanle fOrInula (1.1), where d· = 8 (relative ta 9M) and

1The function ..\ - ~ is defined as exp (-I' log ..\) where log..\ E IR far ..\ E IR+.
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(d*d + dd*) 1D R.i (1\1) is the LapIace-Bel trami operator ß j . In th i8 case the series,
which defines (j(8), convel'ges for Re s > (dilllM)/2. The analytie funetion (j(s)
ean be analytieally (lneronlorphically) eontinued to the whole eomplex plane. It i8
known that (je,,) has silllpie poles and that it is regular at zero ([Se2J).

The eohomology H· (DR.(Nf)) are canonieally ident.ified (by tbe integration of the
fonlls over the sill1plexes) wit.h the eohomology H·(M) of M. This follows froIll the
de Rham theoren1. The Hodge theorem claims that eaeh element of Hj (DR(M)) has
one anel only one representative in the spaee of harmonie forms Ker D..j. The natural
nonn on Ker ßj (defined by the Riemannian luetrie 9M) provides us witb tbe norm

11'll~etHe(M) on det H-( NI). For an odd-dimensional M this norm depends on 9M.

Definition. The aualytic t01'sion U01i1l To(M) on detlf-(M) is the norm

(1.2)

The main pl'operty of this nonn is its independence of a Rienlannian Inetric YM.
SO it is an invaria.nt of a snlooth structure on M. Let HS suppose that 9M = 9M(,)
depends slnoothly on a pa.rcllnet.er , E IR1

. Then the variation formulas in [RS],
Theorems 2.1, 7.3 (01' in [eh], Theorenl 3.10, (3.22)), claitn t.hat

8-y~( -l)j j83 (j,-y( 8) 1.,=0 = ~( -l)j (- Tl'(exp (-tD..j,-y) 0')0 +Tr(Hj,-yCY)). (1.3)
J J

Here 11.j ,"'( is the kernel of the ortllogo11al projcctioll operator frolll D Rj (M) onto
Ker D..j(M,YA.t{/)), Q' := *:;18-y (*-y) (*-y cOl'responds to YM(/)) alld Tr(exp(-tßj,-y)a)o
is the constant coefficiellt in the a..';';Ylnptot.ic expansion as t -t +0 (n := dilll M):

f

T .( (t A. ) ) - "" . ·f-n/7.+k ( I)1 exp - ,uHr Q' - L.J m),k . + () f .
k;;;;O

(1.4)

The existence of the asynlptotic expa.nsion (1.4) follows [rmu [Gr], Theorem 1.6.1,
or from [BGY], Theorenl 2.30. For a falnily of nornlS 11·117. (,) on detH-(M) defined
by the hannonic fonus Ker (D..j (M, YMC'Y))) the following equality holds for any fixed
11- E det H-(A1), IL f:. 0 ([RS], SectiOll 7):

8-y log 1I1'·11~let H.(M) C,) = - 2: (-1)j Tr (Hj,-yQ) .

Hence, (1.3) involves t.lle equalit.y

(1.5)

Sinee k in (1.4) are integers, we see that the right side of (1.5) is zero for odd n.
For evell n, n = 21, the right side o[ (1.5) i8 also equal to zero, since mj,l = -m7./-j,l.
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This fact follows froln the equalities

81(*~1*1) = 0, 0' = - * 0'*-1,

Tl' (exp (-t~i) 0') = Tl' ( (* exp (-tßj) *-1) (-0')) = - Tl' (exp (-tßn-j) 0') ,

(sinee they involve the equalities 1TIj,k = -mn-i,k, where n is even anel k E Z+ U 0).
The analytie torsion nOrIn can be interpreted (in an intuitional sense) as tbe nOrIn,

corresponding to an element v E det DR· (M) (v is defined up to a multiplieative con
staut c E C, leI = 1, auel its "torsion nonn" is equal to one). The space det DR·(M)
anel L 2-nonn on it are not clefined but the space det l[·(M) anel the analytie torsion
nonn To(M) on it are rigorously defined. For a finite-dimensional complex the an
alytie torsion nornl on the detennillant. of its cohomology corresponcls to the n01'l11
on the detenninant of the eOI11plex defined by the Hilbert structures on the ternlS
of this complex. The analytic torsion nornl is (in SOllle sense) a multiplicative Euler
characteristic useful for odd-diIllensional Inanifolds.

The same definition of To(M) Blake sense also in the case when M is a compact
Riemannian nlanifolel with a SI1100th bounelary DM = UNi anel with the Dirichlet 01'

the Neumann boundary condit.iolls given independentlyon each connected cOI11ponent
Ni of DM. Let t.he 111etric 9M be a direct product 11let.ric near 8M. Then To(M) is
independent of YM as in the case of a closed manifold (this is proved below).

Let X be a slnooth triangulation of M and let (C·(X), dc ) be a cochain cOlnplex of
X ( with cOl11plex coefficients). Then eaeh Gi(X) has the Hilbert structure defined
by the arthonornlal basis oi' ba..<.;ic 'cochains {be} 1 where be ( ed is 1 for el = e and 0
for el f:. e. Hence the scalar torsion T (C·(X), dc ) is also defined.

The cornbiuatoria/ tOl'sinn TO(X) is elefined as the following nornl on the detenni
naut of the cohornology H· (C(X),dc ) = H·(lvJ) :

(1.6)

(where Hi (C(X)) is the subquotient. of Gi(X) anel so it. has the natural Hilbert
strllctllre indllceel frOl11 Gi(X)). The nornl (1.6) is invariant nudel' any regular subdi
visions of X. So this nonn is an invariant of the eombinatorial structure of M (whieh
is cOl1lpletely defined by a SlllOOth structure Oll M). This Bonn corresponcls to thc
Hilbert narIn on det C·(X), defined by the basic coehains.

Let M be a 111allifold witb a slnooth boundary DN! = UNi, where Ni are the
cOllnected cOlllponellts of DAI. Let. Z be the union of Ni where the Dirichlet boundary
conditions are given. Set V := xnz. Then (1.6) (where H·(C(X)) anel T (C·(X), l1c )

are replaced by H·(C(X, V)) anel by T (C·(X, V), dc )) provides us with the definition
of the norOl TO(X, V). This nonn is an invariant of the cOlllbinatorial structure on
(M, Z) ((Mi], Sections 7, 8, 9).
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1.2. Gluing formulas. The Ray-Singer conjecture claims that for a closed smooth
Inanifold M tbe norms To(A1) anel To(M) on the same one-dimensional space detH~M)
are equaJ2

To(M) = To(M). (1.7)

How to prove such a fonnula in a natural way? It is necessary to find a general
property of the analytic torsion whicb involves the equality (1. 7). Such a property
can be formulated a.s folIows. Let (M, aM) be a Riemannian manifold with a smooth
boundary anel with the Dirichlet 01' tbe NewInann boundary conditions given in
dependently on the connected cODlponents of aM. Let a closed codimension one
submanifold N of M, N n aM = 0, divides M in two pieces MI and M 2 (glued along
N), M = MI UN M2 , anel let a Inetric 9M be a direct product Inetric near N and near
DM. Let To(Mk , N) be the analytic torsion nornl for M k (with the Dirichlet bound
ary conditions Oll N), anel let t.he boundary conditions on the connected components
of DM belonging to DMk be the salne as for To(M). The following assertion central
in this paper.

Theorem 1.1 (Gluing property). Tlte ana.lytic torsion nonn To(M, Z) is the ten
sor product of the aualytic torsion nonns for (MI' ZI U N), (M2, Z2N), and for N

<panTo(A1, Z) = To(Nf l , Zl U N) @ To(A12 , Z2 U N) @ To(N), (1.8)

where Zk := Zn 8Mk.

The identification <Pan (in (1.8)) of det JJ-(A1, Z) with the tensor product of the
three one-dilllensional spaces:

'Pan: det H-(M, Z) -+ det H-(MI , ZI U N) 0 det H-(M2, Z2 U N) 0 det H-(N) =
=: Det(M, N, Z) (1.9)

is defined by the long coholnology exact sequellce corresponding to the followillg short
exact sequence of the de R,halll cOll1plexes:

0-+ DR-(MI,ZI U N) ffiDR-(A12 ,Z2 U N) -+ DR-(A1t,llZ) ~ DR-(N) -+ O. (1.10)

The relative de Rhalll cOlllplex (DR-(Mk , Zk U N), d) (where cl is the exterior
derivative of differential fOrIns) consists of the sll100th forms w on M k, having tbe
zero geometrical restrictioll to N : ikw = 0 (where ik : N C fJMk C-t M k ) and also
having the zero restl'ictions to the cOlllponents of aAl n M kl where the Dirichlet
boundary conc1itiolls are given (i.e., to Zk)' The complex (DR (MI,d, d) consists of
the pairs (Wt,W2) of Sll100t.h different.ial forms Wk E DR- (Mk, Zk) (i.e" Wk have the

2The cohomology He (DR(M)) anu He (C(X)) are identified (according to the de Rham theorem)
by the homomorphism of the integration of fonns from DRe(M) over the simplexes of a sillooth
triangulation X of M.
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zero geometrical restrictioos t.o the corresponding components of DM n M k), which
have the same geoinetrical restrictions to N:

'. '.11 WI = l~ W~.

The differential d(Wh W2) in DRe (Mt.d is defined as (dw l , dW2)' The Ieft arrow in
(1.10) is the natural inclusion of ffikDRe (Mk, Zk U N) into DRe (MI,I, Z). The right
arrow r in (1.10) is not ausllai geOlnetrical restrietion hut is the one multiplied by
V2:

(1.11)

To define 'Ptm it is llecessary to introduce a natural identification of He (DR(M, Z))
with H- (DR (MI ,I, Z)). (The short exact sequence (1.10) provides us with the iden
tifieation

'Pan: det H- (DR (Mt,I, Z)) ::: Det(M, N, Z),

hut not with the identifieation oE det. He (DR(M, Z)) with Det(M, N, Z).) We show
in Proposition 1.1 (for aoy given tlletric 9M) that not only an the eigenvalues with
their multiplicities hut also a11 the eigenfonns of the natural Laplaeian ~l,l on
DR- (MI,t, Z) are the saUle 8..." for the Laplacian on DRe(M, Z), Thus, the oper
ator ~l,l (gM) in a very striet spectral sense i8 the SaIlle as ~(9M)'

The homotopy operator between tohe identity operator on DR- (MI,I' Z) and the
projection operator from DR- (All ,l' Z) onto Ker- ~l.l = Ker- ß is ohtained with
the help of the Green function GI,1 for the operator ßI,1 (Lemma 1.1). This ho
Ulotopy operator provides us with tbe canonieal identification of H- (DR (Mt,I, Z))
with Kerßi,l' So it defines the identifieation of 11- (DR (MI,t, Z)) with Kerße =
H- (DR(M, Z)) (since Ker ße is eanonica11y identified witb Ker ~i 1).

Ta prove Theorenl 1.1 we introduce a faulily of interior houndary conditions on N
and show that the illc!ltced Bonn <P~nTo (Mv, Z) on Det(Atf, N, Z) is independent of
v (where v = (er, ß) E 1R2

\ (0,0) are the paranleter:-; of interior boundary conditions
on N). Namely

(1.12)

with sOlne positive Co which Illay elepend on (M,gAJ, DM) and on the boundary con
clitions on DM hut does not (Iepend on t.he paratnet.ers (a, ß) = v. Suppose that
the fonnula (1.12) holds for any gluing two pieces MI and M 2 along a closed N,
M = Mt UN AtJ2 , where the fact.or Co is independent of v. Then it is easy to COll
clude that Co = 1 (Lenlnla 1.2). In (1.12) To(Mv , Z) i8 tohe analytic torsion nornl
for the de Rhatl1 cOtnplex (DRe(.A1v, Z), (I). This conlplex consists of the pairs of

smooth fornls (Wb W2) such that Wk E DR· (Mk, Zk) has the zero geometrical restrie

tions to Zk := Z n D!vfk 3 and that tohe following transmission condition holels for the

3 Z is the union of t.he component.s of f)/l.1 where tohe Dirichlet. boundary conditions are given.
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geometrical restrictions i'kWk of Wk to N

O'i; WI = ßi; W2. (1.13)

The analytic torsion norm To (M
'Jl

Z) is defined for an arbitrary IJ = (0') ß) E
IR2 \ (0,0). There is a canonical identification of Bi (DRe (Mv) Z)) with the space
of the corresponding harmonie forms Ker (~vIDRj (Mv) Z)) (Lemma 1.1). This
identification (similarly to the case of DRe (MI ,1, Z)) is obtained by the homotopy
operator, whieh is defined using the Green funetion for the Laplacian ~v. (This
Laplacian is an elliptie self-adjoint operator by Theorem 3.1.) The boundary con
ditions for ~v on N and aM are elliptie (and differential). The Green funetion
Gv for ~v exists (and depends smoothly on IJ =J. (0,0)) according to Theorem 3.1
anel to Proposition 3.1. This identifieation provides us with the natural norms on
Bi (DRe (A1v , Z)) =: Bj (Mv, Z) and on det Be (Mv, Z). The scalar analytic torsion
T(Mv,Z) is defined by (v,j(s):= l:'Ai s for Res> (dimM)/2 (where the surn is
over aU the nonzero eigenvalues Ai of the Laplaeian ßv,j := ßvlDRi (Mv, Z) with
their multiplicities). These functions (v,i can be eontinued to meromorfic funetions
on the whole complex plane with simple poles and regular at zero. (This statement
is proved in Theoren1 3.1 and in Proposition 3.1 below.)

The lL71alytic torsion 7lO1'1n on det He (Mv, Z) is the norm

The identification r.p~n in (1.12 ) is defined by the short exaet sequence of the de
Rham eomplexes (where Zk := Z n aAlk):

o--+ DR- (All 1 ZI U N) ffi DR- (1\12 , Z2 U N) --+ DRe (Mo,ß,Z)~ DRe(N) --+ O.
(1.14)

The left arrow in (1.14) is the natural inclusion and the right arrow ra,ß is

(1.15)

For (a,ß) = (1,1) we have rI,I = y'2ikWk' This corresponds to (1.11). Hence, r.pan is
equal to r.p~fl for (a, ß) = (1, 1).

The eomplex DRe (Mv, Z) for the values (0,1) and (1,0) of IJ is the direet sum of the
de Rham complexes of aU the smooth {orms (with the zero geometrical restrietion to
Zk) on one of the Inanifolds Mk and of aU the smooth forms with the zero geometrical
restrietion to Zj U N on another piece Alj of the ITIanifold M. Thus, the two pieees of
Mare cOITIpletely diseonnccted with respeet to DR· (Mv, Z) for these special values
of v. The falTIily of spectral problelTIS on DR· (Mv, Z) for v E 1R..2 \ (0,0) provides us
with a SITIooth defonnation between a speetral probien) on M (without any interior
boundary eonditions) and the direct sum of speetral problelTIs on (Mb Zd and on
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(M2 , Z2 U N). So this faIllily of interior boundary problems is (in a speetral sense) a
kind of a smooth eutting of M in two diseonneeted pieees.

Let (MI, 1'i) be a eOlllpaet sll100th Riemannian manifold (MI, 9M1 ) with a Sll100th
boundary aMI and let N be a union of some eonneeted eomponents of aMI. Let a
Inetrie 9MI be a direet produet Inetrie near the boundary. Then (as it follows from
the equality (1.8)) the analytie torsion norm To (MIl N) on det H· (DR (MI, N))
eIoes not depend on 9M t. To prove this it is enough to take as (M, 9M) a closed
DUl.nifold M = A11 UN MI with a mirrar symmetrie (witb respeet to N) Riemannian
111etric 9M whieh eoincides with 9M1 on eaeh piece MI of M (gMI is a direet product
Inetrie near N and so 9M is SIl100th on M). Sinee the torsions To(M) and To(N) are
independent of 9MI and of 9N = YMl1TN we see tbat To (M}, N) does not depend on

YM1 '

It follows frolll the equality (1.12) with Co = 1 t.hat To (Mv, Z) eIoes not depend on
YM. Indeed, To(Mj, Zj U N) and To(N) are independent of 9M, and the identifieation
r.p~n is also independent. of 9M. (Here M is a Inanifold wit.h a sInootb boundary DM,
N n aM = 0, the Dirichlet boundary conditions are given on a union Z of some
eOIl1pOnents of DM, the NeUI11ann boundary conditions are given on DM \ Z, anel gM

is a direct produet metric near DM anel near N, Zk:= Zn DMk.)
Sinee DR· (A1o,l! Z) is tbe direet SUIll DR· (Al), Zd EB DR,· (M2, Z2 U N) of the de

Rham eomplexes (Zk ;= Z n DAIk)' we see that the ana.1ytie torsion norm To(Mo,d
is canonically equal to the tensor product of non11S:

To (A1o,l! Z) = To (MI, Zd 0 To (AI2, Z2 U N).

The determinant line in (1.16) is the tensor product

det H· (A1o,I, Z) = det JI· (MI, ZI) 12) det Jf· (A12 , Z2 U N)

(where H· (MI, Zd anel H· (M2l Z2 U N) are the relat.ive eohoIl1ology).
The fonnula (1.8) clainls for 1/ = (0,1) t.hat

r.p~:~To (Mo,I, Z) = Tu (MI, Zl U N) 0 To (M')., Z'}. U N) 0 To(N).

(1.16)

(1.17)

It follows frOlll the defini t.ion of t.he exa.ct sequenee (1.14) thai. r.pg~ is the identi ty on
the C01l1pOnent. <let H· (M')., Z2 U N) of det H· (Mo,I, Z). The follo'wing theorem is an
inlmecliate consequence of (1.16) and (1.17). Let N be a union of some eonnected
cOl11ponents of DM}, let All be a cOlnpact. Rielnannian Inanifold with a SI1100th bound
ary DMI and let ZI be a union of SOlne connect.ed cOlnponents of DMt not belonging
to N. Suppose that the Illetric YM t is a direet procltlct Inetric near aMI'

Theorem 1.2 (Gluing of boundary components). The cfj1Lnlity holrls

(1.18)
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The identificat.ion of the cleternlinant lines in (1.18)

(1.19)

is defined by the short exact sequence of the de Rham complexes:

(1.20)

where the left arrow is the natural inclusion, and the right. arrow is the geometrical
restrict ion.

Example 1.1. Fonl1ula (1.18) contains the Lerch formula ([WW], 13.21, 12.32) for
the derivative at zero of the zeta-function of Riemann ((s) (defined for Re s > 1 as

Ln?:1 '11.-"):

8,,((s)I,,=0 = _2-1 log 27r.

Indeed, let M be an interval (0, b] C IR. with t.he Dirichlet boundary conclitions at
o and the NeuInann condit.iollS at b. Set N be a point b. Then the fornlula (1.18)
claiITIS in this case that

Tu ((0, b]) = Tu ((0, b)) 0 To(b). (1.21)

The cohornology H- ((0, b]) = H- ([0, b], 0) are trivial. The scalar analytic torsion
T((O, b]) is equal to exp (-8"(1 (s; M)j,,:;;o), where (I (s; M) is t.he zeta-fullction for the
Laplacian on DRl ((0, b]). This zeta.-funct.ion for Re 8 > 1/2 is definecl by the series

(I(S; M) = L: (((7r/2b)(2n +1))2)-" .
n?:O

So (l(s;AI) = (7r/2b)-2"(1-2- 2")((2s) for Res> 1/2, where ((8) is the zeta
function of Rielllalln. Hence, the latter equality bet.ween the analytic continuations
of (I(S; M) anel of ((2s) holds for all 8 E C, and 8"(1 (s)I,,:;;o = 2((0) log 2.

The detenninant line det H· (M) on t.he left in (1.21) is canonically isonlorphic to
C, and the To(M)-norlll of the elel11cnt 1 E C is equal to

Illll~o(M) = exp (-(~ (0; M)) = exp (-2 ((0) log 2) = 2.

(Note, that the fUlletion 2 ((28) is the zeta-funeiion for the Laplaeian ß = (_82 /8x 2 )

on funetions on the eh-cle of the length 21r. As the circ1e is odd-dimensional, then
the value of 2 ((28) at zero is equal to - dirn Ker ß = -1. Bence, 2 ((0) = -1.)

The scalar analytic torsion T ((0, b)) is equal to exp(-8.. (1 (.s;M,N)), where (1( s;M,N)
for Re s > 1/2 is defined by the series

(l(s;M,N) = E (((7r/b)n)2)-" = (7r/b)-2"((2s).
n?::1
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Hence, this equality holels for all sEC, and the scalar analytic torsion is equal to

T((O,b)) = exp(-2('(O) + 2((0) log (1T"Jb)) = exp(-log(1T"Jb) - 2('(0)).

The identification of the determinant lines on the right and on the left in (1.21) is
defined by the COhOlllOlogy exact sequence

(1.22)

The elelnent 1 E HU(b) (of the nonn 1) is 1l1apped by (1.22) to the elenlent (dxJb)
of the norm IldxJbl12 = b- I . The element h = I-I 0 (dxJb), corresponding to the
element 1 E C = det He ((0, b]), has the norm b- I . So the equality (1.21) claims that

log 2 = -10gb -log(1T"Jb) - 2('(0).

Thus the equality ('(0) = -2-l log(21T") is a particular case4 of Theorem 1.2.

The natural L T llornl on ffijD R· (Mj ) is defined by

(VI, VI) := 1M (VI 1\ *vd,

where (VI 1\ *VI) is areal density on M, corresponding 1,0 VI 1\ *Vl.

(1.23)

Lemma 1.1. The Green junetions Gv jor fhe La.p!acians .ö: provide 118 with the
h01not0]1Y opcrator 1~n the camptcx DRe (M,," Z)

(1.24)

between the orthogonal p1'ojection operato1' ]J'H: DRe (/\1v , Z) -t Ker (.ö:) und the
identity openl.101' on DRe (Mv, Z). Thc Jollo'wing equulily holds in DR· (Mt" Z) :

dJ(v + !(vd = id -]11t.

Proof. The Green fUllction for .ö: 111apS the L2-cOInpletion (DRe(M))2 of DRe(M)5
into the Donl (.ö~) (Theorenl 3.1). The DOlll (.ö~) is dcfined as the donlain of defi
nition D (.ö:) for .ö: in DR.· (Mv, Z) cOInpleted with respect. to the graph topology
norm lIwll;raph := 11wll~ + IIß~wll~ for w E D (.ö~) (where Ilwll~ := (w,w) is the L2 

norDl (1.23)). The Greeu function Gv maps DRe(Mv, Z) into D (.ö:) (since, by

4In t.his paper the proofs of t,he equalit.y (1.18), of Theorem 1.1, ami of t.hc equalit.y (1.12) wit,h
Co = 1 do not use the Lerch forrnula. So we have übt,ained (by the way) a new prüof of the Lerch
formula.

r,(D~~))2 Coillcides wit.h t.he L 2-complct.ion of DR.' (Al111 Z) and with the L 2-complet,ion of
fBjDR (Mj).
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Theorem 3.1, ~: is a nonnegative elliptic differential operator with elliptic boundary
conditions). The definition of the Green function claims t.hat

(1.25)

on (DR·(M))2 (where ~:w for wE Dom (~:) is defined as limi ~:Wi for Wi E D (~:),

Ilw - wdl~Taph ---+ 0). In particular, this equality holds on DR· (MI/) Z) C (DR·(M))2'
The D (6.:) c (DR·(M))2 is defiued as folIows. The adjoint to dv operator 8v in

ffijDR· (M j ) is defined on eleInents V2 = (WI l W2), where Wk are smooth differential

forms on M k and the linear functional

/1'2 (VI) =< dVI' V2 >= 1M (dVl /\ *V2)

is continuous in DR· (A1v1 Z) with respect to the LTnonn (1.23) of VI E DR· (Mv, Z).
For such an elelllellt 'lJ2 = (Wl1 W2) the fOrIn *V2 = (*Wl 1 *W2) has the zero geometrical
restrietion to aNJ \ Z 1 anel the following translnission condit.ion has to hold on N for
V2:

(1.26)

where iN,k: N C aA1k "-t Mk. (These boundary conditions for V2 are consequences
of Stokes' formula.)

The dOlnain D (~:) C DR· (Mv, Z) is defined as the set of w E DR· (Mvl Z) such
that

(1.27)

Note that dGvw = G1

vdw for W EDR.· (Mv, Z) (this equality follows fron1 Stokes'
fonnula). Hence the identity (1.25) ca.n be represented on DR.· (Mv, Z) as

](d + dI( = id - Irri.

Thus the lenuna. is proved. D

Corollary 1.1. The h07'1l0topy openLlor (1.24) defines a canonica/ identification be
twccn the coho71w/ogy JJ. (D R (Mv 1 Z)) (lnd the space 01 hfLnnonic 10nr1,s Ker· (~v).

Let for silnplicity 9M be a direct product Illetric near N. Let the Dirichlet bounclary
conditions be given on a. union Z of son1e connect.ed components of ßM a.nd the
Netll11ann conditions be givell on 8A1 \ Z. Then the following holds.

Proposition 1.1. The eigenfon71.s 01 ~ (M, Z; 9M) a.re t.he $a7T/.e as the eigenfon71.s

01 ~l,I'
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Proof. Let I1 be equal to (1, 1). The condi tions (1.27) for W = (Wb W2) E D Re (MI ,I1Z)
are equivalent Oll N to the following ones:

iiv,tWl = iN,2w21

iN,1 (*dwd = iN,2(*dw'J),

iN,l (*wd = iN,2(*w'J),

iN,1 (*d *Wt) = iN,2(*d *W2),

(1.28)

(1.29)

where * is the star-operator for the Riemannian metric 9M.
The equalities (1.28) clailn that the restrictions to N of the forms Wt and W2 are

the same (Le., they are t.he same snl00th sections of "eT* MIN)' The equalities (1.28)
anel (1.29) are equivalent 1.0 the assertion that the following pairs of forms have the
same restrietions to lV (as the smooth sections of "eT*MIN):

(1.30)

Any eigenfonn for .6.. (M, Z; 9/i',) belongs to D (.6.~,I)' SO it is an eigenform for .6.~,1'

Let W = (WbW2) E D (.6~,1) be an cigenfonn for .6.1,1:

.6.~,IW = (.6.
e
Wl,.6.·W2) = ..\(WI 1W2)' (1.31)

Then6
Wk are Coo-fornls on M k and (as it follows froIll (1.30), (1.31)) the restrictions

of the following pairs of fonns are the sanle as the sections of "eT· MIN (for k =
0,1,2 ... ):

{.6.kWI1 ~kw2 } 1 {dß kWl , riß kw2 } 1 {<5ß kWb <5ßkW2 } . (1.32)

So W = (Wl,W2) is a Coo-fonn on Al = A11 UN M 2 . In fact, it follows from (1.28)
anel from the identity of the restl'ict.ions to N of ßWI and ßW2 that (~l 0 id) Wk

have (for k = 1,2) the HaIne restrict.ioIlS fronl Mk to N. (The Laplacian ß is equal
1.0 icl] 0ßN + ß] 0 ielN with respect to the elirecl product s1.ructure I x N in the
neighborhood of N = 0 x N ~ I X N C-...+ M, 0 E 1\ DI.) Hence, according to (1.28)
anel (1.29), the 2-jets of WI and of W2 are the salne on N. The ielentity between the
(2k + I )-jets of Wk on N follows (by incluction) from (1.32). Thus, W is an eigenfonn
for ßM: ßMW = "w. The proposition is provecl. D

1.3: Properties of analytic and cOIllbinatorial torsion norms. One of the
lnain properties of t.he analytic torsion norm is as follows. Let M be a Inanifold
MI X M2 with a direct product Illetric. Oue of t.hese Rielnannian lnanifolds , for
instance MI, can have a nonelnpty boundary DMt . In t.his case let 9M1 be a direct
product metric near DMh anel let the Dirichlet bOlludary conditions be given on the
components Z = Zl X A12 of (DA1d X A12 == a(All X A12 ). Let the Neulnann bounelary
conditions be givell on a(MI X A12 ) \ (ZI X M2 ) = (DMI \ Zd X M2 .

GAll t.he eigellforms of ß: (for /.I E ]R2 \ (0,0)) are COO-smooth on M 1:, as it. follows from Theo
rem 3.1.
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The Künneth formula for the cohomology claims that
. . k

Hl(M, Z) = ffii+k=jH1 (Mt, Zt) (9 H (M2 ).

So the determinant of the cohomology of DR-(M, Z) is the tensor produet

det H-(M, Z) = (det H- (Mt, Zt})x(M:l) 0 det H- (M2 )x(Ml,Zt) .

(1.33)

(1.34)

Proposition 1.2. The identijication (1.34) induces the isomorphism 0/ the analytic
torsion norm To{M, Z) with the tensor produet

1: (M Z) = 1: (M Z )0x(M:l) 10\ 1: (M )0X(M1 ,Zl)0, 0], t 'C>I 0 2 , (1.35)

where X(Mt , Zt), X (M2 ) are the Euler charaeteristics.

Remark 1.1. It is shown above that the analytie torsion norms To(M, Z), To(MI, Zt),
and To (M2 ) are independent of Riemannian metries 9M, 9M k which are supp~sed to
be direct product metries near aM, aMI' So, if the equality (1.35) holds for a direct
product metrie on (Mt, aMt) x M 2 , (where 9Ml is a direet produet metrie near 8Md
then this equality holds for any metrie 9M (which is supposed to be a direct produet
metrie near aM).
Proof. The sealar analytic torsion T(M) for a direet produet metrie on M = Mt X M2

is equal to

(1.36)

This statement is proved in [RS], Theorem 2.5, in the ease of an aeyclie loeal system
over MI' In t.he general ease, (1.36) follows from the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [RS]
and from the following equality (where A f. 0, m( i, A, M'l) is the dimension of the
A-eigenspace for ßM2,i' m (j, 0, MI) := dirn Ker ßM1,Zl;j):

whieh holds, sinee the alternating sum over i of m(i, A, M2 ) is equal to zero (for any
nonzero A).

For such ametrie on M the following eanonieal identifieations are the isometries
between the natural Hilbert strueture on the space of harmonie forms Ker ßj(M, Z)
and the tensor produets (and the direct sums) of the Hilbert struetures on harmonie
forms for ß_ (Mt, ZI) and ß_ (M2 ):

Ker ßj(M, Z) = ffii+k=j Ker ßi (MI, Zd 0 Ker ßk (M2 ) • (1.37)

These Hilbert structures induce the norms on
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anel on det H- (M2 ) = det Ker ß_ (M'1' 9M2) such that the identification (1.34) of the
detenninant lines is an isonletry:

'1 (2 )X(M2) ('1 )X(Ml,Zl)
11·11 det Ker ßM = 11·11 det Ker ßMI' Zl 11·11 det Ker ßM2 •

The equality (1.35) follows fronl (1.36),(1.34), and (1.38). 0
The following Ienulla nlakes it possible to use the variations on v in the proof

of Theorem 1.1. Let (M,gM) be a compact Riemannian manifold with a smooth
boundary 8M and let N '-+ A1\ 8M be a smooth closed codimension one submanifold
of M with a trivial nornlal bundle (TMIN) /TN such that M = MI UN M 2 is obtained
by gluing two its pieces MI and M 2 alollg N. Let 9M be a direct product metric near
DM anel near N. Let Z be a union of same connected components of aM where the
Dirichlet boundary conditions are given and let the Neumann boundary conditions
be given on alvI \ IV.

Lelnma 1.2. Let us sU]Jpose that the norm, r.p~nTo (Mv, Z) is independent of v E
R2

\ (0,0) J01' any such (M, 9M, N, Zr (whe1'e the identijication r.p~n is defined by the
exaci sequence (1.14) oJ the de Rhmn complexes and by Lenlma 1.1). Then the Jactor
Co in t,he gluing fonnullL (1.12) JOT <p~nTo (Alv, Z) is equal to one.

Rel1w,rk 1.2. Theorelll 1.1 is Cl elirect consequellce of Lemnla 1.2 and of the assertion
that r.p~nTo (A1v, Z) is independent of 1/ E IR? \ (0,0). Indeed, To (MI,], Z) coineides
with To(M, Z) (aceording to Proposition 1.1) and t.hc identifications r.p~n and r.pan are
the saille. Hence the fonnula. (1.12), where Co is equal t.o one anel v = (1,1), is the
gluing fornutla of Theorelll LI.

Rel1laTk 1.3. The assertion that. the nonn r.p~nTo (A1v, Z) eIoes not depend on v is
equivalent to the independellce of v of the faetor Co in (1. 12).

Proof. The faetor Co in (1.12) lies in IR+. If Co is independent of 1/ for (M, 9M, N, Z)
then

r.p~~ To (NJ1 ,o, Z) = r.p~~ To(Mo,I, Z) . (1.39)

It follows frol11 (1.:39) allel frolll (1.16), (1.19), anel (1.14) that there a.re the equalities
with the saille positive eanstaut Co as in (1.12) for (A1, 9M, N, Z) (where Zk := Z n
ßNJk ):

r.pan~l (Mb Zd = r-üTo (MI) ZI U N) &; Tu(N),

r.panTO (M2 , Z2) = cuTo (A12, Z2 U N) ® To(N).

(1.40)

(1.41)

7The eqllivalent. formulat,ion is as folIows. Let, M be ohf.ained hy gining along N, i.e., M =
MI UN M 21 and let it, be eqniped wit.h a Riemannian metric 9M, which is a direct product metric near
8M and near N. Then it is supposed t.hat. t.lie norm 'P~n7(1 (MII , Z) is independent of v E}i2 \ (0,0).
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We can conclude fronl (1.40) and (1.41) that the faetor Co = Co (N, 9N) is defined by
N, 9N and that it does not dcpend on MI, M2 , M, and 9M (it is independent also of
v).

Let MI in (1.40) be a manifold MI = N x I with a direct produet metrie. Then
aAl1 = NUN and (1.40) clainls in this ease that

(1.42)

where the identifieation 'Pan is defined by the exact sequence (1.20). It follows fronl
(1.42) and fronl the multiplicative property (1.35) that

To(N)x(l) (;) To(I)x(N) = c~ To(N)x(l,8I) (9 To(I, 81)X(N) (9 To(N)2, (1.43)

whcre Co := co(N, 9N ) depends on N and on 9N only. Then the followillg equality is a
consequence of (1.43) and of the identification (1.19) (dcfined by the exact sequence
(1.20) ):

To(I)x(N) = co( N, 9N)2 To(I, 8I)x(N) (9 To(8I)x(N). (1.44)

Note that To(81) is the stalldart 110nn on det H-(81) which is canonically identified
with C (up to a possible factor (-1) in thc identification). Namely 11111~o = 1 for
1 E C. An immediate consequence of the equality (1.41) for All = I, N = 81 and of
(1.44) is the following:

(1045)

Hence, it is enough to prove that co(8I) = 1, and it will be done now.
Let I be an interval [0, a]. The scalar analytic torsions for 1 anel for (1,81) are

equal: T(J) = T(I, 81), since

(1 C.,; 1) = (o(Sj 1,81), (1.46)

(l(s;I,81) = (0(8;1,81), (1.47)

(where (j(s;M,Z) is the (-function of the Laplacian on (DRj(M,Z),gM))' The
equality (1.47) follows froln the identification of the eigenfornls, defined by the exte
rior derivative d, alld the equality (1.46) follows [rom tlle identification of the eigen
fonns defined by the Rielnannian * on I.

The cohomology exact sequence for the pair (/,81) is

(1.48)

The conlplex (1.48) is acyclic and so the detenninant D of its cohomology is canoni
eally isomorphie to C. The cOInponents of (1.48) are equiped with the natural Hilbert
struetures (because they are the spaces of harnlonic forIllS on the interval I C IR. with
the standart Inetric). Hence, there is t.he induced norm 11·IID on D = C. We have to
prove that 111l1b = 1 für 1 E C = D. This equality is equavalent. to the assertion that
Co(ßI) is equal to one.
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The norm of the e1enlcnt. a- 1/ 2 • 1 E D ftJ( I) is equal to 1. (It is a harmonie fonn
and it represents an elelnent from HO(I)). Hs itnage in HO(8I) is as follows:

_a-1
/

2
• [0] + a-1/ 2 • [al E 11°(81) = HO(O U a).

The norm of the element a-l/'l. dx E DRl (I,8I) is equal to 1 in Hl(I, 81) and an
elelnent _a1/

2
. [0] is mapped by the differential of the exact sequenee (1.48) to the

harmonie fonn (L-l/2dx E H l (J,8I). (The arrows in (1.48) are of the topologieal
nature. So the latter statetnent is obtained using

a 1
/

2 = f a-1
/

2 dx = (a- l /2dx, (I, BI)) ,
J[o,a)

where (I, 8I) is the fund;unen t.al cla.."is of 1ft (I, fJ I).)
The corresponding vohlIne elelnent (-a- 1

/
2 [0] + a- 1

/
2 [(1) A (-a 1

/
2[01) = [0] A [al

in det JIO
( BI) is an eleinent with the Bann one. Henee, co(8I) = 1. The equality

Co (N, 9N) = 1 (for a union N of SOlne connected cOlnponent.s of 8Md follows frolll
the equality eu(DI) = 1 and {roln (1.45). The lenlma is proved. 0

Let Al = All UN M 2 be obtained by gluing All and M 2 along N (as in Theorem
1.1), and let X be a SIll00t.h triangulation of M such that Alk and N are invariant
under X. Natnely X = Xl Uw X 2 , where X k is a smooth triangulation of a manifold
Mk with a Sll100th boundary 8Mk = N U (DM n M k). (Here N C M is a slnooth
closed Inanifold of codiInension one in A1 such that N divides N! in two pieces MI
and M'l as in Theorenl 1.1, N n DM = 0, and W := X n N = X k n N.)

Let Z be a union of the conneeted conlponents of BA1, where the Dirichlet boundary
conditions are given. Set V := X n Z, Zk := 8!v!k n Z, Vk := X k n Zk. The exact
sequence of cochain conlplexes

(1.49)

(where the left arrow is the natural inclusion a.nel the right arrow is the geometrical
restriction of cochains) provide~ us with the ident.ification

'Pe: elet JJ·(X, V) ;:; dct H·(~\'"I, IIV U Vt) 0 det II·(Xz, IV U \12) 0 det H·(W).

By the definit.ion of the cOIllhina.t.orial torsion nornl on the determinant line (de
tennined by the prefereel basises of the ba..~ic cochains) the following statement holds.

Proposition 1.3. Undc1' lhe conditious abovc, lhe c01nbi1lalonai torsion norms U1'C

equal:

(1.50)

This cOInbinatorial equality is analogous 1.0 the gluing fornlttla of Theorem 1.1. But
it is necessary ta note as follows.
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Re1nark 1.4. The fonnulas (1.50) and (1.8) correspond to the different identijiciltions
rpc and rpan = rp~:~ between one pair of the canonically identifiedB one-dimensional
spaces

det H·(X, V) = det H·(M, Z),
and the tripie tensor products of three other pairs of the canonically identified spaces

det H·(Xk , W U Vk ) = det H·(Mk , NU Zk), det H·(W) = det H·(N).

(Note that rpc is defined by the exact sequence (1.49), where the right arrow iN is the
restriction of the cochains. However, in the exact sequence (1.10), which defines rpan,
the right arrow is equal t.o V2 iiv for the common geometrical restrietion iiv to N of
pairs w = (WI, W2) of ~nnooth differential forms Wk on M k such that iiv,lWl = iiv,2w2 ')

Let X be a Slllooth triangulat.ion of a cOlllpact luanifold with boundary (M,8M).
Let Z anel Y be disjoint unions of sonle cOllnected components of ßM such that
Zn Y = 0. Let V = X n Z, F = ); n Y. Then the exact sequence

o~ C·(~\', V U F) ~ C·(X, V) ~ C·(F) ~ 0

(where the left arrow is t.he nat.ural inclusion of cochains and the right arrow is the
restriction of cochains) defines the idelltification

rp~: det H·(X, V) ::; det If·(X, V U F) (9 det JJ·(F).

The followillg assertion is an illlIl1edia.te consequence of the definition of tbe COIl1
binatorial torsion llonn.

Proposition 1.4. The cOlnbillnto,,.ia[ torsion norm 01 (X, V) is cqua[ io ihe tensor
prOiluct of the follo1JJing com.bi'1lat.ol'ia[ torsion nonns:

'PcTO(X, V) = To(X, V U F) (9 To(F).

This combinatorial equality is sinlilar to tbe gluing fonl1ult\. of Theorem 1.2.

Let e(M, Z) be the logarithnl of the rat.io between t.he analytic anel the cOIllbina
torial torsion nornlS:

I

e(A1, Z) := log2 (To(A1, Z)/To(X, V))

(where To(M, Z)/TO(X, V) := 11111~o(M,z) /11111;o(x,v) for an arbitrary nonzero eleillent
I of the detenninant line det Jf·(kl, Z) = det H·(X, V)).

RCluark 1.5. It is proved above t.ha.t e( Al, aAl) does not dcpend on a Dletric !lAl, if
9M is a direct product Inetric near aM.

BThe cohomology are ident.ified according to t.he de Rham t.heorem hy the integration over t.he
simplexes of X of t.he corresponding different.ial forms. The spaces of harmonie forms Ker Ll.(M1 Z)
ami Ker ß. (M1,11 Z) are canonically idellt.ified hy Proposition 1.1.
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Lemma 1.3. 1. Let (8,9S) be a closed Riemannian manifold. Then the following
identity holds, if 9MxS is a direct product metne near 8(M x S) = 8M x S:

e(M x S, Z x S) = X(M, Z)e(S) +e(M, Z)X(S)

(X(M, Z) is the relative Euler eharaeteristie 01 M modulo Z C 8M).
2. Let Y be a union 01 some eonnected eomponents 01 ßM \ Z. Then

e(M, Z) = e(M, Yu Z) + e(Y).

(1.51 )

(1.52)

Proof. The equality (1.52) follows from Theorem 1.2 and from Proposition 1.4. (In
this case, <Pe = <Pan') The equality (1.51) follows from Proposition 1.2 and from
the multiplicative property of the combinatorial torsion norms. Namely let K be
a smooth triangulation of Sand let V = X n Z. Then the identification of the
determinants of the cohomology defined by (1.33) and (1.34) is an isometry of the
combinatorial torsion norms:

TO(X X ](, V x ]() = To(X, V)x(K) 0 TO(]()x(X,V).

The same identification of the cohomology is the isometry (1.35) of the analytic
torsion norms, if the metric 9MxS is a direct product metric near 8(M X S). Hence,
the identity (1.51) holds for such metrics 9MxS. 0

Remark 1.6. It follows from (1.52) and from Remark 1.5 that e( M, Z) does not de
pend on 9M for any union Z of the connected components of ßM (in particular for
Z = 0).

1.4. Generalized Ray-Singer conjecture.

1.4.1. Properties 01 the ratio 01 the analytie and the eombinatorial torsion norms.
Lemma 1.2 claims that Theorem 1.1 follows from (1.12) with CO independent 0111. So
it is enough to prove that the norm <p~nTo (M&I' Z) is independent of 11 E 1R2 \ (0,0)
(under the same conditions on M, 9M, N, and Z as in (1.12) and in Lemma 1.2). The
latter assertion is proved in Section 2. In the remaining part of Section 1 we prove a
generalization of the Ray-Singer conjecture for manifolds with boundary (and with
the transmission condition (1.13) on the interior boundary) using the gluing formula
of Theorem 1.1. This formula has the following consequence.

Let M = MI UN M 2 be obtained by gluing MI and M 2 along N.

Lemma 1.4. Under the conditions 01 Lemma 1.2, on (9M, N, Z) the following holds:

e(M, Z) = e(Mt, ZI U N) + e(M2 , Z2 U N) +e(N) - X(N).
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Proof. This identity is an ilnlllediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 and of the following
corrunutative diagranl:

Hefe

det H-(M, Z)

IIR
det H-(X, V)

11de

det C-(X, V)

~ Det(X, V, W)

11de

(1.49») DetC-(X, V, W) Aw
---+

Det(M,Z,N)

IIIR
Det(X, v, W)

l ' de

DetC-(X, v, W)

(1.53)

Det(M, Z, N) := (0k;;t,2 det 11- (Mk , NU Zk)) 0 det H-(N),

Det(X, V, l-V) := (0k;;t,2 det J/- (Xk, W U Vk )) 0 det H-(W), (1.54)
DetC-(X, V, W) := (0k;;t,2 det C- (X", W U Vk)) 0 det C-(W),

A w := idx EBV2idw E Aut (EBk;;1,2C- (Xk , W U Vk )) EB Aut C-(W),

A(t, is the induced by Aw opera.tor on the detenninant of t.he coholnology,
R is the identification illduced by thc integration of different.ial fonns over the siIn
plexes of X (by the de Rhaln theorenl),
'Pe and '-Pan are the identifications indllced by (1.49) and by (1.10) in a view of Propo
sition 1.1.

The cOlnlllutativity of (1.5:3) follows fronl the cOlnnll1tativity of the diagralll

o --+ EBk;;t,2 DR- (Mk, Nu Zk) DR- (Mt,t, Z)
-!2iN DR-(N) -t0-t ~

lR IR IR
o-t EBk;;1,2 c- (Xk, l-V U Vk) -t C-(~)[,V) ~ C.(H/) -!2idl C-(W) --+0

The induced action of Vi id on Lw E det C·(ll1) is Lw -t 2-x(W)!21w (where
X(W) = X(N) is the Euler characteristic). So the induced action of Aw anel of Att
on LE Det(M, Z, N) = (0k;;t,2 det C- (Xk , ~V U Vd) 0 det C-(W) is

I -t 2-x(N)!2L. (1.55)

(The identification of the detennillant lines is defined by R. anel by de in the right
colulnn of (1.53).)

For an arbitrary non zero 'In E Det( A1, Z, N) the following equality is deduceel {fmn
(1.55) anel {roln the COllll11utat.ivity of (1.53):

(tp{wTo(M, Z)) (ni,) = 2-x(N) (r.peTo(M, Z)) (m). (1.56)
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Theorem 1.1 allel Proposition 1.3 claim that

'PanTo(M, Z) = To (All, Nu Zl) lS) To (M2, N U Z2) e> To(N),

'PcTo(X, V) = To (Xl, W U Vi) lS) To (X2 , W U V2 ) e> To(W).

The isometries (1.56) anel (1.57) involve the equality

(1.57)

e(M, Z) = log2 (To(M, Z)/To(X, V)) =

= -X(N)+ C~210g2 (To(Mk,NU Zk) Iro (Xk, W U "k))) +log2 (To(N)lro(W)).

Thus the lemlna. is proved. 0

Let v = (a,ß) E IR.2 \ (0,0) anel let (C·(Xv,V),dc) be the cOlnplex of pairs
of cochains (Cl, C2), Ck E C· (X k , Vk ), with the v-tra,nsnlission boundary condition
(similar to (1.13)) Oll W c aXk bet.wecll their geolnet.rical restrietions

(1.58)

The integration over the sitnplexes provides us with a quasi-isomorphislll of the
complexes:

(i.e., R~ induces an isolnorphislll between the corresponding cohomology).
The Inorphislll of cOlllplexes 1'v,c: (C· (Xv, V) ,dc ) -+ C· (W, dc ) is clefined by anal

ogy with the definition of 7'v' It.s value on each elelnent. (Cl, C2) E C· (Xv, V) is

( ) ( 2 ß2) -I /2 (ß·· ..)1'v ,c Cl, C2 = 0' + IW,1 Cl + 0'1W,2 C2 .

The vertical arl'OWS in the following diagraIn of cOlllplexes are quasi-isomorphisnls9

J
-+

o-+ ffik;l,2 DR- (Mk , NU Zk) -+

IR
o-t EBk;I,2 c- (Xk , vV U Vk )

DR- (Mv, Z)

lRv
C- (Xv, V)

DR-(N) -+ 0

1R (1.59)

C-(W) -+ 0

This diagranl is cOlnolutative. The left horisontal arrows in it are the natural inclu
sions. Let <p~ be the identifica.t.ion

'P~: det 11- (C(Xv,V)) ~ det H- (Mv, Z) -+ Det(M, Z, N),

defined by the bottoln row of this diagraIn.

9 Rv is a quasi-isomorphislIl according to Proposit,ioll 2.3.

(1.60)
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(1.61)

follows from the COlllllltltativity of (1.59). But 'P~ 1 =f 'Pe (in contrast with the identity
'Pf1 = 'Pan). According to (1.56) it holds that '

c 2-x(N)
'PI,1 = 'Pan = . 'Pe.

The space Ci(Xv , V) is a subspace of Elh::;:l,~Ci (Xk1 Vk). The Hilbert structure on
Ci (X,k, V,k) is defined by the ort.honormal basises of cochains {hel (parametrized by
j-dilnensional sinlplexes e of X k \ Vk). So t.he Hilbert struct.ures on C· (Xv, V) and on
det C· (Xv, V) are defined. The scn[ur c01nbiuatorial torsion is defined as in (1.1):

where (J,.(s) := Tri ((ßi..f·) is the sum L/.x-· over all the nonzero eigenvalues .x
of the finite-dilnensional operator .6.j,v = (d~dc + dcd;ICi (Xv, V)) (with their lnulti
plicities), d~ is adjoint t.o dc in Ci (Xv, V) with respect to the Hilbert structure in
C· (Xv, V).

The combiuatoria[ t01'Sl:on is the following norm on det lf· (C (Xv, V))lO:

(1.62)

where the nonn on det H· (C (Xv, V)) is clefined by the Hilbert structures on the
subquotions lIi (C (Xv, V)) of the Hilbert spaces Ci (Xv, V).

Rernark 1.8. For each v = (0', ß) E IR? \ (0,0) the cmnbinatorial torsion TO (Xv, V) is
an invariant of the c0111binatorial strllcture definecl by CL Sillooth triangulation of the
triplet ((M, DM); Z; N], where Al is a 1l1anifold with a snlooth boundary DM, Z is
a union of SOIne connected cOIllponents of DM, anel N is a SI1100th codilnension one
closed submanifold of M with a trivial nornlal bundle (T JlIIN ) /TN.

Proposition 1.5. The combiuatorial torsion norm TO (Xv, Z) is isometrie under the
identificatiou (1.60) to the tensor product 0/ the eombinatorial torsion norms:

lOH. is isomorphie 1.0 Jet H' (lV[,Jl Z) lIIIder t.he ((uasi-isomorphism RI!'
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Proof. Under the identificat.ion (1.60), the Hilbert space C· (Xv, V) is isometrie to
the tensor product of the Hilbert, spaces on det C· (Xkl W U Vd (for k = 1,2) and
on det C·(W). (The Hilbert structures on on C· (Xv, V), C· (Xk , W U Vk ), and on
C·(W) are defined above.) Indeed, let PlI,C: Ci(W) ~ Ci (Xli' V) be linear lnaps
defined for w E G'i(W) by

(1.63)

Then 1'v,cPlI,c = id on C·(W), PlI,C is an isometry between Ci(W) and Impv,c, and
hn (Jv,c is the orthogonal cOlllplement in C· (XlIl V) to the image of the natural in
c1usion j: EBk;1,2 C· (Xk, vV U Vk) L....+ C· (X lIl V) (where j is an isometry onto Imj),
So the identification 'P~ is thc isomet.ry of t.he combinatorial torsion nonns. D

The nUInber e (MlI , Z) E IR. is defincd a.s the logarithnl of the ratio between the
analytic anel the cOlllbinatorial torsion BOnTIS:

Corollary 1.2. Ultfler the conflitions of LemTiHl 1.2, the cfjuality holels:

(1.64)

where Z is a union of sontC conneeted c0171pOnC'1lts of DM and Zk = Z n DMk .

Corollary 1.3. e (MlI1 Z) is indepeudent 01 v E IR? \ (0,0).

Corollary 1.4. For au f1.1·bitnl.l·y 1/ E lR~ \ (0,0) thc eq'llality haitis:

e (A1l1l Z) - e(A1, Z) = X(N). (1.65)

This equality follows frOlll Letl1lna. 1.4 anel froDl (1.64).

Remark 1.9. Even for v = (1,1) the Ilunlher e (MlI1 Z) differs from e(M, Z) in the
case X(N) =I o.

1.4.2. Ratio 01 the analytic tOl'sion non1/. and the c01nbinatorial torsion norm for
spheres und disks. Spherical !I1orsc surgel'ies. The va.llles of e(M) anel e(M, DM),
where M is a sphere sn or a. disk Dn (wit.h a c1irect. product 1l1ctric near aDn = sn-I)
are deduced now [roln LelllIlla 1.4.

Lemma 1.5. 1. FOl' a[[ the spheTcs, e (sn) is zero.
2. For c1Jen-lZirncnsional disks, e (D2n) lInd e (D2n, DD2n) lIre zero.
S. For all odd~eli1ne1lsion(l.1 disks, e (D2n+l) anel e (D 2n+l, ßD2n+l) are equfll to one.
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Proof. A closed interval Dl is obtained by gluing two intervals D1 = D1Upt D1 in
their common boundary point. Lemma 1.4 claims in this case that

e (D l
) = 2e (D1 ,pt) + e(pt) - X(pt).

Since e(pt) = 0, we see that (1.52) involves the equalities

(1.66)

Hence (1.66) involves e (D l
) = X(pt) = 1.

A circle 51 is obtained by gluing two intervals, namely SI D l UaDl D l . So,
according to Lemma 1.4 and to (1.67), we have

Suppose (by the induction hypothesis) that e(sm) = 0 for m ::; n - 1. The sphere
So (for n ~ 2) is the union (Dn-1 X SI) Usn-2 xSl (D2 X sn-2) = Sn Indeed, sn =
{(X}, . .. ,Xo+t} E IRn+l

: L xJ = 1}, the disk D2 in D2 X So-2 in the decomposition

above corresponds to {(Xll X2): xi + x~ ::; c) and So-2 = {(Xj) E So, Xl = X2 = 0).
Lemma 1.4 claims in this case that (since X (sn-2 x SI) = 0)

e(sn) = e (Dn- 1 x SI,sn-2 X SI) + e (D2 X sn-2,sl X sn-2) +e (SO-2 x SI).

The equalities below are deduced from the induction hypothesis, from Lemma 1.3
((1.52), (1.51)), and from (1.68):

e (Dn-l x SI , sn-2 X SI) = e (D O
-

l X SI) - e (SO-2 X SI) ,

e (D2X so-2, SI X sn-2) = e (D2X 5 0
-

2) - e (SI X SO-2) ,

e (SI X SO-2) = 0, e (nn-1 x 51) = 0,

e (n2 x SO-2) = X (sn-2) e(D2).

(1.69)

Hence the combinatorial torsion norm is equal to tbe analytic torsion norm for all
odd-dimensional spheres S2m+1:

(1. 70)

It follows from Lemma 1.3 and from (1.68) that e (D2) = e (D2,ßD2 ). It is deduced
from Lemlna 1.4 and from (1.68) that e (S2) = 2e (D2). According to (1.69) the
equality e (S2m) = 0 for all even-dimensional spheres is a consequence of the equality
e (S2) = O.
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Let (M, 9M) be auy closed Rielnannian manifold of even dimension 2n. Then the
scalar analytic torsion T (M, 9M) is equal to 1. (This equality was proved in [RS],
Theorem 2.1, with the help of the equalit.y

L(-l)ij 1n(A,j) = 0,

where A is an arbit.rary non zero eigenvalue of 6.i on DRi(M) and m(A,j) is its
llluitiplicity. The laUer assertion follows frOin the symmetry relation m( A, j) =
m(A,2n - j), which is obtained applying the operator * for a Riemannian metric
9M to the A-eigenfonns for ßi') So (in particular) the torsion norm Ta (82

) is equal

to 11'II~etHe(S'l)'where the Bonn on H· (52) is the norm defined by 9M on the harmonie

{ornls Ker ß·. (The ullducecl norm 11'II~et lJ e (S2) does not. depend on the metric gg'l,

as it follows froll1 the invariance of Ta (A1, 9M) with respect to 9M, proved above.)
Let v be a voltulle of 8 2 relative to a Rielnannian 111etric 952. Then the element

h E clet H· (82
) defined below is of t,he 1101'111 1:

h = (v- 1
/

2 .151)-1 0 (V-
1

/
2(*lsz))-I, Ilhll~etHe(52) = 1

(hefe 19'1 is the constant 1 E DR? (82
) anel *151 is the 9g2-volume form).

The sphere 8 2 has a ceIl dCCOlllposition ll X S 2 : X := D2UaD2]Jt. Hence the element
hc E det C· (X52 ) definecl below is of the nonn 1:

hc = (8pt )-1 0 (8[}2)-1, Ilhcll~~tce(Xs2) = 1.

(For this cell-decOillposition dc = 0, a,nel so det C· (XS2) is the same as det H· (82
)

without the dc-iclentification. The cochains 8pt , 8D2 are the basic elements in HO (8 2),

H 2 (8 2
).)

The integration hOilloll10rphisI11 R,: DR· (82
) -+ C· (X$2) maps 1$2 to 8pt and *1$2

ta v· 0D2. SO R.(h) = hc find we have

e (S2tn) = o. (1.71)

The equalities below follow froln Lenllna.s 1.3, 1.4, and from (1. 70), (1.71):

0= e(SH) = 2e(Dll,;-)Dll
) + e (sm-I) - X (8 n -

1) ,
e (D H

, aDn) = e (Dn) - e (S1I-l) = e (D1I ),
e (Dn

, iJDll) = 2-1 X (8"-1) = e (D") .

Lellllua 1.5 is proved. 0

11 This CW-complex (eell st.ratificat.ioll) has a s 11hd ivision wh ieh is a C 1_triangulation of S2. So as
the combinatorial torsion is defined also for CW-complexp.s and aB it is invariant under subdivisions J

T (52) ean be eomputed from Uds cell st.rat.ificat.ion ([IHiL Sect.ions 7, 81 12.3).
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The equa,lity e (Dm+l X sn) = e (Dm+l X sn, 8 (Dm+l X sn)) holds by Lemlnas 1.3
and 1.5.

Corollary 1.5. For arbitraT1) Tl., m ~ 0 the equality holds:

(1.72)

(According to Leillilla 1.5, each side of (1.72) is equal 1.0 2 in the case of a päir of
even nUlnbers (rn, n) and it is equal 1.0 zero for other pairs (m, n).)

Let M be a cOlllpact rnanifold with a smooth boundary 8M and let Z be a union
of sOlne connected cOillponents of fJA1. Let M be obt.a,ined by sonle spherical Morse
surgery (with a trivial nonnal bundle) of M (i.e., there exists a manifold (MI, 8Md C
M\8M, MI ~ Dm+l xSn, m+n+l = diln M, with 81'.11 = sm X sn, M = MI UaMM2'
such that M = M 1 UaM1 M 2 is obtained by gluing M 1 = sm X Dn+l and M 2 by a

diffeomorphis111 f: iJMI ~ 8M2 ).

Let the nletrics [JM anel [Jif be direct proeluct Inet.rics neal' 8M and 8M. (It is

pl'oved a,bove that the numbers e(Al, Z) and e (M, Z) do not depend on the metries

9M, 9if supposed to be direct produc1. lllet.rics near DAl and near 8M.)

Lemma 1.6. The nurnber e(!vJ, Z) iB invariant under the spherical Morse surgeries
with a i7'ivial normal b1l.udle, i. e., "he cquality holds

e(M,Z) = e (M,Z). (1.73) .

Proof. The Inetrics 9M anel 9M can be replaced by R.ienuwnian nletrics on M and M

which are direct product Illetrics on DA11 X I anel DM) X I near aMI c M anel near
8M) C M (and which are elirect prodnct Inetrics near aAl anel DM). Lemnla 1.4
claims in this case that

e(M, Z) = e (M}, DMd +e (M2, aMI U Z) + e (aM.) - x (aM)),

e(M, Z) = e (MI, aMI) + e (M2 , 81'.11 UZ) + e (81'.11) - x (DM1 ) •

The smooth closed Iuanifolds aAl1 and aAl1 are diffeomorphic. Hence

(1.74)

e (aMd = e (DA1)) , X (a/vfd = X (DA11) , e (M2 , aA11 U Z) = e (M2 , DM) U Z) .

Corollary 1.5 anel Lellllllas 1.~~ and 1.5 claiITI that e(A1I,8A1d = e (MI,DM1). So
the equality (1.73) follows frOlll (1.74). 0
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1.4.3. Proof 0/ the generalized Ray·Singer conjeeture.

Theorem 1.3 (Classical Ray-Singer conjecture). For any cl08ed Riemannian
manifold (M, 9M) its u1lalytic t01'sio1l norm is equul to the combinatorial torsion non71,

To(M) = io(M).

Proof. There is a. Sll100th Morse function / on a direct product M x 1 (i.e., a
function with the nondegellerate isolated critical points wit.h different critical values)
such that the followillg holds. It.s Illininlliffi value is equal to zero, 1-1 (0) = M x 81,
and the zero is not a critica.l value of f. Hs maximum value maXMx I f equals 1 and
the InaxitnUlll value level is thc only one point. Na.tnely /-1 (1) is an interior point of
M x (1,81).

As /-1(1 - e) (where e > 0 is very sma.ll) is a sphere sn (n = ditnM), there
exists a sequellce of spherical Morse surgeries (given by transfonnat.ions of levels
/-t (x), x E (0, 1 - e) for x divided by crit.ical va.lues) such that their composition is
a transformat.ion of a InanifoleJl2 M uM = M x ßI = /-1 (0) into sn = /-1 (1 - e).

Aa a consequence of Lenll11a 1.6 in this case we get

2e(NJ) = e(Al U Al) = e (sm) .

Lelnma. 1.5 clainls that 0 = e (sn) = e(M). Thus, the Ray-Singer conjecture is
proved. 0

Let (M, 9M) be a. cOlnpact Rienul.nnian manifold with a flllloOth boundary 8M. Let
Z be a. union of SOllle connected cOlnponents of DM a.nd let gM be a direct product
tnetric near DM. The following two theorenls are generalizat.ions of the Ray-Singer
conjecture.

Theorem 1.4. UUf!e1' the cont/itions flbove, the jol/owing equfllity holtis /or a rnani
fold with a s1rLooth bouudu7'Y:

(1.75)

Proof. Lemnla. 1.3 clainls that e(Al, Z) = e(M, aM) + e(DM \ Z). According to
Theorem 1.3, e(DA1 \ Z) is equal to zero. Hence e(M, Z) = e(M, DM). In the case
of DM # 0 there is a Inirror-sYlnnletl'ic closed Riemannian manifold P = M UaM M
obtained by gluing two copies of (M, 9M) along DM. According to Lemma 1.4, we
have

e(P) = 2e(A'f, 8Al) + e(DM) - x(DM).

12The manifold M is not. supposed to he orientable.
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Theorem 1.3 clainls that e{8M) =°= e{P). Thus, we get

e{AI, Z) = e{M, DM) = 2-1x(8M),

which is equivalent to (1.75). D
Let (M, Z, 9M) be as in Theorelll 1.4. Let N be a codimension one in M two

sided in M closed submanifold N C M \ lJM. Let M be obtained by gluing MI anel
M 2 along N. Let 9M be a direct proeluet metrie near N anel let the v-transmission
boundary eonditions (1.13) be given on N (where lJ = (n,ß) E IR2 \ (0,0)).

Theorem 1.5. The analytic torsion nonn is expressed by the combinatorial torsion
nonn (in thc casc 0/ the v-transmission interior boundary condition on N) as follows

Tu(M/.Il Z) = 2x(8M)/2+x(NLio (M/.Il Z).

Proof. The equality (1.65) clainls that e(A1/.1' Z) = e(A1, Z) + x(N). So the assertion
of the theorelll follows frolll Theorenl 1.4 and frolll the equality (1.65). D

Remnrk 1.10. This proof of the generalizat.ions of the Ray-Singer conjeeture does not
use any explicit expressions for tohe scalar analytie t.orsions of any special classes of
m"anifolds. The proofs in [Müll, [Ch] of the classieal Ray-Singer conjeeture essentially
usecl the explicit expressions for the sealar analytic torsions for spheres and lens
spaces. (The latter expressions were obt.ained by D.n. Ray in [Ra]. He computecl
there the sealar analytic torsion fol' lens spaces anel spheres with homogeneous Dletries
by explicit ealculations of the (-functions for the corresponding Laplaeians using
Gegenbauer's polynolnials.) The proof in [Mül] used the precise estinlates of [DP]
for the eigenvalues of the corresponding cOlllbinatorial Laplacians. The proof of [Ch]
used the Lereh formula for the derivative at zero of the zeta-function of RieDlann
([WW], 13.21, 12.32). Vle dOIl't use this fonllula. (Its new proof is obtained here.)
Dur proof of the generalized Ray-Singer fornHlIa is ba..o;;ed on a gluing property for
the analytic torsion nornlS. This property is proved here for a general gluing two
Riemannian lllanifolds by a diffeOillorphisill of some connected eomponents of their
boundaries. It is proveel without any COlllputations of a.....ynlptotics of eigenvalues and
eigenfonns for t.he eorresponding Laplacians.

2. GLUING FORMULA FOR ANALYTIC TORSION NORMS. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1

2.1. Strategy of the proof. In Section 1 the generalized Ray-Singer conjecture
for a Inanifold with a Slllooth boundary is deduced frolll Theorern 1.1. Namely it is
eleduced frolll the gluing fonnula

'PanTo(M, Z) = To (MI, Zl U N) 0 Tu (M2 , Z2 U N) 0 To(N), (2.1)

which hoiels under the conditions of Theorenl 1.1 (where Zk := Z n 8Mk). The
iclentifieation epan in (2.1) is defined in (1.9) with the help of the exaet sequence
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(1.10) of the de RhalTI complexes. It is proved in Lemma 1.2 that the equality (2.1)
follows from the assertion that under the conditions of Theorem 1.1, the induced
analytic torsion nor11113 <p~nTo (Mv) does not depend on a parameter v of the interior
boundary conditions. The latter statement means that the equality

holds with a positive constant Co which is independent of v E 1R2 \ (0,0). (However,
it is not supposcd in Lemma 1.2 that Co is independent 0/ M, N, gM, and Z.)

The strategy of the proof of the equality (2.2) is as follows. First we prove that Co

is constant on each of foul' conneci,ed components

(2.3)

Then it is enough to prove tha.t. CO(II) is continuous as a function of v for v E
1R2 \ (0, 0). The~e two assertions provide us with a proof of t.he equality (2.2).

Let Vo E U anel let a > 0 be a llUlnber not belonging 1.0 the speetrum 5(110) :=
Ui Spec ßi(Mvo ,9M) C R+ of the Laplacians on DR,- (Mv, Z). This spectrum is
discrete according to Theoren1 :3.1. In part.icular, each it.s eigenvalue is of a finite
multiplicity. Let yV~(v) be a suhspace of DRi (Mv, Z), spanned by all the eigenforms
w.\ for ßv,i := D.i(A1v,[JM) with their eigenvalues A ::; a. Then dW~(v) C W~+l(V).

So (W;(v),d) is a finite-dilnensiollal subcomplex of (DR.- (A/v , Z) ,d) equiped with
the natural Hilbert struetures on vV;(v) L....+ DR,- (Mv, Z) (dcfined by gM).

Let 1I'II~etw:(v) be the induced nonn on det W;(v). For v very elose to Va it
holds also that a ft S(v) (Proposit.ion 3.1). By the definition of W;(v), its co
homology Bi (W;(ll)) are canonically identified with t.he space of harmonie fonns
Ker ßj (Mv, YM). The differentia.l d in W:(v) induces t.he identification

(2.4)

According to Lenln1a 1.1 tbere is a canonieal identification between tbe barn10nic
fornls and the coholnology of t.he de Rhanl cOlnplex (t.hc laUer one is independent of
9M):

So there is t.he induced canonieal ident.ification of the detenninant lines:

det KerD._ (A1v , !lAI) = det H- (D R (Alv , Z) ,d) .

(2.5)

(2.6)

Let ll'll~etUe(MlI) be a nonn on det IJ- (A1v , Z) := det JJ- (DR (Mv, Z) 1 d) induced
by the identifications (2.5) and (2.6) fron1 the Hilbert strueture on the hanl10nic
forms Ker ß_ (MIJl 9M)' (This st.rnet.u re is defined by t.he Rietnannian metric gM')

13The ident.ificat.ion <p~n is defined hy tolle short exar.t. sequence (1.14).
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(2.8) .

The identifieation (2.4) is not an isometry of the norms 11·II~et H-(M,,) and lI·lI~etw:(v)

in general. The nonn 11·II~etH.(M,,) has to be muItiplied by an additional faetor for the
identification (2.4) to beeOlne an isometry. This factor is the scalar analytic torsion of
a complex (W:(v), d), defined by the general formula (1.1). We ean eonclude that the
analytic torsion norm To (Mv, Z) on the determinant of H- (D R (Mv, Z)) is isometrie
(under tbe identifieations (2.4) anel (2.6)) to the norm

To(Mv,Z;a):= 11·II~etw:(v)exp(L(-l)jja,,(v,j(s;a)I,,=o). (2.7)

The zeta-funetion (v,j(s; a) is defined for Re s > (dirn M)J2 by the series L>.>o ).-",
where the SUlll is over all the eigenvalues ). of .6..; ((Mv, 9M)) (including their lnulti
plieities), such that ). > a. This (-funciion ean be continlleel meromorphically to the
whole complex plane C and it is regular at zero. The latter assertion follows from
Theorenl 3.1 anel fronl the equitlity (which is obvious for Re s > (dirn M) /2):

(v,j(s;a) = (v,j(s) - L: ).-".
O<>'$a

(The series for (",j(s), Re s > (dilll M)/2, is the sunl over all the nonzero eigenvalues
of .6..j (Mv, 9M) with their llHIlt.iplieities, where ). -" := exp( -5 log).) and log). E IR
for ). > 0).

The ielentifications dw (2.4) anel r.p~n (the latter one is defineel with the help of
(1.14)) provide us (uncIer the conditions of Lelnnla 1.2) with the identifieation:

4'~n(a): det ~V:(v) ::: Det( M, N, Z) (2.9)

(Det(M, N, Z)14 is defined in (1.9)). The assertion that eo(v) is independent of v
on each conneeted eonlponent Uj of U (2.3) is equiva.lent to the following one. The
analytic torsion nonn Tu (A1v , Z; (l) is transfornled (under the identifieation (2.9))
into the nonn Oll Det(M, N, Z):

4':n(a)oTo(Alv, Z; a)=co(ll )Tu(M}, Zl U N)0To(A12, Z2 U N)e;To(N), (2.10)

where eo( v) is constant on euch conneeted C01Tlpouent. Uj •

The action of 4'~n(a) is as follows (by its definition):

<P~n(a)To(Mv,Zj(L) = T(A1",Zja)4'~n(a) 0 1l·II~etw:(II)'

where the scalar analytic torsion T (Alv , Zj a) is defined a.s the sealar faetor in (2.7):

T (A1v, Z; a) := exp (L:( -l)ijfJ,,(v,j(.5; a)I-,=o) . (2.11)

Let v( ,), f E (c, c) C R, be a H1l100t.h eurve in U (2.3) and let v(O) = vo. Let
II j (vu; a) be an ortogonal projeeiion operator fronl (D Rj (M))2 onto wj (vo) (relative

14To remind, Z is the union of the connected components of 8A1, where the Dirichlet boundary
conditions are given. The Nenmann hOlllldary conditions are given on 8"1 \ Z.
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to the natural Hilbert structure (1.23) in (DRi(M))2). Let PI be a linea.r operator
in (DR·(M))2 l 111apping (WI,W2) E (DR-(M))2 to (w),O). (Respectively P2 Inaps
(WI, W2) to (0, W2 ).)

Let v and vo be arbitrary points from U. Then the following isomorphism of the
de Rha.m con1plexes is defined (where kll := a/ß for v = (a, ß) EU):

Thus the induced isomorphism is defined:

Let a be a posi ti ve nUlnbel' frODI IR+ \ 8(110 ), Then for v very elose to Vo the numbel'
(J. is also {rOin IR+ \ 8(11 ) (Proposition 3.1). The complexes W;(v) and W;(vo) are
iSOlTIorphic as abstract finite-dilnensional c011lplexes (and (2.12) provides us with a
natural hut not canonical i801norphislTI of these complexes). We have to compute
the action of c.p~n on the nor1118 11'II~et W-(II) for v very elose to Vo· However Il'II~-(II)
are the norn1S on different cOlnplexes. ~o it is necessary to define sOIne isomorphisnl
between W:( l/U) and W; (11) and t.hen to cOlnpute it.s action on 11·II:'et w:(LJQ) and on
the space Det(M, Pi, Z). The choice (2.13) of such an identification is done below.

For v very elose to Vo the subspaces W;(v) and lV;(IIO) are very elose in the L T
conlpletion (DR-(AI))2 of DR· (MlIl Z) =: DR·(v), according to Proposition 3.1. So
the following iso111orphislll of t.hese finite-dilnensional complexes is well-defined:

911 = n-(v; a) . V IILJQ • JIIO :

lV:(IIO) L....+ (DR·(llo), d) vV"01 (DR·(v), cI) (2.13)

where JIIO is the natural inc1usion of W;(vo) and rr·(v; a) is the orthogonal projection
operator onto W:(v). Hs action on the notIn 11'II~etW:(IIO) is cOlnputed by the following
lelllma.

Lemma 2.1. Let l be an lu'bitrary nonzero element 0/ det W;(vo). Then the equality
holfIs tor any slnooth vft7·ifth:ou 11(1') 0/110 = 11(0):

a~ log 11911 l ll?tet W:(II) I~:;;;o = -2 a~ log( kll ) l~:;;;o (I:( -1)i Tl' (P2 rri (110; a)) ) . (2.14)

In (2.14) the rank (i.e., the dilnension of the image) of the operator p2rri(VO; a) is
less or equal to diln W;(vo). This operator acts in (DR·(A1))2'

Then the following lelllllla provides HS with the va.riat.ion formula for T (MII , Z; a).
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Lemma 2.2. FOT, = 0 the equality holds:

8ry log T (Mv, Z; a) = 28ry log(kv)lry=o E( -1)ibt ,i (MVOl Z; a),

where kv := Ci / ß for v = (Ci l ß) EU. Here bt,j( MIJO' Z; a) is a constant coefficient
(i. e., tO-coefficient qo) in the asymptotic expansion as t -+ +0 0/ the trace 0/ the
operator be/o'W (acting in (D Rj (Al) )2):

Tr (Pt {exp (-tßIJQ,j) (1 - nj (va; a)) }) "" q_nt-n/2 + q-n+l t-(n-t)/2 +... + qotO +...
(2.15)

Re7nark 2.1. The operators exp (-tßlI[).J and nj (110; (1.) acting in the L2 -coInpletion
(DRi(M))2 of DRj (A1vo ' Z) (which coincides with the L 2-coInpletion of DRi(M))
have tbeir inlages in the dOIllain of definit.ion of the Laplaeian D(ßlI[) ,i ) C DRj (MIJQ' Z).
Tbe existenee of the asynlptotie expansion (2.15) follows from Theorem 3.2. Tbe co
efficients qm with 1n ~ -1 in (2.15) are independent of a. The coeffieients (jm of the

asymptotic expansion for Tl' (PI exp( -tßIJO.j)) are equal to the sums of the integrals

over Mt and over aMI:) N of t.he loeally defined densit.ies on Mt anel on aMt (by
Theorem 3.2). However, in the general case we cannot represent Tl' (PI l1j(vo; a)) as
an integral o[ a loeally defined density (because there are no universal loeal fonTIu
las for the eigenfol'lllH w>. of ßIJQ,j)' Henee t.here is no universal loeal [ornnIla for a
coefficient qo in (2.15) hut thel'e are such fOI'Illltla..c.; for qm = qm with m < O.

Corollary 2.1. FOT an a1'bitra.1'Y 1wnze1'O I E det W;(IIO) the equality hoItIs

8rylog 1I9)llh(M~,Z) =28ry(log kv) lry=o (2:(-1 )j (bI ,j( M IJO , Z) - dirn W!)) , (2,16)

where bI,j (MIJQ' Z) ~e,. a constant coefficient (i.e" the tO-coefficient) of the asymptotic
expansion 0/ Tl' (PI exp (-t,ßIJQ,j)) 1'elat.ive to t -+ +0 and PI exp (-tßIJQ,j) is the op
erator aetiu9 in (DR/(M))2'

Remark 2.2. Note that in the right siele of (2.16) there are the Euler characteristic
X (Mv, Z) := L:( -l)j diIll wj allel t.he altt:rllating SUIll of the integrals bI,j (Mvo , Z)
(over M1 and over DA1d of the locally defined densities (Remark 2.1). (Here Z is the
union of the connected cOinponents of BA1, where the Dirichlet boundary conditions
are given). The nUInbel' X (A1v , Z) is also equal to t.he surn of the integrals ovel' M,
N, and over aAl of the locally defined densities.

Let v(,) be a SIlloOth variation of a point Va E U (2.3). Let 1(,) E det W: (v(,))
be a variation of an arbitrary nonzero element 1E det lV:(vo) such that cp~(ry)(a)oI(,)

is a fixed (nonzero) eielnent of Det(M, N, Z). Then t.he equality (2.10) (where the
factof CQ(v) is conHt.ant. on eaeh connected C0l11pOnent of U (2.3)) is equivalent to the
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assertion that for any such a variation 1(-,) its analytic torsion norm is independent
of ,:

(2.17)

Corollary 2.1 provides us with the formula (2.16) for a variation of the analytic
torsion norm 119vhl/ll}o(Mv(-y),Z;a) (where I E det W:(vo)). The assertion (2.17) is
equivalent to the following identity:

D"1 log 119vh)/ll~ I = 0"1 log 11911./1121, (2.18)
To(Mv(-y),Z;a) "1=0 "1=0

where f is an arbitrary nonzero element of Det(M, N, Z) (for instance, f = <p~(a)o/)

and 9v. = <p~n( (l) 0911 0 (<p~((l)) -1 is defined by the following commutative diagram,

where v E U is very elose to IJu:

Det(M,N,Z) ~ Det(M,N,Z)
9,-.

~~(a) rII 11 r~~n(a)
det W:(IJo) elet W:(v)

911=911110

The norm on tohe right in the equality (2.18) is an arbitrary Hilbert Hornl in one
dilllensional space Det(J\1, N, Z). The value of the expression on the right in (2.18)
is independent of such a norIll.

The action of the isolllorphisIll 9v = YVlIQ: W;(vo) ~ ~V;(IJ) on Det(M, N, Z) is
described by the following lenl111a.

Lenlma 2.3. For an arbilrfll71 clelnent f E Det(M, N, Z) the equality holds:

(2.19)

where b2,j (MV[), Z) is the C01lstaul coefficient (i.e., the t.°-coefficient) in the asymptotic
expansion (relative to 1. -. +0) for fhe trace 01 the operator 1'2 exp (-t.ßlIO ,i) actiny
in (DRi(M))2'

Herep~ is the operator P2: (WI,W2) --t (O,W2) for Wk E (DR (Mk))2'

Relnark 2.3. Note that Tl' exp (-tLl llO ,i) = Li Tl' (Pi exp (-lLlvo,i))' So we have

- L:( -1)ib2,i (NIve 1 Z) = E( -1)ib1,j (A1vo ' Z) - X (MlIQ' Z).

Hence the equality (2.18) follows frolll (2.16) anel (2.19).

Thus Lemll1as 2.1-2.3 pl'ovicle UR with a }Jroof of the assertion that the factor eo(IJ)
is independent of IJ on each cOll11ected cOll1ponent Ui of U (2.3).
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2.2. Continuity of the analytic torsion norms. To prove that eo(v) is inde
pendent of I/ E 1R2

\ (0,0), it is enough15 to show that the norm tp~n 0 To(Mv ) on
Det(M, N, Z) is continuous in v E 1R2 \ (0, 0). The following nOrlns on Det(M, N, Z)
are the same for an arbitrary {I, 2: 0:

(2.20)

Let us prove the continuity of r.p~nTa (Mv, Z) as a function of v at a point Va E
IR? \ (O, 0). (The series of lenlIlla..Ci above provides us with the proof of this assertion in
the case when Va E U (2.3). But now this will be proved at an arbitrary Va E R2\(0, 0),
for instance, at Va E IR? \ (U U(0,0)).) By (2.20), it is enough to obtain the continuity
in v at V = Va of the norm r.p~n((l) 0 Ta{Mvj a) on Det{M, N, Z) for a fixed a > 0
such that a ~ S(vo) := Uj Spec (L\.vo,j)' Since (l ~ 5(1/0)' we see that a ~ S(v) for v
very elose to vo. (The latter a...,-,sert.ion follows frOlll Proposition 3.1. It elailns that
the resolvents C~(v) := (L\.: - ..\)-1 for..\ f/: Spec(L\.v,_) form a smooth in (..\, v) family
of bounded operators in (D.E (M)) 2 and that Spec (6.v,_) is di screte. As C: (vo) is
bounded in (DR- (A1))2' the operator G: (v) is also bounded for v, elose to Va, and
so fL rt Spec( L\.v,_) for such 1/.) The assertion below c1aillls t.hat t.lIe truncated scalar
analytic torsion (2.11) is a locally continuous function. 16

Proposition 2.1. The scala]' (J.ualytic torsion T (Mv, Z; CL) is continuo1Ls in v at Va.

Thus, the continuity of r.p~llTo (A1v, Z) (as a function of v) at Va is equivalent to the
condition that the non11 on Det( A1, N, Z)

(2.21 )

is continuous in I/ at Va. The continuit.y of the Bonn (2.21) is deduced from the
following finite-dinlensional algebraic lenlllla. Let

(2.22)

be a quasi-isol110rphislll of finite cOlnplexes of finite-dinlensional Hilbert spaces. Let
f.: det H-(A) ::; clet H-(W) be the illduced ident.ification of the detern1inant lines.
Let Ta(A-) and To(V-) be thc analytic t.orsion nOflllS (1.2) on the cletenninant lines
identified by f. : clet H-(A) = det H-(V). Let (Cone- /, d), Cone j f = Aj-1 EB Vj , be
a simple cOlnplex, associatecl wit.h the bicOIl1plex (2.22):

dcolle : Cone j ~ Conei+1
, dcone(x, y) = (-dAx, f x + dvy) (2.23)

15The factor cn(lI) is constant, Oll each connectcd component Uj of U (2.3), and U is dense in
}R2 \ (0,0).

16This truncated scalar analyt.ic torsion is a continuous fundion on t.he seI. of LI E }R2 \ (0,0) such
that a ~ Uj Spec (ßJJ,d.
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(for (x, y) E Ai+1 EB Vi). Thell Cone-f is an acyclic finite complex of finite-dilnensional
Hilbert spaces (Conej fis the clirect. surn of Hilbert spaees Ai+1 anel Vi), H-(Conef) =
O. Henee det H-(Cone f) is canonieally identified with C and the analytic torsion
norm for Cone- f is a norm on C. The ratio To(V)/To(A) E R+ is defined as the
ratio between the two norms on the one-dimensional spaees det H-(V) and det H-(A)
identified by f ...

Lemma 2.4. Under the conllitions above, the equality ho/ds:

(2.24)

where the left sille is the analytic torsion norm of 1 E C = det H-(Cone f).

Let a > 0 be a nutnber froll1 R+ \ S(vo). Then there exists an open neighborhood
Uva (a) of Vo E Uva (a) C IRz\ (0,0) such that a r/; S( v) for v E Uvo (0.) (Proposition 3.1).
The fami ly of con1plexes (W: ( I1 ), d) of Hi1bert spaces is contin uous on Uva (a) in the
following sense.

The operator rr~(v) := rri(v; a) is a finite rank projection operat.or in (DR.J(M))2
with its image Wl(v):

Proposition 2.2. Thc jalnily of 0pc1Ydors n:(v) is cOllfinuo1ls in v for v E Uvo(a)
milh respcct to the o]Jel'Ut.or 1l01'112 in (DR- (Al))z. Tlte same is (ruc for the families

drr;(v): (DR-(Al))z -t DR-+1(Mv ) C (DR-+1 (M))z'

8rr;(v): (DR-(Al))z -t DR--1(Mv ) C (DR--1 (M))'J'

These are the falni/ies of finite 1'ank opentfors.

Proof. It follows frolll PropoHition 3.1 that if a ~ S( 110) tohen there exists an c > 0
such that (a - c, a + c) n S( v) = 0 for 11 sufficiently elose t.o vo. Hence {A: a - c <
lAI< a + c} n S(v) = 0 for such I1 (since S'(v) C IR+ U 0 by Theorem 3.1). Thus,
according to Proposition 3.1, the operators

fonn a smooth in 11 (for such 11 ) faIl1ily of finite rank operators in (DR-(M))z (where
the circle r = {.\: lAI = a} is oriented opposite to thc clockwise). The operators
drr:(v): (DR-(Al))'1. -t (DR-+ 1(M))2 fonn (for such 11) a smooth in v falnily of
finite rank opera.tors (according t.o Proposition 3.1. D
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Corollary 2.2. For v sujJiciently elose to Vo the jalllily 0/ operators rr: (v) identifies
the graded linear spaces W;(vo) := ltn n:(vo) and W;(v). Such an identification
nearly commutes with d in the /ollowing sense:

(2.25)

(for any w E W;(vo)), where c(v, vo) -t +0 as v -t vo. This identijication also nearly
comrrtutes with fJ:

118n:(v)w - n:-1 (v)8w lI
2
~ c(v,vo) II w 1l2

for w E W:(lIO) nl·lb is lhe L2 -norm in (DRe(M))'J)'

The est.itnate (2.25) follows frolll the cont.inuity (in v) of the falnilies drr:(v) and
n:+1 (v) since the following operator nonns tend t.o zero ao;; v -t Vo:

Ildrr:(v) - dn:(1Io)112 -t +0, Iln:+1(v) - n:+1 (vo)112 -t +0.

Indeed, for an arbitrary w E W:(vo) we have dn:w = dw. Hence t.he estimates

Ilrr:+1 (v)dw - dwl12 :S Iln:+1 (v) - n:+1(vo)112 '11 dw 112 ~
::; c ·lln:+1(v) - rr:+1(vo)112 '11w112

are true because the differential d: lIV;(VO) -t W;+I(vo) of a finite complex of finite
diInensional spaces is bounded (with respect to the Hilbert nOrIn induced [roIn
(DRe(M))2)'

For each v E 1R2
\ (0,0) the combinatorial cochain complex (ce (Xv, V) 1 d) (with

V := X n Z) is defined by the v-t.ranSlllission condit.ion (1.58). A homomorphism of
the integration of fornlS froln W;(lI) over the si~plexeR of X

(2.26)

is also defined for all 1I E 1R2 \ (0,0). For every such 11 the following variant of the de
Rllalll -theorent holels.

Proposition 2.3. Rv ( 0) is a q1laSi-l~sonlo1"phisrn.

Proof. 1. Let R lI : (DRe(M1I1 Z), d) -t (Ce(Xv, V), d) be the integration hOffiOInor
phisln of pairs of fonllS (Wl,W2) E DRe(A111 , Z) over tohe simplexes of Xj \ Yj. Then
R lI is a qU(L...~i-i801nOrphi."il1L 17

17This assertion claims t,hat t,he analog)' of tohe classical de Rham theorem is true in t.he case of
the v-transmission interior houndary c.ondit.iolls. The classical de Rham t.heorem for smooth closed
mauifolds was proved in [dRI] (see also [dR.4L eh. IV) [WL eh. IV) § 29). The explicit isomorphism
hetween the Cech cohomology for a good cover of a smoot.h closed A1 and t.he de Rham cohomology
of M is defined wit.h t.he help of the de Rharn-Cech complex ([BTL eh. 11 1 § D).
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Indeed, in the COll1lnutative diagraIn (1.59) the left anel the right vertical arrows
are quasi-isolnorphislllS according to the de Rham theorem for a closed manifold N
and for manifolds MI and A12 with smooth boundaries. (The proof of the latter one
is given in [RS], Proposition 4.2.) The cohomology exact sequences provide us with
tbe commutative diagraIn

8
D

l H* (ffik=1,2DR- (Mk,NU Zk)) --+ H" (DIr (Mv, Z)) ~ H" (DR-(N)) --+
(rlJ ).

! R. ! (R..,). ! R.
8e.

H- (EIh=1,2C- (Xk,W U Vk )) H" (C- (Xv, V))
(r.."e. ).

11- (C-(W))--+ --+ ---+ --+
j.

(2.27)

with the exact rows, where the vertical arrows R_ on the Ieft and on the right are
isomorphisnls (according to tbe ele Rluun theorem) anel where fJD = Be under the
identifications R". Hence (Rv )* is also an isotnorphism.

Tbe exactness of the top row in (2.27) can be interpreted and proved as follows.
The sheaf F;:= DR~ (v = (o:,ß) E IR2 \(O,O)) of germs (W1,W2) of pairs ofCoo-fonns
Wj on Mj such that 18 Q'i~WI = (ii;W2 (here iJ are the geometrical restrietions from
M j to N C-...+ fJNlj ) is ac-soft sheaf. (The latter notion llleans that the restrietion

r (M, F~) -. r (J(, i "i/ Ft) is surjective for any compact iK : J( C-...+ M, [KS], Defini

tion 2.5.5.) The sheaf Fj) is c-~oft ~ince appropriate SIl100th partitions of unity exist
on M. The sequence of cOlllplexes of global sections

o--+ f e (A1 \ N, F:) --+ r (M, F:) --+ r (M, iN,*i~l F:) --+ °
(here iN: N C-...+ M) ha...q the tenns which possess the following properties:
1) f (M, F:) = DR- (Alv , Z),
2) f e (M \ N, F:) is a SUbCOll1plex of ffik=1,2DR- (Alk, N U Zk) and its natural indu
sion is a quasi-isoll1orphism. Indeed, if W E DR- (Mk, N U Zk) is a dosed fornl then
W = dv in a neighborhooel of N in Alk (where v is a Slllooth fonn with the zero geo
lnetrical restriction to N). So W - d( epv) = 0 in ROllle neighborhood of N in Mk (ep is
an appropriate cutting function). \Ve have l\ (A1 \ N, F:) = r (1\1,]!]-1 F;), where
]: M \ N C-...+ M and j! is the direct inlage with proper supports, j-l F; ~ DR-IM\N.
The sheaf ju'-1F: is c-soft accordillg to [KS], Proposit.ion 2.5.7.
3) f (M, iN.• i"i/ F;) has a natural hOffiOl110rphislll f}v := 7'v 0 (ii, i;) outo DR,-(N)
(where Tl! is defined in (1.15)) and f}v is a quasi-isomorphisIn. In fact, if the fonn
'lL = dt 1\ WN(t) on I x N is closcd then it is exact, because then dNwN(t) = °anel
so u = d J6 WN( T)dT. (Here f. is the coorelinate on I anel t = °is the equation of

ISIt is Bupposed that Wj has t.he zero geomet.rical restrict.ion to Zk (at the points x E Zi: C BMk ).
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N = 0 x N '-+ J x N, 0 E I \ 81.) Hence {jlJ is a quasi-isomorphism. (This asser
tion follows also froll1 the Poincal'e lemma.) The sheaf iN,.i"i/ F; is e-soft by [KS],
Proposition 2.5.7.

For a compact ll1anifold M the category of e-soft sheaves on M is injective with
respect to the functor of global sections f(M;.) ([KS), Proposition 2.5.10). The
cOIllplex F: is a e-coft resolvent of a constructible sheaf ([KS), Chapter VIII) Cv on
M, which is isoIllorphic to CM\N on M \ N and to CN on N (where Cx is a constant

sheaf on X), and the gluing map for Cv is Ivr 1
/

2 (a, ß): CN ~ i"i/j.CM\N = CNEBCN
(i.e., e ~ IV!-1 (ßc, oe)). The cOlnplexes j!j-l F: anel iN,.i";/ F: are e-soft resolvents
of constructible sheaves jd-1Cv = J',CM\N and of iN,.i~/Cv' (The latter one is
isomorphie to iN,*CN under 7'v ') So the exactness of the cohomology sequence in the
top row of (2.27) follows [roln [KS], (2.6.33), Remark 2.6.10.

2. The projection operator jrH: DR· (A1v , Z) '-+ (DR·(M))2 ~ Ker (ß~) pro
vides us with the isoIllorphisll1 ]11i.: H· (DR (Mv, Z)) ~ Ker (ß~) (by LemIna 1.1).
So the inc1usion ia: (W:(v), cl) '-+ (DR· (A1v, Z) ,d) is a quasi-isomorphism and
(ia).: Ker (L~~) ;:; H· (DR (Mv, Z)) is equal t.o (1'11.)-1 (since PHia = id on Ker (ß:)).
From an obvious equality Rv(a) = Rviu it follows that R'v(a) is a quasi-isomorphisIll.
D

Thus the assertion of Lelllllli'l. 2.4 can be applied to the bicoIllplex (2.26). The
result is as folIows.

Corollary 2.3. Thc cquality holrls:

Tu(C·(~X"v, V))/ 1111l~o(Colle'R.(a)) = To (W:). (2.28)

The identificatiolls <p~n (a) ([01' an arbitrary a > 0) and <p~n are defined such that
the following nornlS on Det(M, N, Z) are equal:

<p~n(a) 0 11'1I~~t W;(v) = <p~n 0 To(l'Va ), (2.29)

Hence, as it follows from (2.28), (2.29), we have

<p:n(a) 0 11'11~~tW;(v) = (<p:n 0 Tn (C· (Xv, V))) 0 (111112);ol(COII~.(R,,(a»)) . (2.30)

Proposition 2.4. Thc factor (1Illl~o(coll~.(Rv(a)))) -1 in (2.30) is a continuous func
lion of v E Uvo(a).

Proof. The cOlnplex Cone· (Rv ( (l)) is acyc1ic accordillg to Proposition 2.3. Its scalar
analytic torsion

1I111~o(cone.(R,,(a))) := exp (.2:: (-1)i je; (0))
]~-1

(2.31 )
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is defined as in (1.1) by the (-functions of the "Laplacians" Lv := d:dv + dyd: of
the cOlllplex (Cone· (Ry(a)) ,dv).1D Since the complex Conee (Rv(a)) is acyclic we see
that these Laplacians are positive definite. (So they have the zero kerneis. ) Their
detenninants det(ß:) are continuous positive functions of v on [Jvo (a) (and so the
expression on the right in (2.31) is a continuous funetion of v E Uvo(a)). The latter
stateillent is del'ived as folIows.

Proposition 2.5. Let 111. E Z+ alld m 2:: 1no := 1 + min{k E Z+ : 4k 2:: dirn M}.
Thcn there exists a posilive constaut C = C(M, N, Z, 9M) inllependent of vER? \
(0,0) (and 0111'1. also) such that the following estimate holds uniformly lOith respeet
to x E MI U M 2 :

(2.32)

for aU w such that20

(Here lw(x )1 2 is the nOT'1n at A·TxM defined by gM und 11·11; is the L2 -norm in
(DR.·(M))2·)

Corollary 2.4. If w E W:(v) t.hc1/. W E D(6.:) f01' an arbitra.ry m E Z+. So the
lollowing estiuw,te hohls uuifonnly wil.h l'espect to x E Al] UA12 anll to v E 1R2

\ (0,0)

1w (:c )1
2 < C] 11 'W 11; ,

where Cl = Cl (M, N, Z, 9M) > O.

The graded Hilbert. spaee C·(Xv , V) is isomorphie to the direet surn

(2.34)

(2.35)

where V := X n Z, Nx := X n N, C· (X, Nx n V) is a graded linear subspace of
C· (Xv, V) (wit.h respect to the natural inclusion), and the inclusion jv: C·(Nx )~
C· (Xv, V) C EBiC·(Xd is defined as jv := (0'2 + ß2)-1 (ß id, 0' id). The space on
t}~e right in (2.35) is independent of v. Henee (2.35) provides us with the isometrie
ident.ifieation of the gl'aded Hilbel't. Hpaees

(2.36)

1VThe spaces W;(v) are equipe<! wit.h the llilbert st.rnctllre from ((DR'(M))2 1 gM). The spaces
C' (XP l V) C C' (Xd EB C' (X2) are eq 11 iped wi t.h the Hi lbert, st r1I ct11 re defi ned by the basic coch ains
in $C' (Xk) an d Cone' (R II ) = W; -1 (lJ) $ C' (XP l V) is the ort.hogonal cl ireet surn of Hilbert spaces.

2°The domai n of defini t,ion of D(ß:) for ß: is defi ned by (1.27) an d (1.26).
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Corollary 2.5. Let v E Ullo(a) be sufficiently dose to vo. Let W:(v) be identi
fied with W; (vu) by rr: (11): W: (vo) ~ W; (v). Let C· (X110' V) be identified with
C·(XlI , V) bY]Jv (2.36). Then the estimate (2.34) involves that for such v the farnily
of homomorphis1r/'s of the integ1'ation over the simplexes 0/ X

is a continu01ls in v farnily 01 quasi-isomorphisrns between finite complexes 01 finite
dirnensional Hilbert spaces.

Let 111: (F-(ll), dF(v)) -+ ([(-(v), dK(v)) be a family of homomorphisms between
finite complexes of finite-ditnensional Hilbert spaces. Let t.he trivialization of these
two families of cOlnplexes be defineel by the identifications of t.he graded linear spaces

Let these idetifications be chosen such that Iv becomes a continuous family of the
hOITIOmOrphiSlllS

Iv: (F·,liF(v)) -+ (J<"dK(v))

between the continuous falnilies of complexes with the fixed llnderlying graded linear
spaces F· := P-(va) anel J(. := [(·(1/0)' Let the Hilbert. structures on pi and [(i
are cont.inuous functiolls of I1 for all j. In this case, Iv is callcel a contin1lo1ls fa1nily.
Then the following assertion is t.rue.

Proposition 2.6. Let Iv be a conti7/.1/.o1/.S lamily. Then lhe lletenninants det(L~) 01
lhe Laplacia1ls L~ = d:dv + ([vli: on (Cone· Iv, dll ) are continllous lunctions 0/ v.

Proof. The operator d: acljoint to the differential dll of Cone· Iv (rela.tive to the
Hilbert structure on Cone- /11 = F--I ffiJ(·)21 is defined on the whole finite-dimensional
space Cone· Iv. Since (lv tends to dvo (for instance, in the operator norm22 ) as v -+ Va
we see that d: a.lso tends to d~. ThllS L~ -+ L~ as v -+ Vo and det L~ -+ det L~
(since the space Cone- Iv is finite-ditnensional). D

Corollary 2.6. The fllnetions det. (L:) of I1 for 111 = R:(a.) are continuous and pos
itive.

The positivity of det(L~) is equivalent to t.he acyclicit.y of (Cone· Rv(a),dv) (where
d v := dCone(R,,(a»))'

Proposition 2.4 is proveel. D

21Cone- / is t.he direct. sllm of Hilhert. spaces F-+ 1 EB K- (wit.h the lIilbert. st,ructures on F-+1

ami f{ j depending contiulIolIsly Oll v).
n As Cone- /11 is a finite-dimensional space 1 t.he weak convergence of the operators acting in it is

equivalent to the convergence with respect. to the operat.or norm.
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Remark 2.4. Proposit.ionR 2.2, 2.5, and Corollary 2.5 claim that under the identifica
tions (2.36) anel rr: (v), the Hilbert structures on det Cone- (Rv ( a)) and the differen
tials dll in Cone- (RII(a)) are continuous in v at vo. Hence the analytic torsion norffiS
1l·Il~o(Cone.(R~(a))) on C = elet H· (Cone (Rv(a))) = det 0 are also continuous in v at
vo·

According to (1.61) we have tp~n = cp~, where tp~ is defined by the bottom row of
the commutative eliagranl (1.59). So the continuity of the norm tp~n(a) 0 11'II~et W:(v)

on Det(M, N, Z) cau be deduceel from (2.30) and from the following lemma.

Lelnma 2.5. Thc norm, cp~To (C (Xv, V)) on Det(Al, N, Z) floes not depend on v E
Uvo ( a).

The continuity iUII ofthe nonn tp~nTo (Mv, Z) on Det(Al, N, Z) follows [rom (2.20),
(2.21), and fronl the coutinuity of the nonn tp~n (fl) 0 11'II~el W:(II)' (The latter assertion
is proved above.) The equality (1.12) holeIs with CO(II) which is constant and posi
tive on each connect.ed cOlnponent U;, of U (2.3). Because the norm tp~nTo(Mv) on
Det(M, N, Z) is continuolls in 1I E IR? \ (0,0), the equality (1.12) holds for an such 1I

with co independent 0/ v. Theoreln 1.1 follows froln (1.12) anel frolll the assertion of
Lelnma 1.2. 0

Rernark 2.5. It is not illlportant for tlte proofs of Theorem 1.1 and of (1.12) that the
falllily of finite-dimensional cOl1lplexes (C- (Xv, V) ,dc) in (2.30) is of a combinatorial
nature. It is enough for tohe proof to have a faInily of finit.e-dimensional cOlllplexes
(F:, dF ) which are defined locally in v (i.e., for v in a neighborhood of an arbitrary
Vo E IR2 \ (0,0)) together with the da.ta as follows. Cont.inuous families of quasi
isomorphisms /1I(a): (W;(v),d) ~ (F:,dF ) and of Hilbert structures hll on F: are
defined. A falnily (F:,!L II ) Inay depend on a and on Vo hut it has to possess the
property as follows. The nonn tp~n 0 (/II(a).)-1 0 To(F:, hv) on Det(M, N, Z) is
continuous in v at vo. (I"Iere fll( a).: det. H·( MII , Z) ;:: det H-( FII ,dF ) is the induced
identification. )

Proof of Lemlna 2.5. Let. 7PII be thc identification of the dcterminant lines defined
by the bott0l11 row of the cOlnnlut.at.ive diagranl (1.59):

(where V is the induced sllloot.h triangulat.ion Z n X of Z C DM, Vk := V n DMk
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and W := X n N = Nx). The following diagram is commutative:

det. C-(XV1 V) 1JJ... DetC-(X, V, W)------+

J" 11 d" 11
e1et H-(Xv,V)

tp"
Det(X, V, W) (2.37)~

IIR IIR
det H- (Mv, Z)

({Jan

Det(M,Z,N)~

(Thc determinant lines on the right in (2.37) are defined by (1.54). The identification
de on the right in (2.37) is a tri pie tensor product of the identifications induced by de

on C-(Xk, W U V,d allel on C-(W). The ielentification R is defined by the integration
over the siInplexes of X.) The COIll111utativity of the diagranl (2.37) is equivalent
to the definition (1.60) of 'P~. Since the identification dc on the right in (2.37) is
independent of v we see that the statement of Lenlma 2.5 is a consequence of the
following proposition.

Proposition 2.7. The identification 1/Jv in (2.37) is an isometnJ between the combi
natorial n01'1n 11'Il~et C-(x ... ,V) und the tl'iplc tensor produet of the combinatorial n01ins
on det C- (Xkl W U Vk ) (k = 1,2) (lud on det C-(W).

(The Hilbert structures on EIh;l,2C· (Xk , Vk ) anel on C·(W) are defined by the 01'

thonormal basis of the ba.sic cochaills.)
Proof. Let pv,e: C·(~V) ----+ Ci(Xv, V) be defined by (1.63). Then rv,epv,e = id anel
pv,e is an iSOIl1etry onto Im(pv,e) (relat.ive to the Hilbert st.ruct.ures, elefined above).
The subspace Itn(pv,e) is the orthogonal cOlllplenlent to Imj (61k;l,2C- (Xk , W U Vk ))

in Ci (Xv, V) anel j is an isoDlet.ry ont.o Itnj. (Here, rv,e anel j are the same as in the
bottom row of (1.59)).23.

Thus Lemma 2.5 is proved. D

2.2.1. Uniform. Sobolel1 inequulities fo1' v-trunsm-ission interior boundary conditions.
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Let I X N c M (where I = [-1,1]) be a neighborhood of
N = 0 X N c M anel let 9M be 0, direct product nletric on I x N. Proposition 2.5 is
a consequence of the assertions as folIows.

Proposition 2.8. The inequality (2.32) holds uniform.ly with respect to v E IR2 \(0, 0)
for allw E DR-(Mv ) ofthe class (2.33) and such thatsupp w C [-4/5,4/5]xN C M.

23This proposit.ion is essentially eql1ivalent to Proposition 1.5, Section 1.
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Proposition 2.9. The inequality (2.32) holds for all w E DRe(M, Z) such that
supp weM \ ((-1/3,1/3] x N) and such that24

(2.38)

The last assertion is well known ([eh], Section 5).
Let f be a snlooth fUllction on M, 0 :::; f :::; 1, f =1 on [-1/2,1/2] X N and f _ 0

on M \ ([-3/4,3/4] x N). The 2m-Sobolev norm on the right in (2.32), defined as

is equivalent unifonnly in I1 E }R2 \ (0,0) (i.e., with constant.s Cs, C4 > 0 independent

of lJ and of w) to the norm25: Ilwll~2m),f:= L~o (116.~(Jw)ll: +II6.k ((1 - j)w)II:)
(2.39)

It is enough to verify the upper estirnate (with C4 independent of 11) for fw. It is
true for m = 1, since the estilllate hol<18:

where Cl depends on f hut it is l:ndependent of 11. Hence the following estirnate holds
for w E D (.6.~) (with C2 independent. of 11 (lud of w):

The upper estilnate is done. Thlls Proposition 2.5 follows fronl (2.39) and from
Propositions 2.8 and 2.9.
Proof of Proposition 2.8. The fornl w on I X N is the surn Wo + WI, where
Wj is an i-fonn in the direction of I (where I = [-1,1]). It is enough to prove
thc inequality (2.32) separately for Wu anel for WI. Let us prove it for wo. For
11 = (Cf, ß) E IR? \ (0,0) the Green function C]( 11) for the Laplacian ßv,I on functions

24For w with Stipp weM \ N t,he condit.ions (2.33) and (2.38) are equivalent.. The domain
D (ßM,Z) of ßM,Z cOllsists of smooth forms on A1 wit.h t.he Dirichlet, houndary condit.ions on Z
and the Neumann ones on aM \ Z.

2,'jThe lower estimat.e wit.h C3 in (2.39) is obvious. Not.e that supp ((1 - f)w) C M \
([-1/3,1/3] x N). Thcn the tipper estimat.e wit,h a constant c~ for 11(1 - f)wll(2m) by Ilwli(2m)
is weil known ([Hö], Appendix Band Proposition 20.1.11).
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(2.40)

on I with the v-transnüssion boundary condition at °E I and the Dirichlet boundary
conditions on 81 = {-1, I} i8 given by the kernel

ß~ - Q'~

(G1(V))Xl,X2 = 9X l,X2 + O':J + ß'l 9-:I:t,X2 for Xt, X 2 E Ql = [-1,0],

0'2 - ß2

(G 1 (11))XI,X2 = 9Xl,X2 + 0'2 + ß2 9- X t,X2 for Xl, X~ E Q'l = [0,1),

(G (11)) - 2crß 9 for Xl, x" from different Qk.I Xl,X2 - 0:2 + ß2 Xl ,1"2 ..

Here, 9X l,X2 is the Green function for the Laplacian on functions on I with the Dirichlet
boundary conditions on 81:

-1::; X2::; Xl::; 1,

-1::; Xl::; X2::; 1,
(2.41)

where c =f °i8 a constant.
It follow8 frolll (2.40) anel (2.41) that Ch(v) has a continuolls kernelan QT} X Q

T
2

and that it is estilnated unifonnly with respect to v E }R2 \ (0,0) and to Xl, X2:

(2.42)

Since supp Wo C (1 \ EJ1) x N and since the Laplacian ßv,l has the zero kernelan
functions with the Dirichlet boundary condi~ionH on 81, we have

(2.43)

where GN i8 the Green function for ß Nand where rr~(!,,) i8 the orthogonal projection
operator in (DR·(N))2 onto Ker ß N. The operator GN2 on a cl08ed Riemannian
manifold (N, 9N) has a square-integrable kernel (relat.ive to t.he second argument) for
m2 > (n - 1)/4 (where n - 1 = dilll N) and it ha.." a continuous on N X N kernel for
m'l > (n - 1)/2.

The following estilnate holds uniformly with respect to v E IR2
\ (0,0) for any

m2 E Z+, 711.2 > (n - 1)/4. Fronl (2.43), (2.42), and [rom the Cauchy inequality we
have

(2.44)

Indeed, the following two Ballach nornlS on the finite-dimensional space Ker ßj.,

Ilhll~ := lnax jh(x)1 2
aneI

xEN
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are equivalent. So we get (where x = (:Z:I,XN) E I X N and I = [-1,1]):

I((id l 0n~(N))wo) (x)1
2

::; lI(n~(N)wo(XI, *))Il~ ::; ce Ilwo(XI, *)II~,N' (2.45)

Ilwo(Xl, *) II;,N::; 2 sup I(G l(v) t:
1
,x:ll~ ·II(6.v,l0id) Wo II~,M ::; 2c~ 11 (6.v,lC9id)wo II~ .

7:2 (2.46)

The following estil11ate is obtained by the sil11ilar method:

I( ( GI (v) 0 CJN2) (6. v,1 0 6.~:l) wo) (x I, X N ) 1
2

::;

::; 2c~ sup 1](GN2 )Yl ,*ll~ N . 11(6.v,/ 0 6.N:l) woll~,M' (2.47)
YI '

Hence the estimate (2.44) holels for Wo (even without t.he first term on the right in
(2.44)), as follows fr0l11 (2.43), (2.45), (2.46), anel (2.47).

Since ß v = id J 0ßN + ßv(J) 0 ielN anel since ßN allel ßv,l are nonnegative self
adjoint operators, we have for ·m·2 E Z+:

II(6. v,J ® 6.~?) wol1 2 ::; 116.~2+lwoI12 . (2.48)

The inequality (2.32) for Wo follows fr0111 (2.44) anel (2.48). For WI the analogous
to (2.43) equality holds:

WI = (nb(Iv ) 0 (id N -n~-I(N))) WI + ((id l -nb(lv )) 0 n~-I(N)) WI +
+ (n~(Jv) 0 n~-](N)) WI + (G1(11) 0 G~2) (6. v,l0 6.N:lwd, (2.49)

where n~(lv) is the projection operator of (DRI (1))2 onto the one-dimensional space
c· dXI anel G/(11h is tlH~ Green fUllction for the Laplacian ßv,l on DR1(Iv ) (with
the Dirichlet bounelary conelitions on 81 = {-I, I} a.nel with the v-transl11ission
bounclary conditions at 0). The kernel GJ(vh is continuOlIS on Qrl x Qr:l because it
can be written in a forlll sinülar to (2.40). It is writt.en through the Green function
gl of 6.1 on DR] (I) wit.lt t.he Dirichlet. bOl1nclary condit.ions on 81 where the kernel
(9])X1,X:l of 91 is cOlltillUOlIS on 1 X 1. Hcnce the second term on the right in (2.49)
is estinlated sil11ilarly to (2.45) and to (2.46). The kernel n~(lv)x1,x:l is expressed in
a fOrIn analogous to (2.40) through the kernel 2-1

flXl 0 dX2 on 1 x 1 (corresponding
to TIMJ1.d). So the kernel of n~ (Iv) is cont.inuous on Ort x Qr:l' and it satisfies the
estinla.te (2.42) (with the upper bound c). The first ancl the thircl terms in (2.49) are
estitnated as folIows:

:l 2
1 (n1 ( Iv) 0 (icl N - I1~-I (N) ) ) WI (:1;] 1 :1: N ) 1 ::; 2c

2
S~~p 11 ( GN2 ) Yl .* 112 ,N 11 (icl 06.,?)W1 11 ~ ,M ,

I(n l (lv ) 0 n~-I(N)) Wl (:Z:)r ::; 2c2c6I1wIII~,M .

Hence the estilnate (2.44) holds unifonnly with respect t.o v E IR? \ (0,0) for any
mE Z+, m ~ mo:= 1 + Inin{k E Z+,4k ~ n}. Thus Proposition 2.8 is proved. 0
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2.3. Actions of the homomorphisms of identifications on the determinant.
Proof of Lenlma 2.3. The most simple method to compute the action of 9v. on
Det(M, N, Z)2t1 is to obta.in the expression for the action of v~. on the determi
nant line DetC·(X, V, W) (1.54), induced by the identifieations of the correspond
ing eoehain cOlllplexes v~ = v~vo: C·(XtIQ, V) ~ C·(Xv, V) (where V~(Ch C2) :=
(cll(kv /ktIQ)C2) for 11,VO E U (2.3)), and then to use Proposition 2.10 below. The
a.ction of v~. is defined by identifieations 1/Jv and 1/JtIQ, where 1/Jv: det C·( Xv, V) :::
DetC·(X, V, W) are defined by the exact sequence in the bottom row of the diagram
(1.59). The following diagra111 of the identifications is eommutative:

det C·(Xvo ' V)
v"

det C·(Xv , V)v
-------+

tJI"O 11 tJlv II
DetC·(X, V, ~V)

1I~. DetC·(X, V, W)-------+

Proposition 2.10. U1lder the c01lflitions 0/ Lem,ma 2.3, the equality holds:

(2.50)

The proof of the equality (2.50) is done just after the end of t.he proof of Lemma 2.3.
The expression for the action of v~. on the det.erminant line eau be obtained as follows.
Let v E U and let j be the natural inclusion j: EBk:;;:1,2 C·(Xk , WEB Vk ) ~ C·(Xv , V).
Then v~ acts on C·(X1 , ~VUVd as the identity operator and it acts on C·(X2 , WUV2 )

as the operator (kv/ kvo ) id. Proposition 2.7 claims that the identification 'l/Jv is an
iSOlnetry between the cOlnbinatorial nornl on det C·(Xv , V) and the tripie tensor
product of tlle cOlnbinatorial Banns on the components of DetC·(X, W, V). It is
enough to cOlnpute the action of vZ. on the component det C·(W) of the tensor prod
uet DetC·(X, lV, V). The inclusion Pv,c: C·(W) '-+ C·(XVl V) (defined by (1.63)) is
an iSOllletry onto orthogonal eOlnplelnent to Itnj and rv,cpv,c = id on C·(W). So the
action of v~ on this orthogonal c0111plelnent (Inl j)1. (identified with C·(W) by r~,c
and by rv,c) cau be expressed as the cmnposition

111. E C· (W) ----+ ((ßOl 0'0) / JO'~ + (jJ) m ---;+ ((ßo, 0:0 ( kv / kvo )) / J0'5 + ß'5) ~ =
P"O ,e lIv

= ((1, kv)/J1+ k~) m -;;: (J1+ k;/J1+ k~) m E C·(W). (2.51)

2GThis action is multiplying hy a Honzero fador.
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(Her~, the signs are written for positive ß and ßO.'l1) The expression for v~* follows
from (2.51) anel frOln the assertion that v~ acts on ce (X'l' W U V2 ) as (klJ/kvo ) id.
Namely

v~) = (klJ /klJQ)-x(M2 ,NUZ2 ) ((1 + k~) / (1 + k~))-x(N)/'lI. (2.52)

for I E DetCe(X, V, W). It follows from (2.52) that the equality holds (for I ~ 0):

8-y log Ilv~.l112 = -2X(M2,Nu Z2)8'Ylog(klJ) -2X(N) (1 + k;'l) -1 D-ylog( kv ). (2.53)

Proposition 2.10 clainls that the s;une identity holds also for the action of 9lJ. on
Det(M, N, Z).

The right siele in tbe formula. (2.19) (i.e. , in the a..o;;sertion of Lemma 2.3) is ele
finecl in analytic tenns while the right. siele in (2.53) is elefined in topological terms.
Each ~,j (MV01 Z) on the right in (2.19) is the sum of integrals over M2 and over
N of the loca.lly defined densities , accoreling to TheoreIll 3.2. So it is enough to
compute (in topological tenns) tohe expression on the right. in (2.19) in the case of a
mirror-sYlllllletric M = M 2 UN Al'j with a Inirror-synlIlletric metric 9Ai (which is a

elirect product Inetric near DM anel near N) anel wit.h Illirror-sYlnmetric boundary
conditions on the connected cOlnponents of DM. In this ca."e, the expression in (2.19)
is the same as fol' a general M (if t.he piece M2 of M, 9MITM2 1 anel the boundary
conditions on 8M n M2 are the sallle CiS in the mirror-synllllet.ric case on each piece
M2 of M). It is supposed froIlI now on in the proof of LenlIua 2.3 that M and all
the data on !vI are Inirror-synllnet.ric relative to N. In this case the kernel E~rX,y(lJ)

(v E IR.'l \ (0,0)) of the operator exp (-1,6.:) with thc Dirichlet boundary conditions
on Z = Z2 U Z2 c DM and with the Nellmann conditionR on DM \ N is expressed
through the fundaIl1ental solution E;,x,y for Bt +~e on DR.e(M, Z) (with the salue
boundary conditions on ßM)28 as follows29 :

E~x.y(v) = E;,x,y+ ((a 2
- ß2) / (a2+ ß2)) (0; Ee)t,x,y for x E M2,Y E M 2l (2.54)

E;,X,y(lJ) = (2o:ß/a2 + ß2) E:x,y for x E Al}, y E M2. (2.55)

Note that thc kernel (Et + 0; Edx,y =: Er:xe,~ for x, y E M2 is the fundamental
solution for 8t +6. M2 , where ~M2 is t.he Laplacian on DRe(A12, Z2) ~ith the Neumann
boundary conelitions on N anel the kernel (Et - O'~ Edx,y =: EE:~y is tbe kernel of

27The signs are not important, for t.he t.ransformations of the norm on the determinant line under
the actions of v~•.

28 It is proveu in Proposition 1.1 t.hat. .6.' on DR'(M,Z) for 111 ohtained by gluing two pieces,
M = MI UN M 21 has the same eigenvallIes (induding their Illlllt.iplicit.ies) and eigenforms as .6.! I

in DR'(M1,1. Z). The analogons assertion is tme for t.he operators exp( -t.6.i ,I) and exp( -t.6. ') {n
(DR'(M))2 anel far their kerneIs.

29These formulas are analogons to (2.40).
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exp(-tßMN), where ß~f N is the Laplacian on DR"(M'l' N U Z2) i.e., with the
1. H 2.

Dirichlet boundary conditions on N. It follows from (2.54) that the alternating sunl
of zero-order tenus (in the asYlnptotic expansions of the t.races of the heat equation
operator relative to t -i- +0) on the right in (2.19) can be represented in the following

form (where m vo := 2-1 (1 - k~2) / (1 + k~2)):

E(-I)j~,j(Mvo,Z) = 2::(-l)j f tr (E!,x,x(vo))O =1M2

= Tl L(-1)i Ltr (E!.x,x)" + m .... L( -l)i L, (tr (Ei::::")" - tr (Ei:~~rn =

= 2-1 X(M, Z) +11~vo(X(AI2' Z2)- X(A12, Z2 U N)) = X(M2, Z2 UN )+ (1 +k~2) -1 X(N).
(2.56)

Hence the expression on the right in (2.53) is equal to t.he right side of (2.19), and
the assertion of Lellllna 2.3 follows frOfu Proposition 2.10. The zero superseripts in
(2.56) denote the densities on M j , N, 8Al, corresponding to the constant terms (i.e.,
the tO-coefficient.s) in the asYlllptotic expansions as t -i- +0 for Tr (Pj exp (-tß·)),
where ß· is the Laplacian wit.h appropriat.c boundary condit.ions. In (2.56) IM' tr(.)O

J

denotes the SUlll of the integrals over M j , N, and over ßA1j \ N of the corresponding
densities. We use the following equalit.ies to produce (2.56):

L(-l)i [ tl' ( Et,x,x )0 = X(!vf, Z),1M

L(-1)i L, tr (Ei::::") 0 = x( M2, Z2),

L(-l)i L, tr (Ei:~':)o= x(M2,NU Z2).

(2.57)

These equalit.ieH are consequellces of the analogons equalities without the zero super
seripts and of t.hc existence of asymptotic expansions in powers of t for the corre
sponding traces as t -i- +0 ([Se2], Theorenl 3, 01' Theorenl 3.2 below). 0
Proof of Proposition 2.10. The identificat.ions

de R
DetC·(X, V, vV) --+ Det(4\'", V, W) 4- Det(M, N, Z)- - (2.58)

do not depend on v (the detenninant. lines in (2.58) are dcfined in (1.54)). So the
actions of v~. on Det(X, V, W) and on DetC·(4\'", V, rV) are the salne (i.e., they multi
ply by the saUle nUlnber). To prove (2.50) it is enough to show that the corresponding
operators on Det(M, Z, N) are t.he same (i.e., that gv. = v~. on det(M, N, Z)).

The proof of Proposition 2.10 uses thc following assert.ion.
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Proposition 2.11. Let c.p: (F;,dFo ) ~ (Ft,dFt ) be an isomorphism 01 finite C01n

plexes 01 finite-dim,ensional linear spaces. Then the diagram is commutative:

detF; detFt

(2.59)

Proof. The identifications det Fj• ~ det H·(Fj ) are defined with the help of differ
entials d = dFj • Hel1ce the COll1111utativity of (2.59) holels. 0

The comll1utativity of the following diagraIl1 of the identifications (for v sufficiently
elose to Vo such that. Vv is an iSOt110rphisIl1) follows fr0111 (2.59):

d 1 1
det H·(Mvo ' Z) ---+

det vV:(vo) ~ det Vv (W:(vo)) det W:(vo)

l
'

d

det H·(Mv , Z)

(2.60)

where the identification j.: H· (vv (lV:(vo))) -4 H· (DR(Alv, Z)) = H·(Mv, Z) is
defined by the natural inclusion j: VV (W:(IIU)) L...+ DR.·(Mv , Z) of a quasi-isomorphie
subcomplex. The C0l1111nttativity of the left square in (2.60) follows from (2.59).
The COffilTIlltativity of the right square in (2.60) also follows fronl (2.59) because the
operator induced by the projectioll operat.or IT a on JI· (DR(Mv , Z)) is the identity
operator.

The commutativity of the following diagranl is a consequence of the commutativity
of the diagram (2.60):

det vV: (110) det W:(,IU) 1I~

det Vv (W:(vo))= ----t

d Il d Il
(,Ol'lJ (u) elet H·(Mvo , Z) ---+ det H·(Mv , Z) (2.61 )

v~.

~~ 1 1 (,O~n 1 1

Det(il1, N, Z) Det(A1, N, Z) g~. Det(M,N, Z)= ----t

The act.ion of vv.: H· (MlIO , Z) ~ H· (Mv, Z) coincides with the combinatorial
action v~.: H· (Xli{)' V) ~ H· (Xv, V) under the identification of the cohomology
R: H· (A1v, Z) ~ H· (Xv, V) induced by the integration R of elosed differential
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fonlls over the sinlplexes of X. Hence the COlluTIutativity of (2.60) involves also the
COllullutativity of the diagfam:

det W:(vo) v" det Vv (W:(vo))-J.

dl1 d~ 1
det JJ-(Mvo , Z) = det JJ-(Mvo ' Z) ---+ det If- Mv, Z)

v".

"'';,,='''':;11

dc Il dc 1 1

dct C-(Xvo , V) ---+ det C- (Xv, V) (2.62)
V C

"
ljJIIQ 11 t/J" 11

DetC-C,\', V, W) ---+ DetC-(X, V, W)
l't.

(2.58) 1 1 (2.58) 1 1
Det(A1, N, Z) = Det(M, N, Z) ---+ Det(A1, N, Z)

v~.

The equality (2.50) follows inllnediat.ely frOln the COllllllutativity of the fight bot
tOlll square in (2.61) and frolll the cOlllmutativity of (2.62). Proposition 2.10 is
proved. 0

2.4. Analytic torsion norm on the cone of a morphism of complexes. Proof
of Lemma 2.4. LeITIllla 2.4 is a particular case of the following assertion. Let 1 be
a lllorphism (2.22) of finit.e cOlllplexes of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces.30 Then
Cone- f is defined by (2.23). The exact sequence of cOlnplexes: 31

o-+ V- -+ Cone- f -+ A-[l] -+ 0, (2.63)
p

(where the left arrow lllaps y E V- into (0, y) E Cone- fand p(x, y) = x for (x, y) E
Ai+1 EB Vi) defines the identification of the determinants of its cohomology:

<P~olle. f: det H- (Cone I) ~ det H- (V) 0 (det JJ- (A)) -1 . (2.64)

Let the Hilbert spaces Cone1 f be t.he direct sUIns Ai ffi V i+1 of the Hilbert spaces.

Lemma 2.6. The analytic torsion 110nn 011 the dclcrminant 0/ the cohomology 01
Cone- 1 is isolnctric undel' the idcntification (2.64) io the tensor product 0/ the an
alytic torsions norn"ui32

:

(2.65)

30The morphislil f dOC8 not 8UPPO-<H:d 1.0 he a <juasi-isomorphism.
31 A- [1] is a cornplex wit.h compollelll,s A[1]i = Ai+1 an<! wit.h dA[l) = -dA' There are the

canonical identifications: det. 1\-[1] = (<let. A-)-l an<l det H-(A[l]) = (det. H-(A))-l.
32The analyti c torsion norm on det H- (A [1]) = det. H- (1\) - 1 is the d11 a) norm Ta (A -) -1.
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Remark 2.6. Let h E det H·(Cane f) be identified by (2.64) with hl 0 h:;l far hl E
det H·(V) and h2 E det H·(A). Namely epCone' fh = h I 0h;l, where h;l is an elelnent
af the dual one-dilnellsional space det H·(A)-l such that h;:l (h 2 ) = 1. In this case,
the equality (2.65) claims that

(2.66)

Remark 2.7. The ielelltity (2.65) (Lemma 2.6) anel the equality (2.66) also hold under
weaker assunlptions. Let. the Hilbert structures on A·, V· , and on Cone· f be such
that the identification

epCone' J: det Cone· J ;::: det V· 0 (det A.)-1 (2.67)

(induced by the exact sequence (2.63)) is an isometry. Then the equality (2.66) holds.

Corollary 2.7. Let f : A· ---+ V· be a quasi-isorl1orphism. Then H·(Cone J) = o.
Hence det H·(Cone f) is canonically C and 1 E C = det. II·(Cone f) is identified by
(2.64) with hl 0 h:;l. Here, f .. h2 = h1 under the identification induced by f.'

(2.68)

In this case) the equa/ity (2.66) clainLs thaf

(2.69)

where To(V·)/To(A·) is the ratio of the two norms on the same determinant line
(since det H·(V) und det lI·(A) are identified by (2.68)).

The equality (2.69) is the assertion of Lemma 2.4.
Proof of Lenlma 2.6. The identificatian (2.67) is an isonletry of norms on the
determinant lines. Let 1l be a nonzero elelnent of det Cone· fand let

(2.70)

where 'lLI E det V· and U2 E det A·. Let h, hll h2 be the images of 'lL, 1tll 'lL2 under the
identifications (defined by the differentials of the corresponding complexes):

det. Cone· f d~f det JJ·(Cone f),

detA· dA cletH·(A), detV· dv detH·(V).

Then by tbe definition of epH Cone' J we have epHCone' Jh = h1 0 h:;l.
Tbe analytic torsion nonn on t.he detenninant. of the coholnology of a finite

dilnensional c0l11plex is the nonn, corresponding to the LTnonn on the eleternlinant
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(2.71)

of this complex clefinecl by the Hilbert structures on its components. Hence the
equalities hold:

Ilhll~o(Cone·1) = 111l11~et(Cone· 1) ,

11 hlll~o(v.) = II1ltll~et(v.) , 11 h~ II~o(A.) = 11u~ lI~et(A.) .
Since the identification (2.67) is an isometry, we see tha.t the equality

1I hll~o(Cone· J) = 11 hlll~o(v.) / 11 h~ lI~o(A.) (2.72)

follows from (2.71) and [1'0111 (2.70). 0
The equality (2.24) in LenlnUt 2.4 is a particular case of (2.72) (by Corollary 2.7)

corresponding to the case of a qua...... i-isolllorphisnl f. Lenlma 2.4 is proved. 0

2.5. Variation forluula for nornlS of morphisms of identifications. Proof of
Lemma 2.1. The assertion (2.14) of Lemnla 2.1 can be deduced from the definition
of 9v anel frolll the following proposition.

Proposition 2.12. The7'e is a neighbo7'ho{)(1 UVOJ Va E Uvo C IR~ \ (0,0), such that a
/amily 0/ finite rank ]J7'ojection operators TI~(v) := TIj(Vj a) in (DRi(M))2 is smooth
on Uvo :3 v.

Hs proof followt'i just. after thc proof of LenlI11a 2.1. Let I E clet W:(va), 1"# 0, anel

1 (-I )i+ J . )
let = ®jlj , where Lj E det. ~VJ (110 , Lj =I O. Then we have

(2.73)

Proposition 2.13. Por every j the jollo1lJing equaLity hoLd.5 (under the conditions oj
Le7nma 2.1):

(2.74)

Thus the assertion (2.14) of Lelllllla 2.1 is a consequence of (2.74) anel of (2.73).
Proof of Proposition 2.13. It is enouglt to prove the equality (2.74) in the case
when IIlj lI~et W;(vo) = 1, i.e., when L = el 1\ ... 1\ em , where {ed is an orthonormal
basis in W:(vo) (110 = v(O)). In this case, we have

8~ log IlgvLll~etlV~'(v)I...,,=a = tr (8..." (Uij(II))) 1')'=0' (2.75)

where a(v) = ((l.iA J/)) is a Inatrix of scaJar products in (D Ri (MI) EB DRj (M2) ,9M)

of the ilnages of the basis eleillent.s
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The formula (2.75) is deduced a.s folIows. Since Ilg)ll~etwj(v) = det a(v), we have

8')'logdet a(II)I')'=o = tr (8')'a. a-l(v)) 1')'=0 = tr(8')'fL) 1')'=0 .

The family of the operators n~(v) is smooth in v for v E Tlvo (Proposition 2.12).
Hence the operator 8')'rr~(v) exiHt.s. Since rr~ (v) are project.ion operators, we have

TI~ = TIa ,

So ei are orthogonal to 8')' TI a 1')'=0ej anel we get

D')'(Lij(V)I = 8')' < fI a 9v ei, TI a9v eJ' > I =< 8')'(na 9v)ei, ej > I +')'=0 ')'=0 ')'=0

+ < ei, 8')'(TI agv )ej > I')'=u = 8')'(1og kv)I')'=o( < P2 ei, ej > + < ei,P2 ej ». (2.76)

Since {eJ is an orthonorn1al ba..."is in W:(vo), we have

t.r « ]J2ei, ej » = tr (P2 n~( vo)) (2.77)

Hence (2.74) follows frOIn (2.75), (2.76), alld (2.77). Thus Proposition 2.13 and
Lelnlna 2.1 are proved. D
Proof of Proposition 2.12. Let Uvo C IR? \ (0,0) be the set of v E }R2 \ (0,0)
such that the Laplacians .6.v,j on DRj (Mv, Z) (for all j) have 110 eigenvalues A from
(a - e,a + 2e) C R+ (where e > 0 is sInall enough). Then for v E Uva the pro
jectiou operator II~(v) frOlll (DRj(Al))2 outo a linear space lV!(v) (spanned by the
eigenforms of .6.v ,j with tlle eigenvalues A from [0,0.]) is equa.I to the contour integral

n~(v) = i/27r f G{(V)dA,Jratl

where C{(v) = (.6.v,j - A)-1 is the resolvent for the Laplacian llv,j and ra+~ is a
circle r a+~ = {A : IAI = a..+ e} orien ted opposite to t he clockwise. For A E r a+~ and
I1 E Uva tbe operators G:dv) fornl a. smooth in (A,ll) fa.lnily of bounded operators
in (DRj (M))2' (lt is an inllnediate consequence of Proposition 3.1 below. Indeed,·
Spec(llv,j) is discret.e and it is a subset of IR+ U 0, according to Theorem 3.1. Thus

if (a - E,a + 2e) n Spec(~v,j) = 0 then ra+~ n Spec(.6.v,j) = 0 and C{(v) form a
slTIooth in v E Uva and in A E ra+~ falnily of bounded in (DRj(M))2 operators by
Proposition 3.1.) Proposit.ion 2.13 is proveel. D

2.6. Variation fornlula for the scalar analytic torsion. Proof of Lemma 2.2.
First the lenllna is proved in the case when a > 0 is less than 4- 1;\dvo) (where Al(V)
is the nünimal positive eigenvalue of t.he Laplacian llv on (ffijDRj (Mv, Z), 9M))' Let
U1 (a) be a neighbol'hood of 110, IIU E U1(a) C U (2.3), Ruch that for v E Tl1 (a) we
have a < 2-IAl(V). (Such a neigliborhood exists according to Theorem 3.1 anel to
Proposition 3.1.)
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Let v(,) be a SlllOOt.h local lllap (R1
, 0) --+ (U( a), vo).

Proposition 2.14. FOl' t > 0 the following variation formula holdr:

o-y L:( -1)ij Tl' exp (-tD.v,i) l-y:;;:o =

= 2B-y log(kv)I-y:;;:o E(-l)j (-t B/Bt) Tl' (Pt exp (-tD.1ot),j)), (2.78)

where kv := 0'/ß for v = (0', ß) E U (i.e., for aß #- 0).

Proposition 2.15. Let Re .s > (dirn M)/2 und let 0 < a < ,,\t (vo). Then the jollow
ing equalities hold:

a~ [r(s )-1 10= ['-I 2)-l)ij (Tr exp (-tßv,j) - dim Ker ßv,j) <Li] I~=o =

= f( S )-1 1000

t S L(-l)j (-at) Tl' (Pt (exp (-tD.1ot),j) - 11~ (vo))) dt =

= 20,log(kv)l_ (.sjr(s)) 2::(-I)j [00 t s
-

1 Tl' (Pt (exp(-tD.vo,i) -11~(vo))) dt.
-y_O io (2.79)

Proof of Proposition 2.15. To pl'oduce the second row of (2.79) frolll (2.78), it is
enough to prove ([Bo], 11.26, Proposition 7) t.hat for Re s > (ditnM)/2 the integral

10
00

t
3

( -at) Tl' (PI exp( -tßv,j)) <1i. = 10
00

C Tl' (ptD.v,j exp( -tßv,j)) fit (2.80)

converges unifonnly in v for v frmn a sInall neighborhood Uvo of 1/0 and to prove the
convergence of the integral

(2.81 )

together with the llnifonn convergence in v for an arbit.rary VI E Uvo (as v --+ vd of
the function

f'+t L( -1 )jTr(]JID.v,jexp( -tßv,t)) --+ t.s+t 2::( -1 )jTr(pl ßV1,jexp( -tßVI ,t))
(2.82)

for t from any closed finite interval t E J C (0, +00). (To apply the theorem from
[Bo], quoted above, it is usefnl first to do the transfornlation R+ 3 t --+ h = log t E IR,
dt --+ tdh.)

33The operator exp (-tLll'J) ads from (D Rj (A1)) 2 into the domain D (Lll',j) of Lll',j defined
by (1.27). The operators exp (-t.Ll.."j) an<! Pt exp (-tLl.."j) are of trace class. Their traces. are
equal to the integrals over the diagonal of t.he t.races of t.heir kerneis restrict.ed to the diagonals (by
Proposition 3.8).
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The following estitnates are satisfied

lTr (PIßv,j exp( -ißv,j))1 ~ Tl' (L\v,i exp( -tL\v,j)) ~

~ IIßv,j exp( -tßv,i /2) 112 (Tl' (exp( -tßlI,j /2) - dirn Ker ßlI,j)) , (2.83)

IIßv,j exp( -tß lI,i/2 )11 2 ~ T~~ (A exp( -t>"/2)) = 2/{te), (2.84)

(where 11·112 are the operator norms in (DRi(M))2)' The first estimate in (2.83)
follows from the Mercer theoren1. (The applying of this theorern here is similar to its
applying in the proofs of Proposit.ions 3.8 anel 3.9 below.)

Let to be any positive nurnber. Then for t ~ 2to and for v sufficiently elose to 110

we have the followillg unifonn wit.h respect to 11 estimate

Trexp (-f.ßv,j/2) - dilll W!(v) < C exp( -cll), (2.85)

where C anel Cl are posit.ive cowüants. Indeed, according to Theorem 3.2, for any
1. 0 > 0 there is a constant L > 0 (elcpending on to) such that. t.he inequality

Tr exp (-toßv,i/2) ~ L.

holels unifornlly wit.h respect to 11 E R2
\ (0,0). So for all v E U sufficiently elose to

Vo anel such that. tXdv) > 2a, the estitnate (2.85) is true for f. ~ 2to with C = L anel
Cl = a/4:

Trexp(-tßv,j/2) - dirn W!(v) ~ Lexp(-ta/4). (2.86)

The unifonn convergence (with respect to v) of the integral (2.80) for Re s >
(dilll M) /2 follows frmn the asYlnptotic expansion (2.15) in powers of t as t --t +0 anel
frolll the estimates (2.83), (2.84), and (2.85). The convergence of the integra.l (2.81)
for Re s > (diln 1\1) /2 follows froll1 (2.85) anel froll1 the existence of the asymptotic
expansion of the trace as t --t +0 (by Theorell1 3.2):

Tl' exp(-t A .) - f· t-(dimM)/2 + f . ,(I-dim.M)/2 + ... +
,ulI() ,) - - (!im ~1 . l-dnll.M f.

+ fk tk /2 + 0 (t(k+l)/2) , (2.87)

whcre k E Z+ a.nd /i := fi(vj j) are smooth in vER? \ (0,0). This asYlnptotic
expansion (2.87) is differentiable with respect to v, according to Proposition 3.2.

The unifonn convergence of (2.82) for t E J C (0,00) (if s is fixed and Re s >
(dilll M) /2) follows from Proposit.ion 3.8 anel from the unifonn convergence (with
respect. to v) of the functions oI f

/.&+1 Dt r Tl' EI;T. X( 11) --t t&+lat f. tr EI x;r;( lId1M ! ' , 1M!' ,

for tEl. (The latter assertion follows froD1 Proposition 3.2 anel [rom Theorenl 3.2.)
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The last equalit.y in (2.79) is true for Re s > (dirn M)/2 according to the asyrnptotic
expansion (2.87), to the est.irnate (2.86), to the absolute convergence of the integral
(2.80), and to the following estirnates (where 0 < a < ..\dvo)):

0< Tl' (PI (exp(-tL~vo,j) - rr~(vo))) ~ Tr (exp(-tßvo,j) -11~(vo)). (2.88)

(These estimates are cleducecl frorn the Mercer theorem the same way as in the prüofs
of Prüpositions 3.8 anel 3.9.) Thus Proposition 2.15 is proved. 0

Proposition 2.16. FOT 0 < a < 'xdvo) the assertion 0/ Lemma 2.1 is trueJ t.e. J it
holds:

(The zero superscript clellotes the const.allt coefficient in tbe asYlnptotic expansion
as t --+ +0 for the operator trace.)
Proof. The equality (2.79) claiols that for Re.s > (dirn M) /2 and for 0 < a <
'xl (vo)/ 4 we have

a~ (2:( -1)j j(v,j(.s)) I~=o =

= 2a~log( kv ) I~=o (.s /r(.s))L( -1)j100

(1-1 Tl' (PI (exp(-tßvo,J) -11~ (vo))) dt. (2.90)

The final expressions in (2.90) anel (2.79) are analytic fUllctions of s for Re s >
(dinl M) /2 accorcling to (2.88), (2.86), and to (2.15). The InerOlTIorphic continu
ation to the whole cOIllplex plane C 3 .s of this function of s can be produced
with the help of the asYlTIptotic expansion (2.15) (01' of the expansion (2.91) below
for Tr Ü)I (exp (-tßvo,j) - rr~(llo)))) using the estimates (2.88) anel (2.86). Let the
asymptotic expansion as t ---+ +0 for the trace of the operator below be as follows
(n := dimM):

Tl' (PI (exp (-1. 6. 1.'0 ,j) - rr~ (vo))) = '1_nt-n/2 + ... +'101,0 +(11 /,1/2 + ... + (/ktk/2+ Tk,j( t),
(2.91 )

where Tk,j(t) is 0 (t(k+l)/2) as " ---+ +0 and 11,j(I.) is a C[k/2Lsl1l0oth function of

t E [0,1].34 Then tbe analytic continuation to Re.8 > -(k +1)/2 of the integral on

34This asymptot,ic expansion exists and is differentiahle wit.h respect. t.o t by Proposition 3.2.
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the right in (2.90) is given by the expression

100

t"-1 Tr (PI (exp(-tL\&-1),j) - n~(vo))) dt =

=q-n/( -n/2 + s) +q-n+l/( -:n/2 + 1/2 - s) +... +qo/s +9.1/(1/2 + s) +...

+ 9.k/ (k/2 + s) + [I t6-1 r k,i (t)dt + [00t"-I Tr (PI (exp (- tL\ 110 ,i ) - II~ (vo )) ) dt.
Jo JI (2.92)

The latter integral in (2.92) is an analytic function on the whole complex place CEs
(according to (2.88) and (2.86)). The integral of rkJ in (2.92) is an analytic function
of s for Re s > -(k + 1)/2. The asymptotic expansions (2.87) for Trexp (-tL\vJ)
cau be differentiated with respect to v according to Proposition 3.2. They provide
us with the analytic continuation of L( -1)i j (v,j (s) to Re s > - (k + 1)/2 as foliows:

}:)-1)ij(v,;(8) = r(8tl (F_n/ (-n/2 +8) +... +Fk /(k/2 +8) +

+ tt'-Imk,v(t)dt +["t'-I I:(-1)ij Tr(exp (-tßv,;)-dimKerß v,;) dt), (2.93)

where Fk := Lj(-1),'j (fk(V,j) - OO,k dirn Ker L\v,j) and the functions mk,v(t) are
C[k/2Lsmooth in t E [0,1] and in v (for v E IR2 \ (0,0)) and are such that mk,v =
o (t{k+I}/2) uniformly with respect to v as t ---+ +0.

The latter integral in (2.93) is an analytic function of sEC. We obtain its
derivative with respect to 1 taking into account (2.78), (2.86), and (2.88):

8--; [00 t"-I L:(-I)ij Tr (exp(-tL\v,,') - dimKerL\v,j) dtl =Jl ' --;=0
J

= 2 a~ log(kv ) I~=o{8[' t 8
-

1 I:(-1); Tr (PI (exp (-tß..",;) - II~(vo))) dt+
J

+ I:(-1); Tr (PI (exp (-ß..",;) - II~(vo))) },,
where 0 < a < Al(VO).35 Using (2.87), (2.93), and (2.92), we get the equalities (where
qk(j, vo) := qk for k ~ 0, qk(j, vo) := qk for k > 0 and qk, 9.k are from (2.91)):

8--; F11--;=0 = 28--; log( kv ) 1--;=0(-1/2) I:( -1)iql(j, vo),

8--;mk,v(t) 1--;=0 = 28--; log( kv ) 1--;=0(-t)8t ~(-I)j rk,j(t).
J

3fiFor such a the operator II{(vo) is the projection operator from (DRi (M))'J onto the spaee of
harmonie forms Ker (~po,i)'
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Hence the equality (2.90) holds on the whole complex plane C 3 s. In particular, we
obtain

8'1 log T (Mv, Z) 1'1=0 = 28'1 log(kv)1'1=0 :E(-l)iqo(j, vo).

Thus Proposition 2.16 is proved. 0

Remark 2.8. A consequence of (2.94) is as folIows. For any smooth loeal map v(...,,) :
(IRI,O) -+ (U,O) (where U is defined by (2.3)) the identity 8'"(Fo == 0 holds according
to (2.94). Henee the function on U

Fo(v) =E(-l)i} (/o(v,}) - dirn Ker ßv,i)

is independent of v. The dimension of Ker illl,i is independent of v for v E U as
it follows from the eohomology exact sequenee in the top row of (2.27). Indeed, for
v E U the dimension of Im 8D (where ßD : Hi(N, C) -+ ffik=I,2Hi+I (Mk, Zk U Nj C) is
a differential in this exact sequence) is independent of v beeause for different v = Vo

and VI from U the maps 8D ,k(V): J]i(N, C) -+ Hi+I(Mk, N U Zk; C) for fixed k = 1,2
(and for a fixed i) differ by the nonzero scalar eonstant factor (depending on Vo and
vd. Hence"L( -l)ij/o(v,j) is a const~nt function on U.
Proof of Proposition 2.14. Let Et,x,y(v) (where t > 0) be the heat kernel of the
operator exp (-tilll,i)' By the Duhamel principle, a variation in v of E~x,l/(v) can be

wri t ten as folIows. Let (E;l ,Xl ,. ( vd, E;~ ,. ,y(v) ) M =: fM E;l ,Xl .z ( VI ) 1\ *%E;'J ,z,x~ (v) be a
scalar product (1.23) (with respeet to the variable z). We have

E;.x.y (/J) - E,',x,y (/Jo) = <l!.~o l-< dra/dr (E;.x .•(v), E;-T,•.V( /Jo)) =

= lim r-~ dr [(-il.E;x.(v),E:_-r.y(vo)) + (E;x.(v),ß.E:_-r.,,(vo))]. (2.95)e-+O J~ ' , , , , , , ''''
Stokes' formula claims that for any two smooth forms WI,W2 E DRj(Md on a mani
fold MI with boundary we have

(dwI, W~)Ml - (Wl, b'w2)MI = (rw}, AW~)8MI:= f rWI 1\ *aMIAw~, (2.96)18MI

where the density rWI /\ *aMAw2 on aMI =: N and the operators rand Aare defined
as folIows. Let any Ioeal orientations be chosen on T MIN and on T N. Then the
following forms on N are locally defined:

(2.97)

where iN M : D Re (M1) -+ D Re (N) is tbe geometrical restrietion to N (and [N: MI] =
, I

1 if N is locally oriented as aMI and [N: MI] = -1 in the opposite case). Tbe 10-
cally defined form rWI 1\ *aMl Aw~ is a globally defined density on N = 8M36 . So tbe

36]t does not depend on a local orientation on TM and if a local orientation on T N changes to
the opposite then this local form changes its sign.
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equality (2.95) can be written in the form

E:xy(v) - E:xy(vo) = lim ft-t: di E ([(-(ra).E;x.(v),A.E:_.,. ... (vo)) +, , , , t:-+O Jt: ' , , ,., aMkt: k=l,~

+ (A.E;x.(v),(ra).E:_T.y(vO)) ] + [((Ad).E;x.(v),r.E:_T.y(vO)) -, , , 'aMI. ' , , , aMJc

- (r.E;x.(v),(Ad).E:_T .... (Vo)) ]), (2.98)
, , , '" aMJc

where r = rk, A = Ak are the corresponding operators for pairs (Mk, ßMk).
Let any local orientations be chosen on T MIN and on T N. Then the conditions

(1.27) for the domain D (~~) claim that for the kerneIs Ee(v) and Ee(VI) (where
v = (0:, ß) and VI = (al, ßd are from IR? \ (0,0)) the following equali ties hold on N:

Cirz(MI,N) 0 E:,x,z(v) = -ßr,,(M~,N) 0 E:'x,z(v),

ß Az(MI,N) 0 E:x z(v) = Ci Az(M2, N) 0 E: x ,,(v),, , ..
aTz(M1 ,N) 0 azE:'x,z(v) = -ßrZ (M2,N) o8zE:,:r,Av),

ß Az(MI,N) 0 dzE:'x,z(v) = Ci Az(M~, N) 0 dzE:,x,z(v),

The analogous equalities hold for E;(vd (where (a,ß) are replaced by (al,ßI)).
Hence the equality (2.98) for v E U(a) C U can be written in the form

E:'x,y(v) - E:,x,y(vo) =

= lim ft-T di[-(l- (kv/kvo )) ((ra) ..E;x .. (v),A.E:_T.. lI (vo)) +
t:-+o}t: ' , , , aMI

+ (1 - (kvo/kv)) (A .. E;,:r, .. (v), (Ta) .. E:_T''''lI(vO)) aMI +

+ (1 - (kvo/kv )) (A ..d.. E;,x, .. (v),r .. E:_T, .. ,y(vo))aMI -

- (1- (kv/kvo )) (r .. E;x .. (v),A ..d.E:_T .. y(vo)) ]. (2.100)
" " a~

The kernel Et~x'lI(v) is smooth in v E IR~ \ (0,0) as a smooth double form on
M ri X Mr"J (where the limit values on N C aMr are taken from the side of M r )

according to Proposition 3.2. So we can conclude from (2.100) that

ß,,/E:xll(v)] = a,,/log(kv)1 lim l t

-t: di[((rO) .. E;:r ..(vo),A .. E:_T .. y(vo)) +
, ' ''/=0 "/=0 t:-+O t: ' , , , aMI

+ (A.. E;x ..(vo),(ro) .. E:_T .. ,,(vO)) + (A..d.. E;x ..(vo),r.E:_T .. ,,(vO)) +, , , ,,.. aMl ' , , ,., aMI

+ (r.E;,x,.(Va), A.d.E;_T,.,y( va)) 8MJ, (2.101)

where the limits of the kerneIs are taken from the side of MI'
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By Proposition 3.8, we bave tbe equality

Trexp (-tL~"'tl,j) = E k iMr El,xl ,X'l (vo),
r=I,2 M r

(2.102)

where the exterior product of double forms on the diagonals iM,. : MT ~ MT X M r

are implied.
We deduce from the semigroup property for tbe kerneis of tbe operators exp (-tD..."'tlJ)

that

(Ql'%l Eil ,X,1'l (Vo), Q'J,Z2 Ef'l,Z2,X( vo)) M :=

= 1M Ql,1'l El1,X,Zt (Vo) Ä x *xQ2,z2 E I'J'%'J'x(vo) = Ql,%l Q2,1''l Eil +t'J ,Z'l ,%1 (vo), (2.103)

wbere Qi,1'i are differential operators acting on differential forms, ti > 0 and the·
integration is witb respect to the variable x. We deduce the following variation
formula from (2.101) using (2.102) and (2.103):

ß"I Tr exp (-t~v,j) 1"1=0 = 2 ß"I log( kv)1"1=0t [ (A' l (MI, N)d., r., (MI, N)Ef,., ," (/10)) N+

+ (A., (MI, N)r., (MI, N)"., EI,., ," (/10)) N] , (2.104)

where tbe summands are the integrals of tbe densities on N (as it is defined in (2.96)
and (2.97)). For instance,37

(2.105)

The loeal forms FI = (i Mt *z'J dZldz'JE;,zltz'l(vo)) and F2 = (i M1 *1''l t51'1d1'1E;'~/,z'l(vo))
are smootb on tbe diagonal iM1 : MI ~ MI X MI' (The limit values on N C aMI of
tbese double forms are taken from the side of MI and the exterior produet of these
double forms is implied.) The loeal form iN *N,z'l A 1'1 d1'1 r Z'J E;,Zl,Z2 (vo) is a smooth
density on the diagonal N C 8MI, iN : N ~ N x N. Henee we ean apply Stokes'
formula (2.96) to the expression on the right in (2.104). The result transformed with
the help of the equality dxE;'x,y(v) = t5yE;,~,~(v) is as folIows:

8..., Tr exp (-tßv,i) 1...,=0 =

= 28..., log( kv ) I t [- (01'1 dZ1 Elz11'2 (vo)) + (dZ1 01'1 Ef~11 1'2 (vo)) +
-y:;;;:o ' 'Mt ' , MI

+ (d., "., E{., ," (/10)) M, - (".,d., Et.~,l,., (/10)) MJ, (2.106)

37We imply (hut do not write) the restrietion to the diagonal N '-+ N x N in (2.105).
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where the summands in (2.106) are the integrals of the densities of the type:

(2.107)

(and the exterior product of double forms is implied in (2.107) and (2.106)).
The formula (2.78) is an immediate consequence of (2.106) if we take into account

the equalities

and use the formula (3.67) in Proposition 3.8. Thus Proposition 2.14 is proved: Hence
Lemma 2.2 is proved in the case of a < 4-I

.AI (vo). 0
Let now a > 0 be an arbitrary number such that a f/; Uj Spec (ßvo,j)' Then for any

nonzero element 1 E det W;(vo) we have by Lemma 2.1 that

8-y log 119vlll~et W;(vo) l-y:=o = -2 8-y logekv ) l-y:=o "L(-1)j Tr (p2II~(vo)) ,

where 9v = II:vv is defined by (2.13). We know that under the identifications (2.4)
and (2.6), the analytic torsion norm To(Mv, Z; a) on det W;(v) transforms into the
analytic torsion norm To (Mill Z) on det He(Mlll Z), 11911111~o(M&I,Z;a) = 1I(9111)HII~o(M&I'Z)'
(Here, (9vI)H E det He(MlIl Z) corresponds to 9..,1 under these identifications.) Let
(9v1) H be fixed. Then the analytic torsion norm of 9v1 E det W: (v)

Ilglllll~o(M&I,Z;a) := IIgvlll~etw:(lI) . T(MII , Zj a) (2.108)

is independent of a > O. Let Vo = (ao l ßo) E U (i.e., Cioßo t 0). Then using (2.108),

(2.89) we obtain (Jl := 8-y log(kll)I-y:=o):

8-y log T(Mv , Zj a)1 = lim 8-y log T(Mv , Z; c)1 +-y:=0 c-+O -y:=0

+ 21' ( - E~o I:(_1)i Tr (p2n~(VO)) +I:(-l)i Tr (p2n~(VO))) =

= 21' [I:(-l)i (Tr PI exp( -t~"",i))o - I:(-l)i Tr n~(vo) +I:(-l)i Tr (p2n~(vO))J'
(2.16 )

Note that for arbitrary c > 0, a > 0 we have

I:(-1)i Tr n~(lIo) = X(Mvoj Z) = I:(-1)j Tr ((PI +P2)II~(vo)) .

So the final expression in (2.109) is equal to

28-y loge kll ) l-y:=o L(-1 )J' Tr (PI (exp( -t~vo,j) - II~ (lIO)))

Thus Lemma 2.2 is proved for an arbitrary a > 0 such that a f/; Uj Spec (ßIIQ,j)' 0
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2.7. Continuity of the truncated scalar analytic torsion. Proof of Propo
sition 2.1. Taking into account the definition (2.11) of the truncated scalar analytic
torsion T(M'Jl Z; a), we see that Proposition 2.1 is a consequence of the assertion as
follows. For Re s > (dirn M) /2 the truncated (-function (2.8) for ß v ,; is defined by
the integral38

(2.110)

Proposition 2.17. For a > °the truncated determinant for the v-transmission in
terior boundary conditions

det (ß:; a) := exp (-8/8s(II,_(Sj a)l.=o)

is a continuous function of v for v E 1R2
\ (0,0) such that a tt Spec (.6.:).

Proof. Let E;,r,lI(V), t > 0, be the kernel of exp (-t.6.:). According to Proposition 3.8
we have

(2.111)

where i: M k C-.....t M k X M kare the diagonal immersions. (The exterior product of the
restriction to the diagonal of double forms is implied in (2.111).) Set I = [-1,1]. Let
I X N c M be the inclusion of the neighborhood of N = 0 X N into M and let 9M be
a direct product metric on I X N. Let ß:.o be the Laplacian on DR-(I X N) with the
v-transmission boundary conditions on IV = 0 X N and with the Dirichlet boundary
conditions on 81 x N. Let E:,x,y(Vj 0), t > 0, be the kernel of exp (-t.6.:;o). The

equality analogous to (2.111) holds also for Tr exp (-t.6.:;o) (where M k is replaced

by Qk X N, Q1:= [-1,0], Q2:= [0,1)).
Let Vo =I- (0,0) and let a tt Spec (.6.:0) be a fixed positive number. Then from

Theorem 3.2, Proposition 3.1, and from the estimate (2.86) it follows that for an
arbitrary € > °there are a neighborhood Uo(e) of Vo and T > 0 such that for
v E Uo(c;) and for t ~ T the estimate holds

ITr(exp(-t.6.:)(l- rr:(v)))I::; eexp(-at/2). (2.112)

To prove the continuity of det (.6.:) in v at v = vo, it is enough to obtain the
following estimate.39 For a given b, 1 > b > 0, and for an arbitrary e > °there exists

38The analytic continuation of this integral from Re s > (dirn M)/2 to the whole complex plane
coincides with the meromorphic continuation of (vJ(s; a).

39The integrals (2.110) for the values Vo and v of the transmission parameter have the analytie
continuations from Re s > (dirn M)/2 to the whole complex plane. It follows from the estimates
(2.113) and (2.112) that the difference of these integrals multiplied by f(s) is an absolutely conver
gent integral for Re s > -1. Hence this difference is an analytic function of s for such sand it is
equal to the difference of the analytic continuations of the integrals (2.110) for v and vo.
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a neighborhood Ue :1 Vo such that the estimate holds for v E U~, -(1 - b) < s < 1:

{ITr(exp(-tL~: )(1- n:(v))) - Tr (exp(-t~~) (1-n:(va))) It'-ldt < c. (2.113)

The spectrum Spec (~:) is discrete and it depends continuously on v (hy Propo
sition 3.1). Since a ~ Spec (~:) we see that Tr n:(v) = Tr n:(vo) (= rk n:) in a
neighborhood of Vo and that the following estimate is satisfied uniformly with re
spect to s, -1/2 < s < 1 and to v for v sufficiently elose to Vo:

The inequality

(2.115)

for v sufficiently elose to Vo and for -1/2 < s < 1 is obtained as folIows. According
to Proposition 3.1, Tr exp (-t~:) is equal to the integral over UM j of the density
defined by the restriction to the diagonal of the corresponding kernel. So it is enough
to estimate in (2.115) the integrals of the difference between the densities defined
by exp (-~:) and by exp (-t~:C) separately over a fixed neighborhood U of N =
oX N ~ M and over M\ U. The estimate of the integral over U :> N is obtained with

the help of the kernel E~:r:,lI(vj 0) of exp (-i~:;o). Set e~,:r:'lI(v) := E~:r:'lI(v)-E~:r:,y(vj0)
for x, y E 1 x N.

Proposition 2.18. For an arbitrary m E Z+ there is a neighborhood of Vo such thai
for all X, y E M[-I/2,I/2) := [-1/2,0] x NU [0, 1/2] x N C-+ MI U M 2 and for t.E (0,1]
the estimate is satisfied uniformly with respect to v E R2 \ (0,0)

(2.116)

(where Gm is independent oft and of v).

Proposition 2.19. The following estimate holds uniformly with respect to s for
-(1 - b) < s < 1 and to v for v sufficiently dose to Vo
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Remark 2.9. For x,y E [-1,1] x N the equalities hold (analogous to (2.54), (2.55),
(2.40)):

!
E:,X'y + (ß'l - a2/ß2+a2) (u;Ee)t,x,S/ for x,y E Q1 X N,

E;,x,S/(v;O) = E:,x,S/ + (a2 - ß2/ß2 +a'l) (uiEe)t,x,S/ for x,y E Q2 X N,

(2aß / a2 + ß'l) E~x,y for x, y from different Qk x N.

(2.118)

Here, E:,x,y is the kernel of exp (-tße) on 1 x N with the Dirichlet boundary condi
tions on 81 x N and U1 is the mirror symmetry with respect to N = 0 x N acting
on the variable x of the kernel. So we get

f tr(*XJ i ;e;,Xl,X2(V)) = f tr(*X2 i ; (E:,Xl,X2 (v)-E:,Xl,X2)) . (2.119)
JMI_l/J,1/2] JM[_1/2.1/2)

From this equality and from the estimate (2.117) it follows that the integral over
M[-1/2,1/2] of the difference between the kerneis for v and for Va gives the term in
(2.115) which is less than c;/4.

Proposition 2.20. The Jollowing estimate holds uniformly with respect to s, -(1 
b) < 8 < 1, and to v Jor v sufficiently dose to Va:

fT If tr (*X2 i'" E:,1'},1'2 (v)) - tr (*1'2 i'" E:,Xl ,1'2 (va)) Idt < c/4. (2.120)Ja JM\MI_l/2,1/2]

The estimate (2.115) is a consequence of (2.117), (2.119), and (2.120). The estimate
(2.113) follows from (2.114), (2.115). The estilnate (2.115) together with (2.112) gives
us the continuity of ße (v; a) in v at vo. Thus we get the proofs of Propositions 2.17
and 2.1. 0
Proof of Proposition 2.18. The following equality is obtained similarly t6 (2.98)
by using of (2.99):

et1'S/(v) = - lim lt-I! dr8/ßr f [((r8) ... E;x.(v),A ... E;_r.·.. (V;0)) +
, , I!-++O I! J8IxN ' , , ,.. 8IxN

+ (r ... E;x ... (v),(Ad) ... E:_T*y(v;O)) ], (2.121), , , , 8IxN

where the operators rand A correspond to the pair (I x N, ßI X N). So the estimate
(2.116) follows from the analogons estimates for the kerneis

rzE;,1',Av), (r8)zE:,x,z(v), AzE;,z,y(v; 0), (Ad)zE;,z,y(v; 0), (2.122)

where x, y E M[-1/2,1/2] and z E BI x N = {-I, I} x N l:-..+ M. Such estimates are
derived with the help of Proposition 2.5 for ß: and .6.~;o as folIows.
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Let m E Z+ be takel} large enough. Then there is an approximate fundamental
solution p_(m} (v) for (8t + ß:,x) which is the sum of an interior t.erm Pi~tm) anel of

terms, defined near the boundaries 8M anel N. The kernel p.(m)(v) is a good approx
itna,tion for E;,x,y(ll) for small t > O. Its interior term is defined a.s folIows. For any

c10sed Riemannian (M,9M) there is a,locally defined parametrix ]J;,~":J (i.e., an approx

iInate fundan1ental solution for (8t + ß M)) such that the difference (p_(m) - E·)
t,X,y

(where E~x,y is the funelalnental solution for (8t + ß M)) is a Coo-double form for t > 0
anel such that the following estilllates hold uniformly with respecL to (x, y) E M x M
and to t E (0, T]:

!l)·(m) - E· I < r t-nn+m+I
t,X,Y t,X,y _ '11l ,

I(~_)k ( }_(m) _ E· ) I< t-n/2+m+l-k
x 1 t,X,Y l,x,Y _ C,n,k

1(8 + A - ) _(m) I t-n/2+m
t UM ]1t,x,y < C(m) , ,

I( A.)k (8 + A - ) _(m) I< t- n / 2+m - k
U x t UM ]11,x,y C(m,k) ,

([RS], Proposition 5.3, (BGV], Theorenls 2.20, 2.23, 2.26, 2.30).
cau be represented in the following farin (n := dill1 A1):

(2.123)

Such a paralnetrix

m

1};,~:~ = (41rt)-n/2 exp (-d(X,y)2/4t) f(d(x,y))'Lticpj(x,y),
i=O

(2.124)

where d(x,y) is the geoelesic elistance bet.ween x an~]I, f E cgo(IR+), /(7) - 1 for
o .-:; 7 ~ e anel f _ 0 for 7 > 2e. The injectivity radius i (M, 9M) is supposed to
be greater than 26, i.e., the exponential map expx B2e is a diffeomorphism on its
ilnage for any:c E M (where B21!:= {~E TxM,I~1 ~ 2e}). The coefficients iIli(x,y)
in (2.124) are Slllooth double fOrl11S on M X Al whose germs on the diagonal M '--+

Al x Mare unique. The principal t.enn <I>°(x, y) is the kernel of the parallel transport.
in A-TM along the geodesic line expy ~ = x from y into x (anel it is defined for
d(:c,y) < i (Al,YM))' Each <l>j(:J:,y) is deLennined throllgh <I>i-t(X,y) in differential
geolnetry tenns and it is well-defined for a(x, y) < i (M,9M) ([RS], Sect. 5, {BGV],
Theorem 2.26, Lenuna 2.49).

Let 0 X N '-+ I X N '--+ M be a neighborhood of N = °X N '-+ M, where the
Inetric 9M is a direct prodl1ct. The fl1ndalnental solut.ion for (8t + ß:) on I x N (with
the Dirichlet bounclary conditions on fJI X N) is

P·(ll) = L E},t(v) 0 EN~/'
i=O,l

(2.125)

where Ej,t( 11) is defined by the f0f111l1las cOlllpletely a.nalogons to (2.40) and (2.118).
(Hefe, Eiv,t is the funelaInental solution for (8t + ~N). The operator corresponding
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(2.129)

(2.127)

(2.128)

to the kernel E},t(v) 0 EN~/ acts on DRi (I, 81) ® DJr-i(N). The kernel E},t(v)
corresponds to the Laplacian on I with the Dirichlet boundary conditions on 81 and
with the v-transnlission boundary conditions at 0 E I. The term in (2.125) with
'l = 1 is equal to zero for • = 0.)

The parametrix Pt~~7~)(v) for (at +ß:) on M is defined by

Pt~~~'~)(v) = 7/;Pt~X'JI(v)rp + 1/;lp;,~~j (1 - cp). (2.126)

Here, cp = CP(Yl), 1/; = 1/;(Xl) (in the coordinates (Xl, X') = X and (Yl' y') = y of points
in I x N), cP,'Ij; E C~(1,81)j cP,,,p ~ 0, rp(Yd =1 for IYll ~ 2- 1 + c, rp(Yl) °
for IYll ~ 5/8, 7/; == 1 in a neighborhood of supp rp, and "p - 0 for lXII ~ 3/4,
'l/Jl E Cg='( M \ N), 7/;1 == 1 in a neighborhood of supp(1 - rp) C M \ M[-1/2,1/2J. Hence

the parametrix Pt:~:J~) is equa.l t.o zero for y E A1[-1/2,1/2J, X E M \ ([ -3/4,3/4] x N).
The tern1 ?j;lp·(m)(1 - rp) in (2.126) is defined froln now on a..o;; Pi~tm). (In the case of
DM =J 0 the ternlS, cOlnpletely analogaus ta p·(v) for v E {(O, 1), (l,O)}, have ta be
added ta p.(m). Their supports are in ([0,1] x aM)2 ~ M x M and gM is a direct
product metric on [0,1] X DM.)

Proposition 2.21. 1. The boundary condition Jor Pt~~:/ (v) on N and on DM and

the boundary condition J01' (ß;)k Pt~~~)(v) (k E Z+) lLre the sa7ne as for E;'x,y(v) and

Jor (ß:,x)k E:,X,y(II). Na'11wly Pt~~~~)(ll) is fl smooth in t > 0 und in (x,y) E M j1 X M h

kenLel, 6.~,xp/::~( v) c D(ß:,:IJ J01' fixctl y, t > 0, antI Jor any k E Z+ U O. Here

D (.~~:,x) c DR· (A111 , Z) is the donw,in oJ definition oJ ß~,X on pairs (w],wz) oJ

smooth for-rns on Mj. lt is tlefine{l by (1.27)).

2. The Jollo'lLJing estil1~ntes (aulliogous to (2.123)) hol{l for f, E (0, T] uniformly
with respect to v E }R2 \ (0,0) ll1Hl io (x, y) E M j1 X M j2 (wilh Gm, Cm,k independent
oft):

1(2 +ß· ) p.(m)( )1 < C t- o / 2+711

Jt 1I,X t,x,y v 1T~ • ,

I(
ß· ) k (a +ß· ) p.(m)(v)1 < C ./.-0/2+m-k.

1I,X t 1I,X t,x,y r7),k

The kernel"';,~~J(v) := (at + ß~,x) Pt~t;/(v) is s1Tloot.h in (x,y) E M X M j and its
C2f -norm on !vI X A1 j is esii7natctl through Cm,rt-n/2+m-l. For fLny linear differential
operator F oJ order d = d( F), aet.iug on double Jorms on M X M j, and for any

T > °the kernel F 0 r:,~~~ (v) satisfies the estimate as Jollows wheu t E (0, T]. It hold
1/,7uformly with 1'espeet. to (:c, y) E M X M j and to I1 E IR? \ (0,0)

1F 0 ";,~:~ (11) I < c(F)t-(n+d)/2+m.
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3. For 0 ~ k ::; [-n/2] +m - 1 the following condition is satisfied uniformly with
2 - -

respect to 11 E IR \ (0,0) and to (X, y) E M j } X M h :

lim (ß· )k (E· _ p.(m)) (11) = O.
t-+O v,X t,X,y

(2.130)

Corollary 2.8. 1. For k E Z+, 0 ~ k ~ [-n/2] +m - 1 the Jollowing estimates of

L2-norms (with respect to the variable x) of the kerne! (p.(m)(II) - E·(v)) hold
t,X,Y

for t E (0, T] uniformly in y E Uj;;:;:1,2Mj (lnd in v E IR2
\ (0,0), where Gm und Gm,k

are the same as in (2.127) (lnd (2.128):

(2.131).

II
ß:,. (E·(ll) - p.(m~v)) 11::; Cm,k (-n/2+m+ 1-k)-l t - n/2+m+l-k.

t,·,Y 2 (2.132)

2. The Jollowing estimate for E;'x,y(ll) holds Jor t E (0, T] und for an arbitrary

q E Z+ uniform,ly with 1'espeet to 1I E IR2
\ (0,0), to x E M \ ([-3/4,3/4] X N), and

to y E M[-1/2,1/2}:

IE· (v)[ < C t-n!2+q.t,X,Y - q (2.133).

It holds acconling to (2.131), (2.132), (Lnd (2.32). (Indeed, for such x, y and for

an arbitrary m E Z+. we have E; x y(v) = (E·(v) - p.(m)(v)) . Hence m can be
, , t x y

chosen large enough to get (2.133).) , ,

The estimate (2.131) is a consequence of (2.127) and of the following equality

(E· - pe(m)) (11) = lin1 l t
-f: dTa, (E;_"x,.(v), (Ee _ p.(m)) (v)) =

t,x,y f:-+U f: T,*,y M

= li111 rt-f:dT(E:_TX*(V),(a,+~:*)(E·_p·(m)) (11)). (2.134)
~-+o J~ , , , T,*,y M

This equality follows frOlll the assertions that (E· - p.(m)) (v) -t 0 as t -t +0t,X,Y
and that (E· - p.(m)) (v) E D(ß:,x) with respect to the variable x. .T,X,Y
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The estilnate (2.1~ll) is a consequence of (2.134), (2.127), and (2.135), since the
operator exp (-tß~) for t > 0 is bounded in (DRe(M))2 and its operator nornl is
less or equal to one:

Ilexp (-tß~)lb ~ 1. (2.135)

(This inequality follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. They claim that ß: is a nonneg
ative self-adjoint unbounded operator in (DR·(M))2 and that exp (-tß:) is a trace
dass operator.)

The inequality (2.132) for 1 ~ k ~ [-n/2] + T1l - 1 is a consequence of (2.127),
(2.135), anel of the following equality (which is a generalization of (2.134)):

This equality holds since ßtx (Ee - pe(m») (v) -t 0 as t -t +0 (for 0 ~ k ~
, t,X,Y

[-n/2] + m - 1) anel since (ß:,x) k (E· - p.(m») t,X,1I (v) E D (ß:,x) for fixed y and

t > O.
The proof of Proposition 2.21 is prcceded by the proof of Proposition 2.18.
The estinlat.es analogons to (2.133) (with t E (0, T] and q E Z+) hold also for

the kernel E~X,y(IJ; 0) = Pt~X,y of exp (-t.ß~;o), where x E (I \[-3/4, 3/4}) X N, y E

M[-1/2 1/2]. Iudeed, such estinlates are t.rue (n is replaced by 1) for (E} t(v)) with
, , Xl,Yl

Xl E I \ [-3/4,3/4] and J}l E [-1/2, 1/2], and the kernel (EN-i
) X',II' is 0 (t-(n-I)/2)

for t E (0, T].
The desired estimates for (1·8)E·(v) and AdE·(llj 0) are obtained from the estimates

(2.131), (2.132), and frolll t.he generalization of the inequalit.y (2.32) as folIows. Let

J( be an arbitrary first order different.ial operator acting on DRe (M j). Let w E

DRe (Mv, Z) obeys the conditions (2.33) with ml = 1 + Inin{l : 41 2:: diln M + I}.
Then the inequality is satisfied unifonnly with respect to wand to x E MI U M 2:

ml 2

II(w(x)1
2

< CK ~ 11ß~wI12'
1:;;;0

(2.136)

where CK > 0 is independent of I1 E IR? \ (0,0). The proof of (2.136) is exactly the
same as the proof of (2.32) given above except the kernel (Gj(v) 0 GN'l)x,y has to be
replaced by Je: (C;](v) 0 C;'!/)x,y' TllUR Proposition 2.18 is proved. D
Proof of Proposition 2.21. 1. For:r. frOlll a neighborhood of N = 0 x N L....t M,
where 'l/JI =01 the paralllet.rix Pt~~','~)(V) is equal t.o Pt~~~)(IJ)<.p(*). So Pt:~r;)(v) E
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D ( (ß~,x) k) wit.h respeet. t.o t.he variable x, since p~~;)(v) E D ((ß~.x)k) for k E Z+.

2. The estimates (2.127) and (2.128) hold for the term t/;pe(v)cp of pe(m)( v) with

an arbitrary m E Z+, since (Dt +6:,x) pe(v) = 0 (for x E (I \ 81) X N) and since

mioX1EA minY1El'iuPPl,l' (lxI - Yd, lXI +YII) > 8 > 0 (where A := supp (8x ."p) and the
number 8 > 0 is fixed). For Xl E A and YI E supp cp the est.imate (2.133) (n is

replaced by 1) holds with an arbitrary q E Z+ for the fundamental solution (EI t)
, X,Y

of (8t + 6j) with the Dirichlet boundary conditions on BI. The same estimate for

such Xl, YI holds for the kerneis (0-; Ei t) and (Ei t( v)) . So this estimate
, XI ,1/1 'Xl ,Yl

holds also for the kernel (pe(v ))(Xl ,X/),(Yt ,y' ) (defined by (2.126)), since the kernel

(Eivt) is 0 (t-(n-I)/2) unifornlly with respect to (.7:',1/') ([RS], Proposition 5.3,
, X',II'

[BGV], Theorenl 2.23). By the analogous reasons, for such Xl, YI the estimate (2.133)
with an arbitrary q E Z+ holds for the kernel (F 0 pe(v))(xI,XI).(lfl,lf/)' where F is a
linear differential operator of finit.e order d(F) on M x M, acting on double rorms on
M il X M i2, anel n in (2.133) is replaced by n + d(F).

So the estimate (2.133) with an arbitrary q E Z+ is satisfied by (8t + 6~,x) ("ppecp)

and by (6:,x)k (at + ß:,x) Ctf;'Pecp) with k E Z+.

The estilllates (2.127) and (2.128) hold for ~lpe(m)(l - cp) =: Fi:\m) , since they

hold for 1':,~:~ anel since the distance on M between the closure B of B (where
B := {x: dx"pl =J. O}) anel tohe support supp(l - cp) is greater than a positive nUlllber
8. Hence the ulliforIn with respect to (x, y) E B x supp(l - cp) estimate (2.133)

(with an arbitrary qE Z+) is satisfieel by p:,~~J. This est.imate holds also for the

kernel F]J;,~~, where F is a linear differential operator of finite order d(F), acting
on the Sll100th kerneis, defined on Al x M. (For instance, the function / (d(x, y)) in

the definition (2.124) of ]J;,~:~; can be chosen such that /(7) _ 0 for 7 ~ 8. These
estilnates follow also froln [RS], Proposit.ion 5.3, estimates (5.5), and frmn [BGV],
Theorenl 2.23(2). )40

3. The differeuce (Ee - pe(m)) (11) can be wl'itten as the Volterra series (anal-
. t,x,y

ogons to [BGV], 2.4):

(2.137)

4°For the sake of brievit.y t.he proof of Proposit.ion 2.21 is wriUen in t.he case of 8M =0.
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(2.138)

where ~l == {(aO, ... ,aI): 0::;ai::;1,Lai=1}41and r~;!y(v):= (~v,x+8dPt:~:)(v)(a
scalar product. tr(WIA*W2) with its values in densities on M is implied in (2.137)). The
assertion (2.130) follows fronl the convergence of the series (2.137) in the topology
of uniform convergence of smooth kerneIs on M il x M h together with their partial
derivatives of orders::; 2k on A1i1 x Mh (i.e., in the C2k-t.opology on Mi} x Mh ).

Indeed, the definition of Pt:~:) (2.126) involves that the kernel d;!y(v) is equal to
zero for x frolll a fixed (independent of t, v, and m) neighborhood of N = °x N ~ M
in M. So r~;!y(ll) is a sInooth kerneion M x Mi, anel the inequalities (2.129)

claim that the C 2k-nornl of ,,,t;!y(v) is 0 (t- n / 2+m - k
) for t E (0, T] uniformly with

respect ta v E IR2 \ (0,0). It is O(t) for 0 ~ k ::; (-n/2] + m - 1, and the series
(2.137) is convergent in the C 2k-topology for such k, since t.he volume of ~1 is (/1)-1

and since thc following assertion is true. For any T > 0 t.he parametrix Pt:~~)(v)
defines a fanlily of bounded operators fronl the space of slTIooth forms DRe(M)
(equiped with Cl. C2k-nonn) into t.he space ffii=1,2DRe (Mi) (cquiped with a C2k-nonn

on DRe (Mi))' These operators are bounded unifonnly wit.h respect to t E (0, T] anel

to v E IR2 \ (0,0). This assertion for the operators, corresponding to Pi:~~)' is proved

in [BGY], Lenllna 2.49. It is also true for the operators corresponding to 'l/Jpt(m)(v)cp.
Indeed, it holeIs for the operators exp (-f.~N) in DRe(N) (equiped with a C2k-nornl)
and for the operators 'l/J exp (-t~i) cp in DRe(I) equiped wit.h a C 2k-norm. (Here ~j
is defineel on fonns with the Dirichlet boundary conditions on 81.) It holcIs also for

the operators with the kerneis 1j;(:l:d (0"; Ei t) cp(Yd, acting froIn smooth forms on
, XI,ya

I into SIllooth fo1'nls on [0, ±l] (where the Dirichlet bounelary conelitions are iInplieel
on 81 anel a1 is the Inirror sYlnmetry with respect to 0 EI).

The C2k-nonll of the kernel (P:V~~Il) - Eiv,t) on N x N is 0 (tm-(n-1)/2-k) for

t E (0, Tl, where p;}~n) anel Eiv t are the parametrix of the t.ype (2.124) anel the fun
damental solution f~r (at + ~~) ([BGV], Theorenl 2.30). The operators in DR·(N)
corresponding t.o p~~~'~) are unifonnly boundecl for t E (0, Tl with respect to a C2k_
Donn ([BGY], Lenlllla 2.49). So the operators exp (-t~N) in DRe(N) are unifonnly
boundeel for t E (0, T] with rcspect. to Cl. C 2k-norm. Thc convergence of the series
on the right. in (2.137) with respect to C 2k-norIlls (k ::; [-11./2] + m - 1) for the
kerneIs on A1i1 x Mh involves also a proof of the equalit.y (2.137) (in the case of
m 2 -[-n/2] + 2). Ineleed, we have42

( ~) + i\ e ) (pe(m») = ( e(m) + ,e(rn»)
(Jt L.l. vx 1 rl '1+1 ,'t,x,y t,x,y

41 Here (Ti =ti+ 1 - tj for I ::; i ::; ~: - I! (To = t 1, (TI; :;:: 1 - ti;. The vohlme of ßi; with respect to
the density dt l ... dtk is eqllal to l/k!.

42The proof of (2.138) is analogolls to t.he olle given in [BGVL Lemma 2.22. It. follows from t.he

formula for GI ~: f (T. , t )dx.
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where (_I)m pt(m) is the tenn with the nUluber I in the right siele of (2.137), (-1 )mr;(m)
is the same tenn in which p:~;'l) is replaced by r;~~l), p;(m) := pe(m). For any fixed

y anel t > 0 anel for (l,l1y k E Z+ U 0 we have (Ll~,x) (pte(m)) t,x,y C D (ß~,x)' The

series Pt = Lt>o( _l)m pt(m) for m 2: [-n/2] + 2 is thc fundumental solution for

(Ut + Ll~) since -(Ut + ß:,x) Pt = 0 for t > 0 and since thc operator corresponding

to pt(m) tends in a weak sense to the identity operator in (DRe(M))2 as t ~ +0
(i.e., pt(m)w ----7 w as t ~ +0 for w E (DRe(M)).J. The latter assertion holds for

Pt~J;;;)(l - <,Cl)w aud for pe(m)epw. Proposition 2.21 is proved. D
Proof of Proposition 2.19. Proposition 2.18 involves the followiug concIusion. For
any e > 0 there exist a 8 > 0 and a Ileighborhood U := U( vo, €) C IR2

\ (0,0) of 110
such that the estilnate holels unifonnly with respect to 11 E U anel to s, -1 < 8 < 1:

So it is enough to prove the existence of a neighborhood U1 of Vo such that for any
v E U1 the following estilnate holeIs uniformly with respect t.o s for -(1 - b) < s < 1
(b, 0 < b< 1, is fixed):

For e(v) anel e(llo) tbe eqllalit.ies (2.121) hold. So the estinutte (2.139) takes place
for 11 sufficiently elose to 1/0 since the convergence

(2.140)

is uniform with respeet, to tE (8), T] (where 81 > 0 is fixed), to xE M\ ((-3/4,3/4) x N),
and to y E M[-1/2,1/2J. Thc convergence of the kerneis

(2.141)

is a unifonn one for such (t,:r:,y). All the double fonns in (2.140) and (2.141) are
uniformly bounded on tbc set of such (t, x, y) and their 1I0rms at (t, x, y) satisfy thc
upper estimate for t E (0,81] (obtained in Proposition 2.18 above) through Crntm with
a.n arbitrary m E Z+ ano with Cm independent of v. Tbe uniform convergence of the
kerneis in (2.140) alld (2.141) on the cOlnpact set of (t,x,y) defined above follows
from the continuity in t., :r., y, anel v for (x, y) E Mit x /\112 of the corresponding
double forms. (See Proposition 3.2, where it is proved that these double farIns are
coo-sluooth in t, :c, y, anel v for Re t > 0 and 1/ :I (0,0).) D
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Proof of Proposition 2.20. Ir (0'0, ßo) = 110 E U (i.e., if 0'0 . ßo :j:. 0) then we
ean suppose that v E U in (2.120). In this ease, the identity (2.100) holds for the
difference

(E·(v) - E·(VO))t,xl,x2 . (2.142)

Let Vo E IR2 \(UU(0,O)). For example, let Vo:= (0'0,0), 0'0 =f O. Then the
identities (2.98) and (2.99) clailn in the eases of Vo and of v:= (a,ß) that (2.142) is
equal to

(ß) lim r-~ dr [- (r. 8M2oE; x .(v), A. 8M1Et-T. X2(VO)) +0' ~-+o J~ " 1, , , , N

+(A.,8AltE;,x I ,. (v), 1'.,8/112 8.Et-T'.'X2 (Vo)) N+ (A.,8M1d. E;,X1,. (v), r .,8M2Et-T,*,X2 (vo)) N

- (,·.,8M,E;,x".( /I), A.,8M1 d.E;_r,.,x, (/10 ))N]' (2.143)

The faetor k;l = ß/O' in (2.143) tends to zero as v tends to vo. The factors
(1 - kv / kvo ) and (1 - kvo / kv ) in (2.100)) also tend to zero as v --. Va in the case
Vo, I1 E U. The estimate (2.120) follows fronl (2.143) anel (2.100). Indeed, there are
the unifonll with respeet to I1 upper estiInat.es (analogous to (2.116)) for the kerneis
(2.122), where x, y E M \ A1[-1/2,1/2] and zEN = 0 x N C aMj. These estilnates
follow from (2.32) and their proofs are completely analogons to tbe proof of (2.116).
The Inain step in these prüofs is using of the paralnetrix p(m)43 and of the estimates
(2.127), (2.128), and (2.132) for f. E (0, T]. 0

2.8. Dependence on the phase of a cut of the spectral plane. The analytic
torsions as functions of the phase of a cut. Gluing fornlula for the analytic
torsions. The scalar analytic torsion (2.11) depends not only on (M, 9M, Z, v) hut
also on the phase 0 of a cut on the spectral plane C :1 A. A zeta-function (v,. (s; B)
is deflned for Re s > n/2 (n := dilll M) as the surn of absolutely convergent series
L m( Aj )Aj,;, where the sun1 is over nOllzero Aj E Spec (.ß~) and m( Aj) are the multi-

plicities of Aj. The function Aj,; := exp (-s log(D) Aj), B> IIl1(log(D) Aj) > B- 271'", is
defined for 0 t/:. arg Aj + 271'"Z. (For positive self-adjoint operators this condition means
that 0 rt 27rZ.) All the results for the analyt.ic torsion norm are obtained above in
the ca.."e of 0 < 0 < 27r (for iI1stance, for 8 = 7r).

The zeta-function (v,.(8; 0) does not depend on 0 ~ 27rZ, if [O/27r] docs not change.
However we have

(v,.(Sj 8 + 27r) = exp( -27ris)(v,.(Sj 0) for Re s > 11./2. (2.144)

43The parametrix p(m),·(v) for E·(v) can be chosen such that Pt(';~'·(v) = 0 for x rt. [-1/3, 1/3]x, ,
N L....+ M and z E [-1/6,I/ß] x N L....+ M.
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Since (1I,.(8j 11") can be Inerolnorphically continued to the con1pIex plane C 3 s (The
orem 3.1 below), we see that C/,.(S; 0) for 0 ~ 21rZ also can be meromorphically
continued to C with at Il10st siInple poles at Sj := (n - j)/2. The continuation of
CI,. (Sj 0) is regular at Sj for (-Sj) E Z+ U o. So the equality (2.144) holds for all
o~ 21rZ, sEC. Hence for such 0 we have

C/,.(Sj 0) = (v,.(s) exp( -21l"ism), (2.145)

where (lI,.(S) := Cv,.(s; 1l") anel 171 := [0/21r]' () ~ 21rZ. From now on tbis (-function
will be denoted as (11,.(8; nl.) with ',n = [0/21r]. The value (v,.(O, tn) is independent of
711. (according to (2.145)).

Tbe dependence of the scalar analytic torsion (2.11) on m is given by

T (Mv, Z; 1T/,) = T(Alvl Z) exp (-21Ti1nF (Alv, Z),) (2.146)

where44 F (Mv, Z) := L (-I)j j(v,.(O)(IllOd Z) and T (Nfv, Z) := T (Mv, Z; 0), i.e.,
T (Mv, Z) corresponds to () = 1r and it is tbe scalar analytic t.orsion clefined by (2.11).
Here Z is the union of the connected cOlllponents of DM where the Dirichlet boundary
conditions are given. The Laplacian ~: is definecl on w E DR·(MlI , Z) with the v

transIuission bounclary cOllditiollS (1.27) on N, with the Dirichlet anel the Neumallll
boulldary conditions on Z and on BAl \ Z. The equality (2.146) is obtained by using
of

BßC/,.(S; ',n)L=o = -21ri111.(v,.(0) +Dß(v,.c,,)Iß;o·

The number F(Al, Z) is definecl also in tbe case of a manifold M without an interior
bounclary N. In this case, CI,. (0) in the definition of F(Al, Z) is replaced by (.(0)
for tbe Laplacians on DR·(Al, Z). Thc dependence of T(M, Zj 1n) on 111 is given by
(2.146) with F (MII , Z) replaced by F(M, Z). In particular, F(M) is defined for a
closed Al anel also in the ca...'{e aAl #- 0, Z = 0. Let Al be obtained by gluing two pieces
MI anel M 2 along the C01111110n C0l11pOnent N of their boundaries, M = MI UN M 2 ,

where N c M is closeel a.nel of codiIllensioll one. Then F(Al, Z) = F (MI,I, Z),
according to Proposition 1.1.

The class of F (Mv, Z) in C/71 is the san1e as the class (luocl Z) of the number
FI (Mv, Z) E C, where

FI (All1 ,Z):= 'L(-l)j j«(v,j(O) +din1I<er(~II,j)).

The La.pIacian ßv,j(A{/,Z) with its dOInain D01l1(ßII,j) C (DRj(M))2 is self
adjoint according to Theoren1 3.1. For Re .., > 2-1 diln M t.he zeta-fullction (v,j(.s)
is defined by the absolutely convergent serics E 7H (Ak) exp (-s log Ak) ([ () /27f] = 0,
o #- 0), where the sun1 is over Ak E Spec (ßv,j), A,i; =j:. 0, and with the brauch of
logarithm -1T < 1111 log A < 1r. Because log Ak E IR for Ak > 0, the function (lI,j(s) is

44By the definitioll} F (My! Z) E C/71. hut it can be also defined as L (-l)j j(y,j(O) E C,
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real for real s. Hence FI (Mv, Z) E IR. It is supposed from now on that ametrie gM
on M = MI UN M 2 is a direct product Inetric near N and near fJM.

Proposition 2.22. 1. For a closed manifold M the n1lmber F1(M) is an integer.
2. Let M = MI UN M2 be obtained by gluing two its pieces MI and M 2 along

the common C01H]JOnent N of their boundarics. Let the v·/.ransmission bou1!lIary
conditions (1.27) be given on N, the DirichIe't boundary conditions be given on a
union Z 0/ sonle connected cornponents 0/ fJM and the Neumann boundary conditions
be given on BA1 \ Z. Let L be a closed Rielnannian maniJoid. Then the Jollowing
hoIds:45

(2.147)

S. Lct J( C iJAl \ Z bc a unl:on 0/ S01ne connccted c01npOnC1lts 0/ fJM. Then the
/ollowi1lg hoItIs 1luder ihe condilio71s on M ahove:

FI (Mv, Z) = F1 (Mv, Zu !() + F1(I() + 2- 1 X(J()· (2.148)

4. Under the conditions on M above, the nUlnher FI (Mv, Z) obeys a gluing property
analogous to the g17li1lg ]Jroperty (2.1) Jor the analytic torsion norms. Nalnely the
/ollowing hoIds:

F1 (A1v , Z) = F1(A11 , ZI U N) + F1(M2 , Z2 U N) + PI (1\') + 2-1 X(N), (2.149)

11Jhere Zk:= ZnfJMk.

Corollary 2.9. 1. For a closed M the scalar analytic torsion T (M, [O/27r]) is inde
pendent 0/ B r/: 27rZ.

2. Under the cOlHliiio71s 0/ (2.147), (2.148), and (2.149), the /ollowing holrls in
RJZ:

F(Mv X L,Z xL) = X(L)F(Mv,Z).

F (A1v , Z) = F (A1v , Zu !() + 2- 1x(!().

F (A1v , Z) = F (A11, ZI U N) + F(M2 , Z2 U N) + 2-1 X(N).

Example 2.1. The ntunber F1(SI) is equal to - 10;1 = - 10;0.
46 The latter aue is

equal to zero because the asYlnptotic expansion for TI' exp (-1.Ao (SI)) as to t --+ +0
(where Ao is the La,pla.cian on functions) is f_l;ot- 1

/
2 + fl;ot l

/
2 + 13;ot3/2 + ....

4(iTlte Euler characterist.ic X (M" 1 Z) := 2::( _1)i dim Hi (M", Z) is equal to the Euler character
istic of the complex (C·C"Y", X n Z), dc ) (a.~ it follows from Proposition 2.3). Hence it is equal to
X(M ,Z) alld is independent of l/ E IR.2 \ (0,0).

46The coefficients b,j := h:,j(A1, Z) are the coefficient.s in the asymptotic expansion 2:: fk, jt J:/2

(k;::: -n) for Trexp(-tßj(M,Z)) as t ...... +0 fer the Laplacian on DR/(M,Z) (n:= dimM).
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Example 2.2. The number Fl (l, 81) is equal to -/0;1(1,81) = - 10;0(1). Since SI
has a nlirror synunetry relative to its diameter, we have, t.aking into account (2.54)
and (2.118),

10,0 (SI) = 10;0(1) + 10;0(1; 81) = O. (2.150)

Since 10;0(1,81) - /0;1(1,81) = X(I,8I) = 1 and (2.150) holds, we see that

Fl (/,81) = -/0;1(1,81) = -/0;0(/) = /0;0(1,81) = _2-1
. (2.151)

Remal'k 2.10. The equality (2.151) means that the analytic torsion T (I, BI; [OJ21r])
is multiplied by the factor exp (-21ri· (-2-1)) = -1, if 0 is replaced by 0 + 21r
(0 ~ 21rZ).

It is necessary to note the following. The scalar analytic torsion T( I, BI) :=

T(1, BI; 1r) is the fa.ctor in the analytic torsion nonn. But the latter one is the squal'e
of the norm. Oll the detenninant. line det Hl(I, aI). So the factor, corresponding to
the 1l0rrn itself, i~ lnultiplied in the ca~'ie of (M, Z) = (I, 81) by the factor

exp (1ri(I(I, 81)1 ..;;0) = exp( -1riJ2) = -i,

if () is replaced by () +21r, () ~ 21J"Z. Indeed, we have

_2- 1 = Fl (I,8I) = - (dirnH l (I,BI) + (1(1,81)1,,;;0),

and so (1(1,81)1 ..;;0 = -2-1 = -F(I,fJI). For M = SI it holds that -F(SI) =
(1 (SI) 1..;;0 = -1, and so exp (-1J"iF (SI)) = -1.

It follows froll1 Proposition 2.23 below that F(A1v , Z) and F(M, Z) have a fOrIn
(1/2) + Z, if the lltllnbers n := ditn M and X(M, Z) are odel. So in this case the
factars exp (-1J"iF (Nlv , Z)) and exp (-1J"iF(M, Z)) are equal t.o {±i}.
Proof of Proposition 2.22. 1. Theorenl 3.2 1. clainls that the number (v,j(O) +
dirn Ker (~v,j) is equal to the constant tenn 10;j (A1v, Z) in thc asYlnptotic expansion
(2.87) for Tl' exp (-t'~v,j) as t --.. +0, So according to Theorem 3.2 1. the number
Fl (Mv, Z) is equal to the sunl of thc integrals over Mt, A12 , N, and DM of the locally
defined densitics. Then we ha,ve

(2.152)

lf (AtJ,9M) is a closed Rielnannian 111a.nifold then IO;j(M) = 10;n-j(M). Hence
taking into account (2.152) alld (2.57), we get (for evell 11 := diln M)

Let. n be adel. Then fO;j(M) is equal to zero since the asynlptotic expansion for
tr exp (-t~j (M,9M)) (as t -? +0) is t-n/2 L t l

/ 21-n;j (M, 9M), where the surn is over
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1 E Z+ U 0 ([GI'], Theorenl 1.6.1; [BGY], TheoreJll 2.30). Hence Ft(M) = 0 =
(n/2}x(M) for an odd n also.

This number (n/2)x(M) is an integer for any closed M. (The assertion that F1(M)
is an integer follows also from the equality which holds for any closed even-dimensional
Rjelnannian (M, 9M):

E j (-1)j (j(M, s) = L:j( -1)j(n_j(M, s) = (n/2) E (-1)j (j(M, ..'I) = 0,

because (j( Al, s) = (n-j (M, s).)
2. Let A E Spec (ßv,j(M, Z)), Jl E Spec (ßi(L)) and let m>.(j; Mv, Z), m~(i; L) he

their multiplicities. If A =1= 0 anel Il =1= 0 then we have

(2.154)

since the subconlplexes (V).· (A1v ,Z) ,d) ~ (DR· (A1v ,Z) ,d) and (V~·(L),d) ~

(DR-(L), d), corresponding to the A-eigenfonns for !:i.v,.(M, Z) and to the Il-eigenfonns
for !:i..(L), are acyclic. If ,,\ =1= 0 hut Jl = 0 then the right siele of (2.154) is equal to

So uuder the conditions of 2, by using (1.37), we have

I: (_l)i j(v,i (Mv x L, Z x L) 1.,;;0 =

= X(L) L: (-1)] j(v,i (Mv, Z) 15;;0 + X (Mv, Z) L (-1)i j(j(L)I,,;;o' (2.155)

L (-l)i j diln Ker (!:i.v,j (Mv x L, Z xL)) =

= X(L) L (-1)i j diln Ker (!:i.v,i (Mv, Z)) + X (Mv, Z) L (-1)j j dirn Ker (ßj(L)).
(2.156)

The equality (2.147) follows now [rOin (2.155) anel (2.156).
3. The nlunbers Ft (Mv, Z) anel Ft (Mv, Z U J<) are the SUIns of the integrals over

Mt, M'J" N, and DM of the locally defineel densities (as it follows from (2.152) and
froIn Theorenl 3.2). The densit.ies, corresponding to the pairs (Mv, Z) and (Mv, Zu
!(), difrer only Oll !(. So the difference FI CA1v , Z) - FI (A1v , ZU!<) depends only on
1( and on 9111 near 1(. Thus taking into account that 9M is a direct product I11etric
near !(, we get

2 (Ft (Mv, Z) - Ft (At/v, Z U 1()) = F1(1( x 1) - FI (1( X (1, ßI)) (2.157)

for any fixeel 111etric Oll !( in all the tenns of this eqllality.
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Aeeording to (2.147) we have

Fd/{ x I) = Ft (J<)X(I) +Ft (I)X(J(),

Ft (I( x (J,81)) = Ft(I<)X(I,8J) + Ft(J,8I)X(I<), (2.158)

Ft(K x I) - Ft (l( x (1,81)) = 2Ft(I<) + x(/() (F1(I) - Ft(/,8I)).

Sinee (I(S;/) = (ds;1,8I) (on the same 1) we have

Ft(I) - Ft(I,8I) = -(t(1)I[I;0 + (t(1, 81)1[1;0 + din1/ft (1,8I) = 1.

By (2.157) and (2.158) we get.

F t (Mv, Z) = Ft (Mv, Z U !() + Ft (K) + 2- 1X(K).

4. The nUlllber Ft(Mv , Z) is the SUIl) of t.he integrals over Mt, M2 , N, and over
8M of the loeally defined densities. (It is a consequence of Theorem 3.2). So the

densities on Mj, N, and on aMnMj are the same as for the nunlber F1 (MJ.~, Z],2}) ,
where MJ2} := M j UN A1j , Z?) := Zj U Zj, and gM(2) are Inirror symmetrie with

J

respeet to N (tbe v-transmission boundary eonditions are given on N '--+ MJ2}) anel
9~;) IMj = gAI IMj' Thus we have ,

J

2FdMv,Z) = L Ft (MJ.~,Z?»).
j;I,2

Since pairs (MJ2), ZJ2») are Inirror sYIlllnetric with respect to N, it follows froIn (2.54)

and (2.55) that

Ft (M},~, Z;2») = F1 (M}2), ZP») = F1(Mj , Zj) + FI (Mj, Zj U N),
(2.159)

Ft{Mv , Z) = 2- 1 L (FI (Mj, Zj) + F1 (Mj, Zj U N)). (2.160)
j;;;;I,2

The equality (2.149) follows froll1 (2.148) with M = Mj , Z = Zj, K = N, and
v = (1,1) and fro1l1 (2.160), because F\(Mj, Zj) = F1(Mj, ZjUN)+F1(N)+2- 1 X(N).
Thus Proposition 2.22 is proved. 0

The analytic torsion To(Mv, Z; m) (where Z c 8M is a union of some connected
cOIuponents of DM, In := [B /271'"), 0 t/:. 271'"Z) is defilled as the prot[uct 0/ the norm
lI·lI:'et lle(Mu,Z) (given by the natural nonn on harrnonic fonns for ß~( Mv, Z)) and of
the BCll/ar analytic t01'sion T( M VI Z; 771):

Tu (MlIl Z; 771) := II·lI;'~tHe(M.. ,z) T (MlI , Z; 1n). (2.161)

The analytic torsion To(M,Z;rn) is the norm 11'II:'etlle(M,z)T(M,Z;m), where
the norm on the detenninant line is given by the harmonie {orn1s for .6..(M, Z).
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(If N is the interior boundary and if gM is a direct product met.ric near N then
Ta (M, Z; m) = Tu (1\11,1, Zj n~) according to Proposition 1.1.)

Theorem 2.1. 1. Let At be obtained by gluing two pieces along N, M = MI UN M2 ,

where N is a closed 01 codi7nension one subrnanifold in M with a trivial normal
bundle T MIN /TN und gM is a direct product metric near N anlI near DM. Then
for v E 1R2

\ (0,0) the lollowi7L9 gluing formulu holcIs:

'P~nTa (Mv, Zj m) :=

= (-l) Jn x(N)To(MI, ZI U Nj m) 0 Ta (M2, Z2 U N; m) (!) Ta(N; m), (2.162)

1lJhere the idell.tijication cp~n of the delerminants lines is dejined by the short exact
sequence (1.14) of the lle Rha1n cornplcxes and by Lemma 1.1, Zk := Z n DMk. The
factor To(N; rn) := To(N) is independent 01 'In (lLcconling to Proposition 2.22 1).

f!. Let I( C DM \ Z be a union oj some cOll.ll.ected components of DM. Then the
j07'm1J.la holds for gluing I( and (A1v , Z U f{):

'PanTa (Mv, Z; m) = (_l)ffix(J() Ta (Mv, zu J<j m.) ~ Ta(I(; m). (2.163)

lIere the identificatioll. 'Pan is dcfinell by the short exact sequence (analogous to (1.20)):

(2.164)

(lhe left arrow in (2,IG4) is ale natuntl inclusion anll the right arrotv is the geomet
rical 7'estriction) and by Le1nnlfL 1.1. The lactar Ta(J(; 1n) := To(J<) is independent
01 m. The analogous I01'1nu/a holtls fo'1' glui1l9 J( ([nd (M, Z U J():

cpanTa (Ai, Z; nl.) = (_l)mx(K) Ta (Ai, Zu J(; m,) (!) Ta(/(), (2.165)

(2.166)

where 'Pan is defined by the SIW7't exaet sequence (2.164) 111ith Mv 1'eplaced by M.

Proof. 1. For Ta (Mv, Z) := Ta (A1v , Z; 0) the following gluing formula holds (ac
cording to (1.12) and t.o Lenllna 1.2):

'P~nTu (A1v , Z) = Ta (A11 , Zl U N) 0 Ta (A12 , Z2 U N) 0 To(N).

By the definition of F (Mv, Z) we have

Tu (Mv, Zj m. +1) = exp (-21riF (A1v, Z)) Ta (Mv, Zj m).

(Analogons equalit.ies are true for Ttl (A1j, Zj U N; n1,). The differences F1 (Mv, Z) 
F(Mv1 Z), F1(Mj , ZjUN)-F(A1j, ZjUN), alld F1(N)-F(N) are integers and F1(N)
is an int.eger (according to Proposition 2.22 1), Hence (2.162) is a consequence of
(2.149) and (2.1GG).

2. The gluing fornllda holds for To(A1, Z) := Ta(A1, Z; 0) according to (1.18) (The
orem 1.2): 'Pa7lTo(M, Z) = Ta(A1, Z U ]() 0 Ta(]{). So the gluing formula (2.165)
follows fr0l11 (2.148) Hiuce To(M, Z; 'm. + 1) = exp (-21riF(M, Z)) Ta(M, Zj m) and
since the difference F1(Ai, Z) - F(A1, Z) is an integer.
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Let N c M be a disjoint. union Nt U N2 of two c10sed codimension one submani
folds of M with trivial nonnal bundles and let the vj-transmission interior boundary
conditions be given on N j • Let M = Mt UNI M2 and let N2 C Mt. Under these
conditions, t.he equality (1.12) anel the assertion of Lemma 1.2 are also true. Their
proofs are sinlilar to the given above. The resulting forrnula is

Cf'~~To (i\ly1 ,V2' Z) = To(Mt,V2' Zt UNd e> To (M2 , Z7. U Nd e> To(Nd. (2.167)

(lIere Z C DM is a union of sonle connected components of aM, Zk = Z n DMk

anel 9M is a direct product Inetric near Nj and DM.) As a consequence of (2.167)
(obtained by t.he sanle method a.s Theorem 1.2 is obtained fronl (1.16) and (1.17))
we get the following equality

(2.168)

The equality (2.163) follows frolll (2.168) (where Mt,V2' Z1) Nt are replaced by My,
Z, J<) and frOIn (2.148) since Ta (Mv, Z; 171, + 1) = exp (-21T"iF (My, Z)) To(My) Zj m).
Theorem 2.1 is proved. 0

Proposition 2.23. Let Al = MI UN M 2 be obtained by gluing along N und let the
v-tnJ.1zs1nissioll boundary conditions (v E 1R2 \ (0, 0)) be givcn on N. Set n := dirn M.
Then the numbc7' Ft (A1y, Z) Jor the sca[aT nnfL[ytic torsion T (My, Z; 1TZ) is expressed
by

FI (A1Y1 Z) = 2- 1nx (My, Z) = 2-1nX (AI, Z) .

The ntJ.n~ber F (My, Z) := L: (-I)j j(y,j(O) is as fallows:

F (My, Z) = L (_I)i (-j +2- 1n) ditn Hi (My, Z).

(2.169)

Proof.. 1. Proposition 2.3 c1ainls that X (My, Z) (i.e., the Euler characteristic
L: (-1)' diln Bj (D R, (Jlly , Z))) is equal to t.he Euler characteristic for the finite
dinlensional cOlllplex (C· (Xv, Z n X) ,dc ). Note ~,hat diln Ci(X, Z n X) is equal
to diInCi(Xv,ZnX). Hence x(A1v,Z) = L:(-lYdilnCj(X,ZnX). This sunl is
equal to X(M, Z) by the de Rhanl t.heorelll ([RS], Proposit.ion 4.2). Thus X (My, Z) =
X(M, Z).

2. According to (2.149), the gluing fOl"lnula holels:

FI (My, Z) = FI (MI' ZI U N) + F} (M2 , Z2 U N) +FI(N) +2-1 X(N).

For the Euler characteristics the analogons formnla holds:
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The number F1(N) for a closed manifold N is equal to X(N)(dirn N)/2 by (2.153).
So FI(N) + 2- 1X(N) = nx(N)/2. Let (M, 9M) be a closed Riemannian manifold,
mirror symnletric with respect to N = aMI, M = MI UN MI' Let 9M be a direct
product metric near N. Then the equality F1 (MI, N) = 2-InX (Mb N) follows fronl
(2.153), which clainls t.hat. F1(M) = 2-1nX(M), ~nd from (2.170). So (2.169) holds
for pairs (M, Z), where Z = aM. For any union Z of some connected cOlnponents of
aM the equality (2.169) follows from (2.148) for!( = 8M\Z, as FI (K)+2- I X(!() =
nx(I()/2, according to (2.153). The equaIity (2.169) for F1 (Mv, Z) follows from its
particuIar cases for FI (Mj , Zj U N) by using (2.149) anel (2.170). 0

Corollary 2.10. 1. The analytic torsion Ta (Mv, Zirn) (defined by (2.161)) is the
Jolla1ving Junetion oJ/n = [0/27r] (0 rt 27rZ):

Tu (Mv, Z; rn) = (_1)mnx(M,Z) Tu(Mv, Z). (2.171)

Here To (Mv, Z) := Tu (Mv, Z; 0L 'n := diln 1\1.
2. The analytic i,ol'sian To(A1, Z; m.) is equal to T (1\1vo ' Z; m,) Jor Vo = (1,1) ac

cording io Proposition 1.1. Tlte JOtin ula (2.171) holtls also Jor To(M, Z; m) J where
To(Mv, Z) is replaccd by Tu(Al, Z) := To(M, Zj 0).

Let (M, 9M) be obtained by gIuing two Riemannian manifoIds MI and M2 along
a eommon eOlllponent N of their boundal'ies, M = All UN M 2 • Let gM be a direct
product metrie near N anel near 8Al and let Z C DM be a union of same connected
component.s of DM. The following lnain theorenl is an immediate consequence of
TheorelTIS 1.4, 1.5 anel of Corollnry 2.10.

Theorem 2.2 (Gelleralized Ray-Singer conjecture). 1. The (J.ualytic t01'sion
To(My, Z; m) is expressed throllgh the combinatorial torsion norm, (1.62) as follows:

To (Nfv , Z; Tn) = 2:dDM )+x(N) (_I)mnx(M,Z)/2 TO (Alv , Z)

(where m = [0 /27r]' 0 rt 27rZ is the phase of Cl cut oJ the spectral plane C :1 A and
n = dinlAl).

2. Th e an alytic ton.ion To(Al, Z; 'rn) is expresscd th 1'011gh the cOlnb inatorial torsion
norm:

'l"'o(M, Zj rl!) = 2x(DM) (_1)mnx(M,Z)/2 To(M, Z).

Remark 2.11. The cOlnbinatoriaI torsion norms To(M, Z) and To (Mvo ' Z) (where Vo =
(1,1)) on the detenninant line det 11· (Mvo ' Z) = det H·(M, Z) are different, if
X(N) =I 0 (by Relnarks 1.7 anel 1.9). The eanonical identifications H· (Mvo , Z) =

Ker (ß~) = Ker (ß·) = H·(M, Z) are given by Proposit.ion 1.1 and by the de Rhaln
theorem.
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3. ZETA- AND THETA-FUNCTIONS FOR TUE LAPLACIANS WITH v-TRANSMISSION

INTERIOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

3.1. Properties of zeta- and theta-functions for v-transmission boundary
conditions. Let M be a compact manifold with boundary obtained by gluing mani
folds MI and M 2 along a COIUIllon component N of their boundaries, M = MI UN M 2

(N C M is a c10sed codimension one subInanifold of M with a trivial normal bundle
T MIN /TN). Let g"'l be a direct product metric near N = 0 x N L...+ I x N L...+ M. Let
the Dirichlet boundary conditions be given on a union Z of some connected COInpo
nents of DM, the NeUInann ones be given on DM \ Z and the v-transmission interior
boundary conditions (1.27) be given on N.

The operator ~~ is originally defined on the set D (~~) of all the pairs of smooth

fornls W = (WI, W2) E DR,- (M 1) EB DR.- (M2) such that the Dirichlet boundary

conditions hold for W on Z, the Neunla.nn boundary conditions hold on DM \ Z
and the interior boundary conclitions (1.27) hold for W on N. Let Dom (~~) be
the c10sure of the D (~~) in (DR,-(M))2 in the topology given by the graph norm46

Ilwll~ + lI~~wll~ =: Ilwll~raph' The c10sure of the operator ~~ (with respect. to the
graph norm) is an operator with the dOInain of definition Donl (~~). Ir Wj --t W in
the graph norn1 topology, Wj E D (~:), then ~~(w) is defined as lim;, ßvWj in the
LTtopology in (DR- (M))2'

Theorem 3.1. 1. The operator' ß~ with the (lom.aiu Dom (ß~) is self-adjoint in
(DR-(M))2' fts spect.ru1n Spec (~~) c IR+ U 0 is (liscrete. 47

2. fts zeta-function i--.. (lefined fnr Re s > (dirn M)/2 by the absolutely convergent se

ries (incllldiug the 172llltiplicitics) (11,_( s) := L:>'jESPec(~~)\OXi". This series converges
ullifonnly fo1' Re .s ~ (diln M) /2 + c (for an arbit1'ary c > 0). The zeta-function
(11,_ ClLn be contuuued t.o a 17W1'01UOrphic flluclion on the whole complex plane with at
17~OSt sitnple poles at the points $j := (j - dilll M)/2, j = 0, 1,2, .... It is regular at
s = 0,1,2, ....
3. The residues res.'I:=.'Ij (11,_ ($) and the values (v,_ (m) +Dm,o dirn Ker (ß~) are equal. to
the SU1TkC, of the integrals over Al} aA1, and N of lhe densities locally defined on these
rnanifolds.

Proposition 3.1. 1. Let" ~ Spec (ß~). Then the resol1Jent G~(v) := (ß~ - ,,)-1,
G~(v) : (DR.-(M))2 :: DOlu(ß:) <---+ (DR-(A1))2' is t.he is01norphism (in 'algebraic
und topological senses) onto thc closure DOIn(ß:) 01 D(ß:) with respect to the graph
no1"ln.48 Th e 0 perutors c;~(11 ) lor paü's (", v) sneh th at ,,\ rt Spec (ß ~) lorm lL smooth

46The L:rcompletioll (DR·(M))2 of DR·(!~1) coincides with the L2-completion of DR· (Md EB

DR- (M2)'
47A spectrum is discrete if it, consist.s ent.irely of isolat.ed eigenvalues with finit.e mult.iplicities.
48The topology on (DR·(M)):3 is given by Ilwll~, and on Dom(~:) it is given by Ilwll;raph'
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in (,\ lV) fa1nily of bounded operators in (D R- (M))2.

2. The la1nilics d 0 G~(v) und 6 0 G~(v) for ,\ rt Spec (L~:) form a smooth in (A, v)
family of bouudcd operat01'S (DR-(A1))2 ~ (DR-±1(M))2'

Theorem 3.2. 1. The operat01' cxp (-tL~:) in (DR-(A1))2 for an al'bi17'ary t > 0
is 01 trace class. For its tnlce ihe asymptotic expansion (2.87) (relative to t ~ +0)
holds. The coefficicnts f- dimAf+i 01 this expansion are ihe sums 0/ ihe integrals over
M, DAl, and N 0/ the loca//y defined densit.ics. If j f:. dirn A1 +2m, m E Z+ U 0, the
densities on AI, DA!, und on lV for f-e)jmM+i are ihe same as for

f( (dilll M - j) /2) res~=~J' (v,_ (s).

If j = diIn M + 2n/', 'm E Z+ U 0, these dcusities al'e the SfL1nc as for

(n~!)-1(_l)m ((v,_ (11L) + 6m ,0 diln Ker(ß~)) .

2. Let PI: (DR-(A1))'l. ~ (DR-(l\1d)2 ~ (DR.-(M))2 be ihe composition of
the restrietion to All (Lud oJ ihe extension by zero 01 L'rlorms. Then the operator
1'1 exp (-tL~~) in (D fl,- (.A1))2 101' l. > 0 is 01 lnt,ce class. For its trace ihe asymptolic
c:r:pansion relative /'0 t ~ +0 'wlds

whCl'e rm(t) is 0 (/,(m+l)/2) lt:lufo'1'mly with I'csJlcct to 1/ autI ii is slnooilt in t for t > 0

(n := dillllll). Tlte cocßiciclll.s fji are equul 1.0 the SU11LS of t.he integruls ove1' 1.11 und
ovel' 8Af1 = JV U (8Al n A1d of lhe local/y dcfilletl densities. The coefficients qi in
(tl) depend only on (j, i\11l ffMI™n zn l)i\1 t , N, 11) und da not depend on M 2 (lud

Zn DA12 , 9MITfth.

3. For any t > 0 the traces 01 exp (-tß:) al'e b01lnded uniforynly with respec.l to
I1 E IR'2 \ (0, 0) :

ITr exp (-tL~~) I < C( t). (3.2)

Tlte truces TI' (l'i exp (-f.L~:)) are also bVllUdcd 1.lllifonnly with 1'es]Jeet to v for any
1. > o.

Proposition 3.2.1. The 1,'c1'1tcl E;,xl,X2(tl) fOl'exp(-t.ß:) (whcl'c t > 0) is s1nooth
- 2in xi. E M rj , t., und in v E IR. \ (0,0).

~. The aSY1Tl]Jto/.ic expansions (3.l), (2.87) al'e differe1ltiable with respect to v E
}R2 \ (0,0).
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3.2. Zeta-functions for the Laplacians with v-transmission interior bound
ary conditions. Proofs of Theorem 3.1 and of Proposition 3.1. Let A be
an elliptic differential operator on a manifold with boundary (M, DM). Let the dif
ferential elliptic boundary conditians be given far A on 8M such that A with these
boundary candit.ions satisfies Agnton's condition (formulated below) for A from a sec
tor BI < arg A < 82 in the spectral plane C 3 ..\. Properties of zeta-functions for A
with these boundary conditions can be investigated with the help of the parametrix
for (A - A)-I. The analogous statement is true also for elliptic interior boundary
conditions.49 The paramet.rix pr l for (~~ - ..\)-1 is defined locally in coordinate
charts. Namely

(3.3)

where 'f'j is a partition of unity subordinate to a finite cover {Ui ) of M by coordinate
charts, "pi'f'i = 'Pj, 'ljJj E cgo (Uj ). Ir Uj n (uM U N) = 0 then the operator prUj is
a pseudodifferential operat.or (PDO) with parameter ..\ ([Sh], Chapter 11, § 9) and

its symbol iR equal to O(~,A)S(m) ((L~. - ..\)-1) (X,e,A). This sYlnbol is defined as

folIows. Let s(~· - ..\) = ((b2 -..\) id +bd (x,e) be the sYlnbol of ~. - A (where~·

is the Laplacian on D R· (Uj )) and let

s ((6· - ..\)-1):= L lL_2_j(X, C..\)
jeZt UO

be the symbol of (~. - A)-1 as of CL PDO with parameter (a-k is positive bOinoge

neous of clegree -k in (e,..\1/2)). Set s(m) ((~. - ..\)-1) := Lj~oa-2-j(X,e,..\). Tbe

condition s(~· -..\) 0 s ((~. - ..\)-1) = 1, where 0 is tbe composition of sYlnbols with
parameter ([Sh], § 11.1), is equivalent to the systeIll of equalities

(/.-2(1:, C..\) = (b2 - ..\)-1,

(1.-3 = -(b2 - ..\)-1 [b1(l-2 + L Deib2Uxja-2],
I

(3.4)

ll_2_j = -(b2 - A)-1 L ~Dlb2-iD;a-2-1'
hl+i+l=j f·

The sum in tlte last equation of (a.4) is over (" i, I) such tbat , = (,I,"" rn) E
(Z+ U o)n, 1,1 := ,1 + ... + 'n, 0 ::; 1,1 ::; j for bj, I/I + i 2:: 1 (D := i-lU). The
function B(~,..\) (in the sYlnbol of P,{U) is snlooth, O(e, A) =1 for lel 2 + 1..\1 2:: 1, and
o is equal to zero fol' lel 2 + lAI::; c.

49Theorem 3.1 is analogons to tohe resnlts of [SeIL [Se2] with modifications connected with the v

t,ransmission interior bOlllldary cOllditions. 111 [SilL eh.lI! the t.heory [SeI], [Se2] ofthe zet.a-fnnetions
is written in det.ail in t.he case of a closed manifold.
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(3.5)

(3.6)

Let Uj n N #- 0. Then the term pru of the parametrix is the sum of the interior
term (which is a PDG with parameter and its symbol is defined with the help of
(3.4)) and of the correction terms. (Here U := Uj .) The latter t.erms correspond tü
the v-transnlission interiür boundary conditions on N and tü the Dirichlet and the
Neulnann boundary conditions, given on the connected components of 8M. First of
all we'll verify that these v-transmission boundary conditions are Agmon's conditions
on any ray arg"\ = 'P in the spectral plane not coinciding with ~.

Let (t, y) E I X UN be the coordinates on U := Uj near N = 0 x N ~ I x N ~ M,
I = [-2,2), and let t > 0 on MI' From now on it is supposed that 'Pj(t,y) =
'Pj,I(t)'Pj,N(V) and that 'Pj,1(t) == 1 for Itl ::; 1. It is supposed also that "pj(t,y) =
"pj,I( t )"pj,N(Y) and that 'Pj,!, "pj,J are even funct.ions: c.pj,1( -t) = c.pj,1( t), .,pj,d -t) =
'lj;j,I(t). The fonns ((1/ aud fit, dyJ (where c = (CI, ... , cn-d, ! = (!I,' .. ,fn-d, Ci, fi E
{O, I}) provide HS with a trivialization of /\·T M!IXUN • Na.nlely Wj = Ljcl:=. Wj,cdyC +
LlJl+I:=. Wj,(I,n dt dyJ. Let W = (WI' W2) E D(ß:) c DR·(Mv )' Then on UN =°X UN ~ I X UN the condit.ions W E D(b.:) ean be written as folIows. Set lvI =
(0'2 + ß2)1/2. Let [. be the trallsfonnation (t 2: 0)

VI,c(t, y) := 1v I-I (O'WI,c( t, y) - ßW2,c( -t, y)) ,

V2,c(t, y) := 1,/1-1 (ßWI,c(t, y) + aW2,c( -t, y)),

1. lJ2,(I,j)(t,y):= 1,/1-1 (awI,(I,J)(t,y) + ßW2,(I,j)(-t,y)) ,

WI,(1,j)(t, y) := 1,/1-1 (-ßWI,(I,J)(t, y) + aW2,(I,J)( -t, y)) .

Then the eonditions W E D (.6.:) are eql1ivalent on UN to

VI,c(O, y) = 0, Wl,(I,n(O, y) = 0,

DtV 2 cl = 0, DtW 2 (I J}I = 0., t:=O ' , t:=Q

The inverse to (3.5) transfornlcü,ioll [.-1 is

(
WI,c(t, y? ) = L -1 ( VI,c ) (t, y), (W2,(I,j)( -t,]I) ) = L -I ( 'WI,(I,j) ) (t, y), (3.7)

W2,c( -t, y) V:.l,c WI,(I,j)(t, y) 'W2,(1,j)

L := 1111-1 (ß -!) .
Agmon's eonditiollS on a ray I := {arg A = 'P} in tohe ease of v-tl'ansluission bound

ary conditions clainl that for (e', A) #- (0,0) anel A E I the equation on IR+ :3 t

(-a; + bAy, () - ,,\) v(t) = 0, v(t) -? 0 für t. -? +00 (3.8)

has a unique solut.ion for each of t.he init.ial eonditiollS Vt:=O = Vo or 8tVlt:=o = VI'

(Here ( are dual to y anel b2(.6. N ) = b2(V, () id is t.he scalar principal sYlnbol of
ß;" on UN .) Agn10n 's conditioIls for the II-tl'anSllliRsion boundary value problelu are
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satisfied on each ray arg A = <p not coinciding with IR+ because tohe equation (3.8)
with each of the initial conditions given above has a unique solut.ion for any A rt !R,.,
(e,A):/;(O,O).

It is convenient to COlllpute the cont.ribution to pru from v-transmission bound
ary conditions in the coordinates Vj,c( t, y), Wj,(I,j)(t,' y) defined by (3.5) with t ~
0. (Then the v-transmission boundary conditions are transformed inta the COIl
ditions (3.6).) These contributions are defined with the help of the symbol d
LjEZ+UOd-2-i(t,y,I,f,A), which is the solution of the equation50

(-a; + (b2(]I, ~') - A) id+bl (y , ~')) 0 d(t, y, T, ( , .\) = 0 (3.9)

(with the cOlllposition 0 of symbols of (y, f) in it). The equat.ion (3.9) holds fol'
t :/; O. The boundary conditions fol' (3.9) are: d_ k --t 0 as Itl --t 00 anel

('cd-~;)l cl = ('c(L-k)1 cl, (,Cd_k)1 (I f) I = ('ca-k)1 (1 f) I '
, t=O ' t=u " t=O ,'t=O (3.10)

Bt (.cd_ k)2,c It=o = i T ('ca-k )2,c It=o' Bt (,Cd_ k)2,(1 ,j) It=o = iT ('cU_k )2,(1,J) It=o
Here the transfonnation .c acts on the colul11ns of the matrix valued functions d,

a (depending on t anel on T).51

The equation (3.9) is the recurrent systenl

(3.11)

where the sunl is over '111. < k anel , such tha.t. 111. + 1,1 + 2 - i = k, 0 ~ 1,1 ~ i for bio
For t = 0 the synlbol d_ k over Alj nUN is positive homogeneous of degree (-k)

in (T, f, .\1/2). The boundary' contribution to pru is an operator 'Dm corresponding
t052 Od ~, ).) Lj~u d- 2- i (t, y, T, f, .\). This operat~r act.s on f E DR~(IRt x IR;-I) such
that supp f n (0 x IR;-I) = 0 as folIows:

(Dm 1) (y, t) = (21r )-nJJexp( i(y, ()) fo, (!-2-j (t,y,T,(,),) (Ff)(T,nd( dT (3.12)
o

(where (:F!)(T,C) = JJexp(-i(tT+(X,()))jU,x)d.r-dl is Fourier transfoflll of f).
The term of the paralnetrix, corresponding t.o U (if U n N :/; 0) is defined by

(3.13)

(innere b2(y, €') id +b1(y, 0 is the symhol s(ßiv) on UN of the Laplacian on DRe(N) for the
components W'an,N(t, y) ami on DRe- 1(N) for WnQrm,N(t; V). The variable T is dual to t.

51Note that the function u-2-i(t, y, T,€"..\) is cont.illllollS in N and nonsingular for ..\ rt. IR.+ and
(T, e,..\) :F (0,0 , 0). (It is also independent. of t for Itl small enough.) So the right sides of (3.10) can
be simplified for U-k. In (3.9)-(:t 11) it. is IIsed t.lmt 9 At is a direct prodllct. met.ric Oll 1 X N C-...+ M.

U181(e,..\) E C N (IRn-l x C), BI == 0 for lel 2 + 1..\1< [ and 81 == 1 for lel 2 + 1..\12: 1; n := dimM.
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where P>.,int is the PDO with the symbol S(m}(t, y, T, e1.\) definecl by (3.4) (x is
replaced by (t,y) anel (. = (T,e)).

For Uj n DM =J 0 the boundary term in pru. for the Dirichlet 01' the Neumann
, J

boundary conditions on the conneci,ed components of 8M is defined similarly.
The following assertions are true:

1. For m 2: n the operator (6.- - .\) pr - id (where (6.- - .\) acts on the restrie
tions of fornls to MI anel to M 2) has a continuous on M jl X M i2 kernel which is

0((1 + IAI 1
/

2r-m
) for A E A.:= {A oJ O,E: < argA < 211" - cl, where 11" > E: > 0 is

fixed ([SeI], LenIma 5, p. 901). This estimate is satisfied uniformly with respect to
11 since the falnilies d-2- i are sInooth in v E R2

\ (0,0) and since the estiInates for
.c.d-2- i by [SeI], (29), p. 900, are uniforIll with respect to v =J (0,0).

2. Let In 2:: 'I/. anel 11 = (0:, ß) E 1R2 \ (0,0). Let A j := A (Mj , N) be the same as

in (2.97) anel (2.99) and Rj be the geoIlletrical restrietions to N C DMj of forms on
Mj. Then the operators

Ivl-1 (0:R1 - ßR2 )P,,",

1111- 1(o:R1D- ßR2D)Pf,

1,/1-1(ßA 1 - aA2 )Pf,

Ivl-1 (ßA 1d - aA 2d)Pf

have smooth kerneIs 011 N X Mi which a.re 0 ((1 + IAI 1/ 2r-m
) for A EA., where

7r > c > 0 anel c is fixeel ([SeI], LenlIlHl. 6). These estiInates are uniform with respect
to 11 E R2

\ (0,0).

3. Set B 1,lI:= 11I1-1 (crR1 -ßR2): ffi j DR.-(A1 j ) ~ DR.-(N). Let PI : [O,I]xN -t N,
P'2: [-1,0] X N -t N be the natural projections. The operat.or

(where ",(t) E C(f(l), 'I'(t) =1 for f. E [-1/2,1/2]) is the fight inverse to B1,lI since
B1 ,J,lQl,lI = id. The analogous right inverse operators qk,lJ are naturally defined for
Bk,lI

B 2,lI := 11/1-1(ßA t - nA 2 ), B3,lI:= Ivl-1 (O'R1D- ßR28),

B4 ,lJ := 1,/1-1 (ßA 1d - aA2d),
(3.15)

(3.16)
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For instance, f]3,v a wN := Elvl-1tp(t)t (adt 1\ PiWN, -ßdt 1\ P;WN), E = ±l. Set B v :=

(Bj,v), qll:= (qj,v), anel qvBv:= (qj,vBj,II)' Für 1n ~ n theoperator is defined53

R,n. pm B pm
,,\.= ..\ - qv v ..\ . (3.17)

It Inaps (according to [SeI], Lemma 12, p. 912) Coo-forms W E DRe(M), suppwnN =
0, to COO-fornlS on Mj. Moreover Hf : DR~(M\N) -t D (~:).

4. For m 2:: n anel A ~ IR+ U°the operator R). can be continued t.o a bounded
operator in (DRe(M))2' R..\ : (DR-(M))2 -+ Dom (ß:).

Indeed, for any fixeel differential operator F of order d = d(F) :::; 2 the operator

FR>. is bounded in (DR"(M))2 with its norm 0 ((1 + 1.\11/ 2) d-2) in a sector .\ EA.

(1r > E > °aud c is fixed) according t.o [SeI], Lemll1as 7, 13, 14. This estiluate is
uniform with respect to v E 1R.2 \ (0,0). The cont.inuation of R,\ to (DRe(M))2 is
as folIows. If Wj E DR~ (A1 \ N) anel Wj -+ W in (DR- (M))2 then R..\Wj converges
in (DR-(M))2 i1.ud R.).w is defined as it.s lilnit.. We see that R..\wj E D (~:) anel
(~: - A) R..\wj converges in (DRe(A1))2' Hence R..\w E Don1 (~:).

5. The operator C;~(v) := (~: - .-\)-1: (DRe(A1))2 -+ Dom(~:) exists54 for
A E Ae := {.-\ =1= 0: c < arg'\ < 21r - c} and 1.-\ I S11 fficiently large. Hs operator nonn
is O(IAI-1) for such ,\ unifonnly with respect to v E IR2

\ (0,0) ([SeI], LeInma 15).

6. The Laplacian .6.: is a elosed uuboundeel operator in (DRe(Al))2 with its
donutin of definition DOln (~:). Actually, if {Ui} C Dom (~:) anel if the limits
limi Ui =: 'll and lin1i ((.6.: - ,\) ud =: v exist in (D R- (Al)) 2 then for sufficiently
large A E A~ we have 'll = linliG~(v)((~: - A)lld = G..\(v)v E Dom(~:). Hence
(.6.~ - 'A) U = (~: - A) (G! (11 )V) = v, i.e., the operators ~: - Aid and ~: are elosed
in (DR.e(M))2' The operator ~: is defined on Don1 (~:). It is a self-adjoint un
bounded operator in (DRe(M))2' Indeed, the elomain of definition DOlll ((~: - Ar)
of the adjoint operator (.6.: - Ar in (DR-(M))2 is the set of v E (DRe(M))2 such
that the linear functional ((.6.: - A) w, v) is continuous on Dom (~~) :3 W in the L2 

topology of (DRe(M))2' If v E Don1 (~:) t.hen for any W E Dom (.6.:) we have
((~: - .-\0) w, v) = (w, (~~ - '\0) v) für Ao E IR_. Ineleed, for ea.ch w anel v froln
DOIll (.6.:) there exist sequences {Wj} a.nel {Vj} of eleInents D (.6.:) whose limits in
the graph nOrIn topology a.re W a.nel v. Hence we have

S3For simplicit.y we'll suppase from 1I0W on here that 8A1 = 0. For t.he Dirichlet. or the Nellmann
bOllndary conditiol1s on the component.R of 8M the appropriat.e t.erms have to be added to R';: .

•
54This means t.hat. ß: - ..\ maps Dom·(ß II ) one-to-ane ta (DR·(M))r I~ is eqllivalent. to the

eXlstence of (ß: - ..\)-1: (DR·(M))2 - Dom(ß:), (ß: -..\) 0 (ß: - ..\)- =Id on (DR·(M))2'
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So (( 6.~ - Ao) 'lL, v) is a continuous linear functional on Dom (6.~) :1 u with respect
to the L~-topology of (DR-(M))2 for any v E Dom (6.:). Hence Dom (6.:) c
DOln ((ß: - Aor) and (6. v - Aor v = (ß v - Ao) v for v E Dom (ß:).

Let Ao E IR_ and lAol be sufficiently large. Then for any w E Dom ((6.: - Aar)
there exists an elelnent v E Dom (6.:) such that (6.: - Aor tlJ = (6.: - Ao) v =
(ß: - Aor v (since Inl(6.: - Ao) = (DR-(M))2)' So W - v E Ker ((6.: - Aor) and for
any lt E Donl (6.:) we have 0 = (u, (6.: - Aor (w - v)) = ((6.: - Ao) 'lL, 1ll - v). Then
10 - v = 0, as hn (6.: - Ao) = (DR-(M))'J' Hence Dom ((6.: - Aar) = Dom (6.~) =
Dom ((6.~r), and 6.: is a self-adjoint unbounded operator in (DR-(M))2'

The operator 6.: is nonnegative, (6.:w, W)2 2: 0 for any w E Dom (6.:), since there
exists a sequence {Wj}, Wj E D (.6.:), such that its limit in the graph norm topology
is w. So we have limj (6.:Wj,Wj)2 = liIllj (dvwj, (lvwjh + lilTIj(OvWj, ovwjh 2: o.

7. The spectnllll Spec (6..:) of the operator 6..: is discrete because t.he operator

differs frOlTI the ielelltity operator in (D R- (1\1))2 by a cOillpact operator. Here, Ao E A~

and IAol is large ellough. Thc assertion 5 above c1ainls that (6..: - Ao)-1 exist.s for
such Ao. The operator G.\o(v) := (ß: - AO)-l is C0I11pact since it is bounded in
(DR-(M))2 anel since the operators I - (.6.: - Ao) R~~ (for m 2: n) and Rrc are
compact in (DR,-(M))2 ([SeI], Lenllllas 4, 5, 9 (iv)). So tbe operator

(.6.- - A )-1 = Rm + (6.' - A )-1 (1 - (6.- - A ) Rm
)v 0 '..\0 /.I 0 v 0 ..\0

is compact in (DR·(M))2' Since C:.\o(v) is a cOlllpact operator for Ao E An IAol » 1,
and since 6.: is a closed operator in (DR'(M))2' it follows that 6..: is an operator
in (DR'(M))2 with cOlllpact resolvent.. So (according to [Ka], eh. 3, Theorem 6.29)
its spectruill Spec (6.:) consists of isolated eigenvalues with finite nlllltiplicities (i.e.,
Spec (6.:) is discrete) anel the operator G1(v) is compact in (DR-(M))2 for A E
C \ Spec(6.:). The operat.or 6.: is nonnegat.ive. Hence Spec (6..:) c IR.+ U O.

If AO ~ Spec (6.:) then Ker (6..~ - Ao) = 0 and Im (ß: - AO) = (DR-(M))2' Hence

ind (ß: - Ao) is equal to 0 (as the index of the operat.or from (Dom (6.:) , 11'II;raph)
into ((DR·(lvf))2' 11·11;)). The operator (Ao - A) iel frOlll Dom (ß~) into (DR·(M))2
is conlpact (since G~o (v) isa COlllpact. operat.or in (D R- (Al) )2 and since it is a topo
logical isoIllorphislll G'.\o(v): (DR-(M))2 :: DOlTI (6..:)). So ind (6.: - A) = 0 for an
arbitrary A E C (a.ccoreling to [Ka.], eh. 4, TheoreITI 5.26, Remarks 1.12, 1.4).

8. The operat.or (6.:)-8 for Re .5 > 0 is defined by t.lte integral

(3.18)
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where the contaur r is

{t\ = rei1t , 00 > 7' > E} U {.\ = cei'l',1r > r.p > -1r} U {.\ = re- i1t",c < r < oo}.

Here the nUlnber c > 0 is such that Spec (ß~) n (0, e] = 0. The integral (3.18) is
absalutely convergent (wit.h respect. t.a the operator norm lI·lb in (DRe(M))2) because

the estimate 11(.6.~ - t\)-1112 :$ °1.\1-1 is satisfied as t\ --+ -00 for .\ E IR_. So T_!J(v)
is a bounded operator in (DRe(M))2 for Re s < O.

For -k ~ Re s > -(k + 1), k E Z+, the operator T_!J is defined as ßt+1T_(!J+k+l)'
Hs domain is DOln(T_!J) = {w E (DRe(M))2' T-(!J+k+l)W E Dom ((ß~)k+l)}, where

Donl ((ß~)k+l) := {w E Dom (ß~) ,ß:w E Dom (ß:) , ... , (ß:)k wE Dom (ß:)} .

The restriction T~!J of T!J to the orthogonal conlplement Loof Ker (ß~) in (DRe(M))2
is defined on DOlll (T~!J) := D (T_!J) n Lo, T~!J := T_!J ILo , Then T_!J is the direct

sum55 of TIJo and of the zero operator on Ker (ß~). Theorem 1 in (Se2] claims that the
family T~IJ of opera.tors in the Hilbert space Lo for Re 82 > 0 satisfies tbe equation
T~!Jl T~!J2 = T~(SI +!J2) and tha.t the sallle is true for -81 E Z+ and for each 82' This
theorem claiIns also that

rg = id on Lo, T~l = ((ß:)-1 ILa)l, for / E Z+, and T1°= ß:ILa

(the domain of Tf is DOll1(ß~) n Lo) and that T~!J for Re s > 0 is a holOlTIorphic
function 56 wit.h its values in a Banach space B(Lo) of bounded operat.ors in Lo where
the Banach norm is the operator norm as the norm.

9. For Re s > n/2 the kernel of T_!J(v) is cont.inuous on A1il x M h anel analytic in
s ((Se2], TheoreITI 2( i)). For Re 8 > n/2 the zeta-function C.I,e (8) is equal to the sum
of integrals over the diagonals M j t...-+ M j x M j (j = 1,2) of the densities defined by
the restrietions to these diagonals of thc kernel T_!J(v), according to Proposition 3.9
below. So C.I,e(..~) is holoI110rphic for Re $ > n/2.

The operator C;~(v) - prL for nl. ~ n (where pr~ is the parametrix (3.3)) is a.
bounded in (DRe(A1))2 operator with a continllolls on Alj) x M i2 kernel (rr)Xl,X2
which is

(3.19)

5°If vELo and Re s > 0 t.hen we have T_, vELo since für h E Ker (ß:) and A E r it hülds

0= (v, h) = ((ß~ - A) G~(v)v, h) = -,,\ (GHv)v, h)

and since the integral (:1.18) is absüllilely cünvergent. Für h E Ker (ß:) and für Re s > 0 we have
T_,h =0 becallse für such s t.he int.egral Jr A-,-ldA is absoilltdy convergent. and is eqnal tü zero.

Since T_,h = (ß:)k+l T_('+.l:+l)h =0 für -I.: ;::: Re s > -(k + 1), we get T_tJh =0 for aB s.
56A funetiün with t.he valnes in a Banach space is holomorphic in a st,rong sense if it is weakly

holomorphie ([Ka], eh. 3 J § 1, Theorem l.:l7 J p. 139)
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as lAI ~ +00, A E A~ ([SeI], Theoreln 1, or also the assertions 5, 1, 2, 7 above). So
the operator

2
i
rr l >. -, (G~(v) - pr) d>. (3.20)

for Re s > (n - 11'/')/2 is of t.race dass and its kernel is continuous on Mit x Mh, and
analytic in s.

The trace of the operat.or (3.20) is holomorphic in S for Re s > (n - m)/2. Let
us denote by I(~~(s) the kernel of the operator (i/21r) Ir A-" PJ::intd,\ (where PJ::int :=
L 'if;jPJ::Uj,intepj is a t.enn of (3.3) and Pf:Uj,int is a PDO witb symbol OS(m), defined

by (3.4ll.. This kernel is continuous on Mjl x Mi2 for Re s > n/2. Off tbe diagonals
M j C-.....+ M j x M j it extends to a kernel which is an entire function of sEC equal to
zero for (-s) E Z+ U O. The density on Uj M j defined by t.he restriction of this kernel
to tbe diagonals also can be continued to a lneromorphic in 8 E C density. This
density has at lnost silllple poles at Sj = (71 - j)/2 for (-si) ~ Z+ U 0, 0 ~ j ~ m,
and it is regular at 8i for (-8i) E Z+ U O.

Tbe residue at 8 = 8j is cOIllpletely defined by the component (l_2_j(X,~,.\) of the

symbol s ((6.- - .\)-1) ([Se2], Lelllllllt 1 or [Sh], Theorem 12.1). These components

are given by (3.4). The value of this densit.y at s = si for (-si) E Z+ U0 is completely
defined by (L-2-j (by the fonllulas (11), (12).in [Se2] with changing of the sign in (11)
ta the opposite one). Here, j = n + 2111., 111- E Z+ U O.

The kernel I(~,y(s) of the operator57 (i/21r) Ir .\ -"Dm,,\d)" for Re s > 71/2 is coo

tinuous on M jt x !v!i2 and analytic in 8 ([Se~ Lemola 4). Let (x, y) be off the
diagonals or let either x or y be not froln Uj 8M j ::> N. Then I(~,y(s) is an entire
function of sEC and it is equal to zero at s for (-8) E Z+ U 0 ([Se2], Lemma 4). For
Re S > 71/2 the densi ties defined by t.he restriction J{~,:A$) of J{~,y(s) t.o the diagonals

Mi are integrable over the fibers of the natural project.ions PI: [0,1] x N ~ N and
P2: [-1,0] x N ~ N. These integrals are densities on N. They can be continued58 to
llleroInorphic on 8 E C densities (on N) with at 1l10St siIllple poles at 8j = (n - j)/2,
1 ~ J ~ m, such that (-Bj) fI. Z+ U O. Its residues at si for 1 ~ j ~ m + 1 are
completely defined by a tenll d_ 2- j +I in cl ([Se2], Theorem 2( ;v), formula (11)). The
values of these densities at. si for (-Sj) E Z+ U 0 (where n ~ j ~ m + 1) are also
completely defined by d_ 2- j+I ([Se2], Lenllllas 2, 3, 4, Theoreol 2( iv), formula (11)

57Here 'Dm,>. =L t/J{Dm,u(A, v)t/Jj. The operator 'Dm,u from (3.13) is defined for U n N 1= 0 by
(~t12), (3.9), an<! (3.10).

u8 Let C'Dm,u(A, v) be an operator act.ing on Cw as C ('Dm,u ("\, v)w) (for auy w E DR~(lRn) such
that S1I pp W n IRn - 1 = 0, where IRrl

-1 are 10cal coord inates on N). All the assert.ions about the
kerneis, analogons to f{~,y (s) in the case of C'D111 ,u (A, v), and ahoHt the corresponding densi ties
in this case, are proved in [Se2]. ThllS t.he trausformatioll (:t7) provides 118 with all the assertions
ah01lt the kernel f{~,y(s) (and about the r.orresponding densit.ies) connected with 1Ju,>.(v).
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with changing of the sign t.o the opposite one).

10. The kernel of the operator (3.20) is the difference of the kerneis

For Re s > (n - nl,)/2 it is holomorphic in sand continuous on Mit X Mh' The term

(!(int _ KO) (s) is equal to zero for x f:. y and (-s) E Z+ U O. The term (T_ .. )x,y
x.v

is equal to zero for x f:. y and (-s) E Z+ (according to the assertions of 8 above,
since ß: is a differential operator). We have (To)x'lI = -'H;,y, where 'He is the kernel
of the orthogonal projection operat.or in (DRe(M))'2 onto Ker (.6.:) (the assertion 8).
The properties of (v,.(S)5D fornutlated in Theorenl 3.1, follow frolll the assertions of
9 anel 10. The theorenl is proved. 0

Remark 3.1. The kernel (3.21) of the operator (3.20) is holomorphic in sand con
tinuous in (x, y) E Ali ! X Ali2 for Re s > (n - nL)/2. It is equal to zero for x =I y
at s = -k, k E Z+l and to -1i;,y(v) at s = o. So the analytic continuations of the

densities on M j and on N defined by the kerneis (T_ .. )x,y and (J(inf(s) - !(8(S))x,y

have the salne residues at .s = 'Si' 0 :::; j ~ m, (- ..'ti) f/; Z+ U 0, and the same values
at S = si, (-si) E Z+, 11, + 2 ~ j :::; 771,. They differ at s = 0 (i.e., for j = n)
by the densities on Mj, defined by -'H;,x(v), Hence the densities on Mi and on
N, corresponeling to the residues and t.o t.he values at s = sj, 0 ~ j ::; m - 1, of

(J(int (s) - J{D (s)) X,x are the salne for all the paratnetrixes pr defined by (3.3) (with

different covers {Vi}' partit.ions of unity {<Pi} subordinate to {Vi}' anel {1/1i})'
Anel back, the values and the residues of the analytic continuation for the integral

fMj tr (ij(T_ .. )) + li.. ,ufMj t.r (ijH·(II)) at sj, 0 :::; j ~ m, are defined by an arbitrary
paranlet.rix Pt.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let. m 2: n := dimM, m E Z+l and ). E At:.
Then the paralnetrix Rr for G~ (11tlÜ (defined by (3.1 7)) is a bounded operator61

59The vallIes of (",. (s) at (-s) E 7l+ ami t.he residlles of (",. at s = Sj can be also expressed
in terms of noncommlltative residlles ([Wo] or [Kas]). The density on M whose int.egral over M

is eqllal to a volull1e term in Ress="jCt".(s) call be writt.en as 2-1res(:r.1ß;~~). Here res is a

noncomJllllt,ative residlle for tlle symbol of PDO ß;~~. This symbol is defined with the help of

the symhol L(l-2-j(:r.I~I'\)of (ß· - ,\)-1 ([ShL 11.2). The bOllndary term in Res,=sj (",.(s) for
(-Sj) ~ Z+ U 0 is expressed similarly.

6°The statement tImt. GHv): (DR·(jH))'2 - Dom(ß:) is an isomorphism for'\ ~ Spec(ß:) is
proved in Theorem 3.1.

61The term.., p17~tl t/J/Dm'Pj, and q"BIIPf in R~n are bOllnded operators with the same est.imat.e
of t.hei r norms in (D R· (M))2 for ,\ E AL (t.he proof of Theorem :l.I). For the sake of hrevi ty the
proof of Proposi tion 3.1 is giyen iIl the case of {}M ="'.
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(3.22)

in (DRO(M))2 with its norm estimated by 0 ((1 + I.W /2 f2) for A E A•. It holds

that R>.: (DR,- (Al))2 ---+ Dorn (6.:). For a linear differential operator F of order
d = d(F) :::; 2 the operator FR>. is defined on smooth forms W E DR;(M \ N)
anel its closure in (DR-(A1))2 is a bounded operator in (DR-(M))2 with its nOrIn

estimated by 0 ( (1 + IAI I / 2) d-2) for AE A•. (All these estimates are uniform with

respect to v E }R2 \ (0,0).) The only terms of R'l: depending on v are the terms
V - fJ&lB&lPf(,I), whereG2 V = V(v) := - L 1/Jj V m ,u/.pj has the kernel with support
in the neighborhood I X N of the interior boundary N L-.+ M. fi3 (The paranletrix
pr(v) := P;::int - V(v) is defined by (3.13)). We need the foHowing assertion now.

Proposition 3.3. Thc operators V( 11 ) and 'l&lB&I pr (v) depend slltoothly on v E
}R2 \ (0,0) as bounded operators in (DR- (M))2' For fl Coo -mnp 11 = <p(1') : [-a, a] ---+

IR.2 \(0,0) the operatorfJ"tV(v) is lL bounded operator in (DR-(A1))2 whose norm is uni-

form/v with respcct to / estimllted bv 0 ( (1 + IAjl /2)-2) for AE A•. Let F be fl lineflr

differential openLlor of order d = tl(F) :::; 2 frollt DR-(A1 j ) into DR-+k(M j ), k E Z.

Then FV( v) J F 8"tV( lJ) a1'e bOlJ,uded O]1erators fronl (DR- (M))2 into (DR-+k(M)) 2

,ohose norms {/re estimllted bV 0 ( (1 + 1A1
1/2)d(F)-2) f or A E A.. The 0perator

8., (q.B.Pf (v)) is uniformly with respect to / estimllted by 0 ( (1 + 1A1
1/2)-1) f0r

,,\ E A~.

Proof. The kernel of the operat.or .c'lj;jVm,u}<pj.c-1 (where.c = .c(lJ) and .c- I are

defined by (3.5) anel (3.7)) ha.."l a support in ((Uj n N) x [0, 1])2. The operator 'Dm,Uj

is elefined in (Uj n N) x IR.+ by (3.11) and (3.10). The right sides of the boundary
cOllclitions (3.10) depend on v only by their dependence on L(v) (where L is the
nlatrix defined by (3.7)). Since 9M is a direct product nletric near N, a lnirror
symmetry (relative to N) acts as the identity operator on the sYlnbol L a_'2_j(x,~)

of the Laplacian 6.- on M for x = (t, x') fronl the neighborhood I x N of N. The
sYlnbol La-2-j(t,lXI,T,~/,"\) is independent of l for tEl.

So the symbol [. L: a-2-j (for j, E I) is expressed a.."l LaL-I, where Land L-I aet
on the components of a ITlatrix valued functions a-2-j in the coordinates Wj,c and
Wj,(I,J) as follows (aecording to (~~.5)):

(Lah,Ci'" = Ivl-I(a - ß)(a)c;", , (Lah,(1,J);'" = !IJI- 1
( -ß + a)(a)(I,J);. ,

(Lah,c;. = 11JI-1(ß + a)(a)c;", , (Lah,(1,J);. = Ivl-I(a + ß)(a)(1,J);•.

62Vm ='Dm,Uj is defiued by (3.11), (3.10), and (3.12),
63 111 the case aAl 1:- 0 the terms connect.ed wit,h the Dirichlet and the Neumann boundary

conditions are added t.o 'D(v). Then t.he c.orresponding kernel ha." its support in a neighborhood of
uM in M.
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The boundary conditions (3.10) (according to (3.22)) depend on v only by the
I11atrix transfonnation whose coefficients are independent of (t, x') anel smooth in 11.
This transformation acts separatelyon each homogeneous component a_2_j. The
right sides in (3.22) are nonsingular in (x', T, e, A) for b2(x', T, e) - A i= 0 (where b2

is the principal sYlnbol of the Laplacian on M for (t, x') E I X N). Hence Lemlna 2
in [SeI] holds also for the symbol o"Y (.c(v) L d- 2- i ). Thus the desired estimates for
the norm of O"YV(ll) in (DR·(M))2 and for t.he norm..I:t of FV(v) and oi F8"YV(v) are
consequences oi [SeI J, LetTIlna 7.

The operators (h,lJ (1 :s j ::; 4) from (3.14) and (3.16) (for <.p(t) even on t) can be
defined such thatH4

.c{}vBvPt(v)j(t)I:.- 1 = L qjBi.cP~(v)f(t)I:.-I,

where f E Co(1), /(t) =1 for t E [0,1/2] and J(l) _ 0 for t > 3/4. The operators
B j anel (}j are independent of v E 1R2

\ (0,0) and correspond to Bj,v and {}j,v from
(3.15), (3.16). (Hel'e BI, B2 , B3 , B4 are the operat.ors (3.6) acting respectively on
vl,c, 'W2,(1,j), 'lVl,(I,j), 'lV2,c') These operators are such that Bi{}j = 8ij id.

The operator L {}jBj.c (f)"Yprl (11)) f [,-1 is equal to L qjBjl:. (-0"YV( v)/) [. (since
Pf1int is independent of v). The operator Bjl, (o"YV(v)) l,-1 is defined on smooth

fo;ms w E DR; «0,1) x N) a.nd its L2-norm is estimated by 0 ( (1 + 1~11/2) -I) for

..\ E A~ ([SeI], Lenlll1a 7). The operators a"Y(qvBv)Pf,~int are defined on smooth [arms

w E DR;(M \ N) and their operators L2-norms are estimated by 0 ( (1 + 1~11/2rl)
for..\ E A~ unifofl111y with respect to v (according to [SeI], LeIl1ma 7). The proposition
is proved. 0

Let A E A~ alld lAI be large enough. Then the Green functioll G~(v) cau be
represented by the series

00

G~(ll) = R.): E (L~l)i ,
i=o

(3.23)

where (Lr) := id - (L~: - ..\) R:,' is a boundeel operat.or in (DR·(M))2 for ..\ E

(( I )
n-m+2)

A~. The Donn of L~n in (DR·(M))2 is 0 1 + 1,\1 1
2 (where n := dimM)

becallse the norm of (id -(ß· - ~)~i") is 0 ( (1 + 1~11/2r-m) ancl the norm of

((
I )n-m+2)(Li· - '\)qvBVP{'L is 0 1 + 1..\1 1

2 (according to t.he proof of Theorem 3.1).

Hence if m > n + 2 anel if ,\ E Ae with 1..\1 large enough then the series (3.23) is

64The operator BIIP{n(v) has a cont.iulIotls on Mit x M h kernel which is f'ßtimated lIniformly

with respect to (XII X2) E (N n MjJ x A1j-;, and to LI E IR2\(OI 0) by 0 ((1 + IAI 1/ 2 )n-m) for AE Ac

([Se1]' Lemma 6). Stich an esti mate hohls also for the kerncl of q11 B 11 pr (v).
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convergent with respect to the operator norm in (DRe(M))2' The operator L): de

pends smoothly on v E 1R2
\ (0,0). The norm of ß"'(Lr is estimated by 0 (1 + 1.-\1 1

/
2

)

(according to Proposition 3.3). Let v: (-a, a] --+ 1R2
\ (0,0) be a smooth map. Then

the series for ß"'(G~(v) is convergent (in the operator norm) if A E A~ and if 1.-\1 is large
enough. Hence for such .-\ tbe resolvent G~(v) := (ß~ - .-\)-1 depends smoothly on
,. So the feunily G~(v) of bounded operators in (DRe(M))'J is smooth in (v,.-\) for
such .-\. Their operator norillS are estimated by 0 (1.-\1-1

) uniformly with respect to
v E lR2 \ (0,0). Let F be a linear differential operator of degree d(F) ::; 2. Then the
operators FG~(II) for such Aare bounded in (DRe(M))2 with their operator norms
estiInated by 0 (IAI(d-2)/2) unifonnly with respect to v. These operators depe~d

smoothly on v for such .-\ and we have

(3.24)

Hence for a given Vo E 1R2
\ (0,0) there exists .-\1 E A~ such that G~l (v) depends

smoothly on 11 for v sufficiently elose to vo. For A E C \ Spec (ß~) the resolvent

G~(vo) can be represented as folIows:

(3.25)

where R. (77, G~l (110)) := (C;~, (110) - 77) -1 is the resolvent. of a bounded operator
G~I (vo) in (DRe(M))2 ([Ka], Ch. IV, (3.6), Ch. III, (6.18)). Tbe bounded opera
tor R(T/, B) is an analytic function of Cl bounded operator ß and of 17 for 77 fI. Spec B
(Le., near (170, Ba), 770 ~ Spec Bo, it is locally defined by a convergent double power
series in (77 - 170) and (B - Ba)). The operator G~l (v) depends smoothly on v for v
sufficiently elose to vo. Then it follows frolll (3.25) that G'~ (v) depends smoothly on
v for .-\ E C \ Spec (ß~) and for I1 sufficiently elose to vo.

Let F: EBj DRe(Mj) --+ EB jDRe+k(A1 j), k E Z, be a linear differential oper
ator 'of degree d(F) ::; 2. Then for .-\ E Ac and IAllarge enough the operators
FG~(v): (DRe(M))2 --+ (DR.e+k(!I1)) 2 are defined, bounded, and smootb in v E

lR2 \ (0,0). (It is proved above.) For exa.I11ple, dG~(II) and n(,'~(v) are smooth in v.
According to (3.24) we have 8"'( (dG~(II)) = dß"'(G~(v), ß" (8G~(v)) = 88"'(G~(v).

The operators dG~(v) are defined for .-\ tt Spec(ß~). FroIn (3.24) and (3.25) we
get
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for a Coo-locallnap (IR~, 0) -+ (IR2
\ (0,0), vo), where )'1 E Ac with 1~111arge enough

and .\ ~ Spec (.6.:
0
), Proposition 3.1 is proved. D

3.3. Theta-functions for the Laplacians with v-transmission boundary con
ditions. Proofs of Theorem 3.2 and of Proposition 3.2. Let c; be fixed, °< c; <
7r /2. The operator exp (-t.6.:) is defined for Re t > 0, 7r /2 - e > arg t > -(7r /2 - e),
by the integral

(3.26)

where rL,c = rl,c uri,c, rtc = {.\ = -L + xexp(ie),+oo > x 2:: O}, rtc = {.\ =
-L + x exp( -ie), 0::; :c < +oo}, L > O. The integral (3.26) is absolutely convergent
because the operator nonn in (DR-(M))'J. of the operator G~(v) (which is bounded
in (DR-(M))2) is estiInated by 0 (1.\1-1) for .\ E fL,c, according to Theoreln 3.1.65
This integral is independent of L > °and of c, 1f /2 > e > 0, for t such that
Iarg tl < 1f/2 - c, since the spcct.nun of .6.: is discret.e anel since Spec (.6.:) c IR,. u 0.
With the help of thc inverse Mdlin tTYLusfor1n f -+ M-l f

it is possible to obtain thc results about the asymptotic expansion for Tl' exp (-t.6.:)
as Re t -+ +0 (when 1f/2 - c; > Iarg tl) from the results about (v,_ (-m), m E
Z+ U0, and about res"="j CI,. (s) obtained in Theorem 3.1. The integral (3.26) can be
transformed as follows

where '}-{-(v) is the kernel of the orthogonal projection operator of (D R- (M))2 outo
Ker.6.: anel where 8 > 0 anel p, p 2:: 8, is such that Spec (.6.:) n (0, p] = 0. The
operator exp (-t.6.:) for Iarg tl < 1f/2 - c can be represented as follows (where r is

6[iThe constaut rador ia this estimate depends on Co
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the same as in (3.18) and c > 0):

exp( -tL~:) = H!(IJ) + i.- f exp(-tA)G~(v)dA=
2rr i r -6,1

=1fe(v) + i.- f (2rri)-lG~(v) ( f (At)-"f(s)ds) dA =
2rr i r -6,1 iRe II=C

= 1-{e(IJ) + (2rri)-1 f t-"r(s) (-2i f A-6G~(V)dA) ds =
iRe 6=C rr ir -6,1

= He(ll) + (2rri)-1 f t-"f(s) (i.- f A-6G~(v)dA) ds =
iRe ,,=c 21r ir

= He(v) + (2rri)-1 ke .,=c r(s)t-"T_.,(v)d8. (3.27)

Here, the integration is over Re s = c from c - ioo to c + ioo (where c > 0). The
operator T_,,(v) for Re s > 0 is defined by the integral (3.18). The transformations
we apply in (3.27) are correct by the Fubini theorem since t.he estilnate

A E f_li,f:l

is satisfied by the operator Bornl of G~(v) in (DRe (A1))2 and since for Re s > 0 the
gamma-function can be est.ilna.t.ed as follows. V..,re have

f(s) = [0 t'-1 exp( -t)(Jt = f'" t'-1 exp(i<ps) exp (-t exp(i<p» dt

for Re s > 0 and for an arbit.rary <p E IR such that rr /2 > Icp[. So the estirnate holds
for any Cl, 0 < Cl ~ 7r/2 and for Re 8 > 0:

Ir(s) I :s; (sin ctl- R"'r(Re s) exp ( - G-Cl) 11m si) . (3.28)

The kernel of (T_.,(V))Xl,X2 is continuous in (XI, X2) E Mi} X M 12 for Re .." > n/2
(according to TheorelTI 3.1). The equality (3.27) holds also for c = Re 8 > n/2.
For such s the integral fHe .,=c r'( 8 )t-., (T_.,( IJ) )Xl ,X2 (Lr; is absolutely convergent (hy

Proposition 3.5 below and by (3.28)). Hence it deflnes a continuotls on Mi} x Mn
kernel. So the kernel Et,xl,X2(IJ) of exp( -tL~:) is cont.inl1olls on Mi} x Mn because
we have

E~x} ,X2 (IJ) = He (v )X} ,X2 + (2rri)-1 ke .,=c f( s)t-" (T-.,(v) )Xl ,X2 dt, (3.29)

where c > n/2. (The integral in (3.29) converges unifoflnly wit.h respect to Xl, X2 for
any fixed c > n/2 by Proposition 3.5.)

From the functional equation f(.s) = $-l(S +1)-1 ... (8 + l-l)-lf(8 + I) it follows
that [f(s)[ for Re oS > -l is also estilnat.ed by exp (- (7r/2 - t:d []n1 $[) as IIm 81-+
00 (with any fixed Cl, 0 < Cl ::; rr /2). The operat.or exp (-tL~:) for Re t > 0 is a
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trace dass operator. Nalnely its kerne! is continuous on Mit x M j2 (as it follows
frolll (3.29)). Hence it i~ a trace dass operator anel its trace is equal to the sum
of the integrals over the diagonals M j of the corresponding densities (according to
Proposition 3.8 below).

The thetll-jU1tction Ov•• (t) for ~~ is defined as the trace of exp (-t~~) for Re t > O.
The analogous theta-funct.ion Ov.• (t; Pi) is defineel as the trace Tl' (Pj exp (-t~~)) for
Ret > 0 (where J1j: (DR·(M))2 ~ (DR·(Mj))2 '-+ (DJr(M))2 is the composition
of the natural restrietion anel of the prolongation by zero). Proposition 3.8 claims

that Ov .(tj p]') is equal to the integral over M J' of the density tr (*X2 i ·M. E;x :r: (v)).
• J • 1. 2

The zeta-ful1ction (v.• (s) is defined by (2.8) for Re s > n/2 (n := dimM). It is
equal to Tl' T_~(lJ) for Re oS > n/2 (accoreling to Theorem 3.1 anel to Proposition 3.9).
The zeta-function ((s; ]Jj) := Tl' (pj T_!1(v)) is equal for such 8 to the integral over the

diagonal i (Al j ) '-+ At j X M j of the density, corresponding to the restriction of the

kernel T_lJ(v) to i (Mj). The integral of this density over M j can be represented

as the sum of the integrals of densities on Mj anel on aMj (they are defined by
the parametrix (3.3) allel ean be continued to meromorphic functions on the whole
complex plane C 3 8) alld of a density on Alj, which is hololTIorphic for Re s >
(n - m )/2. (This assertion follows frOl11 the proof of TheorClTI 3.1.) The eontouf
of the integration in (3.27) ean be Illoved to Re s = (J. for an arbitrary a such that
(-2a) ~ Z+ U 0 (according to the estimates of If(8)1 as Ihn si ~ +00 and to
Proposition 3.4 below). Then it follows froin (3.27) that

Ov.• (t;Pi) = ~ t-(n-k)/2res~;~k (f(8)(v,.(8;]1j)) +

+ (27ri)-1 le ~:=a l-lJf(s)C/,.(s; pj)ds + Tl' (p/}-{·(v)) , (3.30)

where the SUlll is over k such thai. Sk := (n - k)/2 > a. The estilnate of the integral
over Re s = a in (3.30) is obtained with the help of (3.28) anel (3.40) as follows. For
Re t > 0, Iarg tj < 7r /2 - € (c, 0 < C < 7r /2, is fixed) allel for Re s = (l the estinlate
is satisfieel:

IC·f(s)(v,.(S;Pi)l< (sillD-(a-Ia]) If(o.)IIWa exp ( -~I Im si) C (0., Dx

x {c;;:-l)r (2( 1 - a), C~/4pl/2) + I11ax (p-a, 1) (1 + E ISk - aj-l) }, (3.31)

where the SUITI is over k < 11. - 2a. The constants C(a, e/4), C~/4 in (3.31) and the
function r( Uj x) are as in Proposition ~~.4, (3.40). Tlte latter est.iI11ate is a consequence
of (3.28) and (3.40)), where Cl and C are replaced by e/4. We see that

(3.32)
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where Re t > 0, largtl < 7r/2 - c, 7r/2 > e > 0, a < 0, anel (-2a) tt. Z+. The
assertions of Theorenl 3.2 about the asymptotic expansion (3.1) for ()v,.(t; Pi) (relative
to t --+ +0 when Iarg tl < 7r /2 - e) follow from the equality (3.30) and from the
estimate (3.32). The estilnates analogous to (3.40) below and to (3.32) are satisfied
also by the analytic cont.inuation to C 3 S of the densities (on Mi and on aMi)
defined by the pal'anletrix Pf (v) (as in Proposition 3.5 below). Thus we see that the
equalities between the densities in the integral representation for tbe coefficients of
tbe expansion (3.1) and the corresponding densities for the residues and the values
of (v,. (s; Pi) are satisfied.

The unifonn with respect to v E 1R2 \ (0,0) estimate (3.2) for the traces of
exp (-tLl~) (for a fixed t, Re t > 0) follows from (3.30) and (3.31) because for
(l = -ffi - 1/4, 1n E Z+, 711. >> 1, the integral over Re $ = a on the right in
(3.30) is absolutely convergent. The estitnateGG (3.31) anel t.he equality (3.30) pro
viele us with the llnifonn in v upper estilnate for TI' (Pi exp (-tL~:)), v E IR2 \ (0,0).
Indeed, the estiIllate67 dirn Ker Ll: < C is satisfied uniformly witb respect to v. The
formulas q-n+k = res.,=",/\: (r(~" )(1.1,. (s; ]Jj)) + b'n,k TI' (p/H· (v)) for the coefficients q-n+k
of the asymptotic expansion (3.1) are consequences of (3.30) for a = -ffi - 1/4,
where 1n E Z+. For (l = -n1. -1/4 the absolute value of the integral over Re s = a in
(3.30) is estiulatecl (with the help of (3.31)) by Clt.lm+l/4 uniformly with respect to
v E 1R2

\ (0,0) (where Re t > 0, Iarg i.1 < 7r /2 - c, 7r /2 > c > 0 aud c is an arbitrary
but fixen). So it holels

n+2m-l
8v,.(t; Pi) = L: 'l_n+k t -(n-k)/2 + {'l-n+2m tm + 0 (l t lm +1

/
4
)} • (3.33)

k=o

Tbe latter two tenns in (3.33) are 0 (ltl m
) relative to t --+ +00 uniformly with

respect to v # (0,0) (for Iarg i,1 < 7r /2 - e). The statelnents about the structure
of the values anel the residues of (v,.($;]1j) (Theorem 3.1) provide us with the de
sired information about coefficients 'l-n+k in (3.1). These values anel residues (up to
b'n,k Tr (p/H·(v))) are the sunlS of the integrals over AIj, aAl, anel N of the densities
which are elefined by the absolut.ely convergent integrals of the components a-2-k alld
d-2-k+l ([Se2], Theorem 2, allel t.he proof of Theorenl 3.1 above). The latter sYlnbols
are defined by (3.4), (3.11), allel (3.10). These integrals are snlooth in 1/ E IR? \ (0,0).
Hence the coefficiellts 'l-n+k in (3.1) are Slllooth in v # (0,0) (and are invariant uneler
v --+ cv, c # 0). Theoreln 3.2 is proved. 0

6GFor 0 < 0 the function r (:J.(1- 0), ct / 4pl/2) tends to r (2(1 - (J)) a.s p -+ +0 and so it is
bounded für 0 < p< 1.

G7It follows from t.he exact seqllence (1.14) (where Zj := Zn8Alj) alld from Lemma 1.1 that

dim Ker Ll: =dim lr(M/I' Z) :$ L dirn H' (Alj , N U Zj) + dirn H'(N).
j
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Rema.rk 3.2. T he coefficients q-n+ k of (3.1) for °::; k ::; mare cornpletely defined
(according to (3.33) anel to ReInark 3.1) by an arbitrary parametrix Pf(v) (3.3) for
(ß: _ ..\)-1.

Proof of Proposition 3.2. The parametrixß8 Pt~~7;}(v) for E;,x,y(v) (defined by
(2.126)) is such that it is smooth in (x,y) E Mil X Mi2 and in v E IR.2 \ (0,0). The

v-transmission boulldary condit.ions (1.27) are satisfied for (ß:,x) k Pt~~':;} (v) (i.e., the

image of (DRe(M))2 under the action of the operator with the kernel Pt~t;}(v) belangs

t.o D ((~:)k) for an arbitrary k E Z+). The uniform with respect to v E IR.2 \ (0,0)

estimates (2.127), (2.128) are satisfied and for x from an appropriate neighborhood

U of N C M we have (Ot + ~:,x) Pt~~:/(v) =°(where U is independent of v).

Set d;!y(v) := (Dt + ß:,x) Pt~~:I~)(V). Then the est.inlat.es are satisfied for any k E

Z+ Uo

I ~k 1.(m) (v)1 < C .t-n / 2+m - k
II,X t,x,y rn,k ,

where Cm,k is independent of 11 E IR2 \ (0,0) and of t E (0, T] (n := diIn M).
The kernel E~x,y(v) can be represented as thc Volterra series69

(3.34)

(3.35)

where ßk = {(0"0, ... , O",d: °::; i7i ~ 1, L:>7i = I} (and the sCcdar product tr(Wl 1\ *W2)

witb the values in densities on Al is ilnplied in (3.35)). The proof of (3.35) (or of
(2.137)) is given in tbe proof of Proposition 2.21.

Let cp: 1 -Jo IR? \ (0,0), v = cp(,), be a Coo -n1ap (where f E [-a,a] =: 1). Then

the only tern1 in Pt~~:~~XI),(Yl,yl)(II) depending on J is

(3.36)

but it does not depend on llL (Here E1,t corresponds to ~l with the Dirichlet
boundary conditions on D1, 'P, 1/J E Cgo(I \ BI), 'ljJ == 1 in a neighborhood of supp 'P C
I \ BI, 'P(Xl) == 1 for :Z:l E (-1/2,1/2] and <p, 'ljJ are even: <p(-xd = f,O(XI), 'ljJ( -xd =
1f(xd.) So, as it follows fro111 the explicit. formulas (2.40) for (Ch(V))XI'Yl (and from

68The properties of slIch a paramet.ri x are Sli mmarized in P roposi t.ion 2.21. For the sake of brevi ty

the proof of Proposit,ion 3.2 is given in the case of 8M = 0. The terms of pt(m\v), connected with
the Dirichlet and the Neumann boundary conditions on t.he components of 8M, are independent of
v and the proof in the case of 8A1 1= 0 does not. contain any additional difficulties.

69This series was lIsed in t.he case of a closed manifold A1 in [BGV], 2.4, 2.7. See also the formula
(2.137) ahove.
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the analogons formnlas (2.54) anel (2.55) for (E1,t(v))Xl'Y)' the uniform with respect
to 7 estimates are satisfied for any k, q E Z+

la;d;;y(v)1 < C(Q,k)t-
n

/
2+Q• (3.37)

because they are true for (at + 6. x ' + 6.x1 ) {(EN,t)XI'lJ' C9 'l/J(Xl) (E1,t(V))Xl'Yl cp(Yl)}

anel for (at + ßXI + ß X1 ) {(EN,dx1,yl C91f'(Xl) (ai E I,t(V))X)'Yl cp(Yd} (where 171 is the
refleetion of I = [-1,1] with respeet to 0 E I which aets on the variable Xl)' The
kerneis a;EN,/(1/) are the linear cOInbinations of these two kerneis with the eoefficients
independent of :c and y. (These eoeffieients are smooth in ,). The estitnate (3.37)
is satisfied for t E (0, T) and for an arbitrary q E Z+ uniformly with respect to 7,
beeause ifaXl 1/;( Xl) =J. 0 then p( Xl, supp cp) > 8 > O.

Let DRM(I) be the spaee of fOrlns on M of a dass Cl (i.e., of fonns with 1contin-

uous derivatives on !v!) equiped with a CI-nonn. 1O Let DRM,N(l) := DRei) (MI) EB

DReI) (M 2 ) be the space of pairs (WI,W2) of forms Wj of a dass Cf on Mj with a C l
_

nonn. The operators with t.he kerneIs Pt~~7;/(v) for v E IR2 \ (0,0) anel the operators

eorresponding to a;Pt~~"::/ (v(,)) (for a fixed k E Z+ U 0) are falnilies of uniformly
(with respect to v allel to f, E (0, Tl) bounded operators aeting from DR-M(l) into

DRM,N(1). For the operators, eorresponding to the interior tenns in Pt~~7;/(v) this
assertion is proved in [BGY], TheorelTI 2.29, Lemnut 2.49. This proof uses that this
statelnent is loeal in x E At[ (for a dosed At[) an cl it uses al so t he expIici t defi ni tion of

Pi~r;;) over a geodesic ball expx B C M (where B is a ball Ilvll ::::; c in TxM and expx
is the exponential map for (M ,gM ) fron1 Tx AtJ) .

The kernel (3.36) (i.e., the t.enn of Pt~~J,/~)(I/) corresponding t.o the interior boundary
N) is equal (up to the factor 'I/J(:cd'P(ytl) to a linear cOll1bination given by (2.54) and
(2.55) of the kerneis E; for N X land 17;E; (171 is the mirror symmetry with respeet
to N X 0).71 Its coefficients depend on (jt,j2'V), where (x,y) E M j ) X M h . These
eoefficients and their derivatives of a fixed order on 7 are unifonnly bounded.

For a dosed N the operators defined by (ptn ») t := (p}::t,~) t are uniformly boundecl

for 0 < t ::::; T with respeet to a C1-nonn in the space DRiv(l) of Cl-smooth forms

on N. The equality (3.35) is satisfieel hy Eiv,o p~~,;) and 7'~:' Sinee the estimate

(3.38) below (as weil as the analogous estilnate (3.34)) is satisfied by r~~l (where
n is replaced by n - 1) we see t.hat t.he series of operators on the right in (3.35) is

7°This norm corresponds to a smooth partit,ion of llllity {!pd S1I hordinate to a finite cover {Ud
of M 1 and of M'l by coordiuate chart.s (i.e.! Ipi E C~(Uj)). For v E DR~{ N(l) its Cl-norm Ilvlll
is eqllal to L: suPxE U; snPI Cl 19 ID~ (!Pi 11) I i.e.! to the S1l m of the 811prema of partial deri vatives of

orders $ I. The CI-norm for an arbit.rary smoot.h finite cover {Ui} ami for a part.ition of unity {!pD
suhordinate to {Unis equi valen t, to t.he one defi ned hy {Ud and by {Cfd.

71The operators a;p(m)(v) =a;EN,/(v) for k E IZ+ are expressed similarly.
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convergent for 7n ~ (n + 1-1)/2 relative to a Cl-norm in DRN(l). Hence the SUln of
this series defines a falnily of the operators Eiv t in DR-N ( I) bounded uniformly with
respect to t E (0, T]. The analogous assertion 'is also true for a falnily of operators

defi ned by t he kerneIs 'Ij; (Xl) (Ei t) <P (YI) acting on smooth fonns wi th compact
, rl,Y1

supports on (1,81) (with respect to a Cl-norm). So the kerneIs EN,I(V)t,(r1,rl),(Y1,yl)
and f4EN,I(v(,) )t,(r1 ,r'),(VI ,Vi) (for a fixed q E Z+) define collections of uniformly (in
t E (0, Tl anel v 01' in t and ,) bounded with respect to a Cl-nonn operators from
DRÄ1(l) into DRÄ1,N(/).

The kernel d;?y(v) is ~Hnooth on M x Mi according to the definition (2.126) of

Pt~~7;/(v). The Cl-norm of d;!v(v) on each M X Mi satisfies the estimate (analogous
to (3.34))

11
1·(m) (11)11 < C t-n!2+m-l!2.

t,X,Y I - I

uniformly with respect to 11 E IR2
\ (0,0) and to t E (0, T]. The estilnates analogous

to (3.37) anel to (2.129) are satisfied unifonnly with respect to v and to t E (0, Tl
also by the Cl-nonns of ~.,.t;!y(ll) on each M x 1I1i for any k,q E Z+:

Ilak (m) ( ) 11 < t-n !2+q-yTt,x,y V I _ C(q,k,l)' . (3.39)

Leibnitz's rule clailns that Pt~:;'~(11(,)) is Cl. bounded operator from the space of

CP-Inaps w: [-a, a] --+ DR.Äl(l) (equiped with the nonn L:f=o sUP--y€{_a,a] I1 a~wll) into

CP([-a, a], DRM,N(/)). Ineleed, thc kernel a;pt;,~(v(/)) depends SlllOOthly on I E

[-a, a] on Mit X Mh for k E Z+ U 0, since p/::~(v) := (Pi~~~»)t,X,y + Eiv,l(v) anel

since EN,f( v) is Sillooth in 11 E IR2 \ (0,0). For 0 < t ~ T the operators (pt(m) (v(1')))

froln CP([-a,a],DRÄI(l)) into CP ([-a,aJ,DRM,N(l)) are unifonnly bounded, be

cause a;pt(m) (for a fixed k E Z+ U 0) are the operators from DRivr(l) into DRÄ1,N(l)
bounded uniformly in I allel t, 0 < t ~ T, with respect t.o a CI-norm. Hence, ac
cording to (3.38), (3.39), and to tbe fact that the volume of ßk is equal to (k!)-l,
tbe series (3.35) for the elerivative a~Et,x1,X2 (v(,)) is conve'rgent in tbe Cl-norm on

U (M i1 X 1I1h ) for 7n > (n + 1)/2. (The lltllnber 7n in the definition p(m) is greater

than (n + 1)/2.)
This proves that a;Et,x1,X2(11(,)) is coo-SlllOOth on A1)1 X A1h' (For instance, for

k = 0 th is proves that E~J:I ,J:2 (11) is coo-sll1ooth 011 AI )1 X M )2')

So the restrictions i;E~,x,x(II(,)) t.o the diagonals ii: Aii <-t Mi X Mi are cco_
sInooth double fonns on Mi which are coo-SlllOOt.h ill I' Sincc r'm(t, 11) in (3.1)
are 0 (t(m+I)!2) unifoflllly with respect to v E IR2

\ (0,0) and since qi are cco_
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snl00th in v we see that the asymptotic series (3.1) can be differentiated on f'

Actually, the equality (3.35) holds for E;(v), pt{m)(v), and dm)(v). The kernel

dm
) (v) satisfies the estilnates (3.34), (3.37), and (3.39) and the kernel pt(m) (v(.,))

defines a fanüly of uniformly with respect to t E (0, T] and to ., bounded opera-

tors from CP([-a,aLDR.M(l)) int.o CP ([-a,aLDRM.N(l)). Hence the power tenns

t( -n+j )/2, 0 ~ j ~ 2m, in the asymptotic expansion of fMj tr ijfJ"E;( v) as t --+ +0

are equal to the appropriate tenns in the asymptotic expansion of fMj ijfJ"Pt(tn)(v).

(The kernel {}" (E;(ll) - Pt(tn)(v)) is 0 (t- n / 2+m +1 ) , according to (3.35).) But
Xl .X2

the coefficients qi, 0 ::; i ~ 21n, in (3.1) are completely defined by ijPt·(m)(v), be-

cause the kernel (E;(v) - pt(m)(v)) is 0 (t.- n / 2+m +l ) uniformly with respect to
Xl. X 2

(Xl, X2) E M iJ x M h anel t.o t E (0, TL according to (3.35). ThuA Proposition 3.2 is
proved. 0

3.4. Estimates for zeta-functions and for the corresponding kerneis in ver
tical strips in the con1plex plane.

Proposition 3.4. The 1ncro1Twrpltl~c coutiuuahon of llte zeta-funetion (I/'.(s; Pi) :=
Tl' (pjT_.!(v)) for Re s > n/2 1:8 estiuwted by C(e) exp (cl Im sI) as Ihn si --+ +00 for
auy fixetl e > o. f\lamely tor any c; > 0 und tor an arbif.rary a E JR the following
estimate is satisfied if Re S 2: (L:

lC/,.(Sj pj)1 ::; C( (L, e) exp (cl In1 sI) x

x (c;(R~ .!-l)r (2(1 - Re s), Ce- p l/2) +max (p- R~ \ 1) (1 +L 1.5 - Sjl-l)), (3.40)

where p > 0 is such that Spec (ß~) n (0, p] = 0 and tlle SU1n is Ol1er Sj := (n - j)/2,
-""j f/:. .Z+ U 0, Sj 2: a. The consf.ants C(a, c;) und Ce- are positive (lnd independent of
v E JR2 \ (0,0), und f( 'lL, x) := fxoo t u- l exp( -t)dt. for x > O.

Proposition 3.5. F01' Re S > n/2 (n := dirn Al) and for (Jny c; > 0 the following
estimate is sutisfied (where p > 0 is such that Spec (ß~) n (0, p] = 0):

(3.41)

Proof of Proposition 3.4. It, is proved in Theoren1 3.1 that. the operator nüfIn
llG~(v)112 in (DR·(M))2 of thc Green functiün Gt(v) für the Laplacian ß: is esti
mated by Ce-I,,\I-1 for"\ E Ae-:= {,,\ E C,c;:::; arg"\:::; 21r -e}, where c;, 0< c;,::; 1r is
fixed. The spect.nllll Spec (ß~) is a discret.e subset of IR+ U 0 by TheoreIl1 3.1. So the
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operator T_s(v) defined by the int.egral (3.18) is equal to the same integral with the
cantour r replacecl by r (~) := r 1,~ U r~ U r2,t:,

r1,~ = {A = xexp(ie),oo > x:2: p~, r~ = {A = pexp(i<p),e > <p > -c:}, (3.42)

r2,~ = {..\ = xexp(-tC:),p ~ x < oo}.

There is a canstant c > 0 such that the principal symbol (~(x,~) - A) id of ße-Aid
on M is invertible for

1~12 > c[AI (3.43)

in the coordinate chart.s Ut (of t.he same finite cover {U1} of M as in (3.3)). The
integral (3.18) aver the contour r(~) (the latter one is defined by (3.42)) does not
depend on p for all p > 0 such that (0, p] n Spec(ß~) = 0. We suppose from now on
that

o< p < (2c + 1)-1 (3.44)

allel that (0, p] n Spec(ß~) = 0.
The kernel (1'r)Xl ,X2 of t he operator '<\ := G~ (v) - pr for m :2: n is continuous Oll

(M jl X Mi2) for A E At: \ O. (The pa.ralllet.rix Pln is elefineel by (3.3).) It is estimated

fol' lAI ~ p, ..\ E A~ (accordillg to (:3.19)) Ullifol'll1ly with respect. to v E IR2 \ (0,0) by

1(7,m) I < C (1 + IA[1/2) -(Z+m)+n+ei (3.45)
,\ Xl,X2 e,~l

for any C:1 > 0. Since (3.45) is satisfied for all A E r(e), we have for Re s >
2-1 (-m + n +c:d that

1

.3:.- r A-" (r~) . dAI = i- (" r + [ ) A-" (1,'"n) dA ~21r Jr " xI,x2 21r ~ Jr. ire " x,x
(c) J ),C p

::; 2CC ,Cl exp (c:I Itn 81) X

X {[" 1,\ 1- Re , (1 + 1,\11
/

2f(Hm)+n+<i dl,\1 + 1l"I' max (1'- Re>, 1) }. (3.46)

The estin1ate (3.46) clainls that for thc praof of (3.40) in the elomain Re 8 ~ a

it is enough to prove the analogons estimate for the analytical continuation of the
dellsities on M j, N, anel on DM, corresponding (for Re s > n/2) to tbe kernel of

-2
i f A-:JPlHr/A, (3.47)
1r Jr(c)

where rn = 7n( a) E Z+ is sufficiently large. (These densities were introduced in the
prüof of Theorenl 3.1, anel the Stllll of t.heir int.egrals is eqllal to the trace üf (3.47).)

Let Re 8 > 11./2 and IJf::t(x) be t.he density on A1j, corresponding to the restric
tion to t.he diagonal ij : M j <.......+ M j x M j of the kernel Pi~:(Xl' xz) of the operator
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Jr A-3 (Pi Li 'l/JiPfint U.!.pi) dA (where Pfint is clefined by (3.13) ancl by (3.4)). Then
(c) • ., I

p:~~(x) can be continued to a whole complex plane C :1 s as a meromorphic density
([Se2], Lemma 1, or [Sh], TheoreIll 12.1).

Proposition 3.6. The de1lsity ]J:~~(x) satisfies the following estimate for any E > 0:

11':;I~(X)I < C~ Illax (p- Re", 1) exp (ElJm sI) E Is - ski-I,

where the SU1n is over 0 ~ k ~ ni- such that (-Sk) rt z+ u o.

(3.48)

Proof. The denHity P:~~(x) for Re s > n/2 corresponcls to the SUlll of the integra.ls

(3.49)

where a_k is a. positive hOlnogeneous of elegree (-k) in (e, A1/ 2) component of the

symbol s ((ße - A)-I) in the coordinate chart Ui defined by (3.4). The integral (3.49)

is the sum of t. he integrals JJ ~ (,7:) + J: ~(.1:) + J; ~ (x) over the three corresponding
dOInains: ."

1(0 := { (e ,A): Ie1
2
~ 1- p, AE r (~) , IAI ~ (1 - Ie1

2
) } ,

11 := {(e,A): lel 2
~ 1- p, A E r(~), lAI> (1-leI 2

)},

12 := {(e,A): lel 2 > I-p, A E r(~)},

(3.50)

Since 1(0 is cOlnpact allel since ..\ -"0 L~l U-'l-i(x, e, A) is cont.inuous on M j x 1(0,

the density J~ ~(x) is holOIllorphic in sEC anel it is estitllateel by.

The latter factor on the right in (3.51) eIoes not depend on s anel p. Hence it is
estimated by Cl constaut.

Set Jt(x) := .Jk,~(X) froll1 now Oll. For Re s > n/2 the density J;(x) eloes not
change if the int.erior integral in (3.49) is replaced by t.he integral over

(3.52)

because eL:~n U-2-j is holOlllorphic in A in the elomain bet.ween the contours r(~) and
r(~),lel' Indeed, this sytnbol is holOlllorphic in A for (e, A) such that lel 2 + lAI> 1 and
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1~12 > clAI (where c> 0 is the sanle as in (3.43) and (3.44)). Since 0 < p < (2c+ 1)-1,
we have for A between r (~) and r(~)'lel

p ::; lAI ::; 1~12 p (1 - p) -1 1 clAI ::; cl~l~ p(1 - P)-1 < 2-1Iel~ < lel~,

anel lel 2 + lAI> 1 for (e, A) E I~.

The density J2(x) is represented as the SUffi J2,p(x) + Lj:::l,2 J-i,j(x), where J~,j

and J~,p correspond to (3.49), with the interior integral replaced by the integral over

ri,lel := 1(1 2
(1 - p)-1 rj,e- anel over r~,I<l := lel~(1 - p)-lr~. The density J;(x) is

equal to the SUll1 Li:::t,2 J;'j(x), where the interior integral in (3.49) for the term J1,j
is over the contout' fj,e- \ Dt-I<F (Dr := {A, lAI< r}).

Set A := exp (ic: (_1)i+1
) 1. 2 on fj,I<1 (for lel 2 > 1 - p) and on fj,e- \ D1-lel~ (for

lel 2 ~ 1 - p), where t > 0 is a n~w variable. Then we have

(J: .+ J; .) (x) =
,} ,}

= 2(21r )-(n+1)iexp ((-1)jic($ -1)) Eepl( x) f t- 2.'1+1 tr (f:a-2-k( x, C, Ae-(t))\ dt dc,
. I } F 0 J(3.53)

where Ae-(t) := exp (( -1 )j+lit:) t2
, Re 8 > 11./2, anel F is tohe dOlnain

Since a_k(x, e, A) are nonsingular for A E fj,e- anel since r . (C, t) E F for (e, t) E F
and r ;::: 1, we see that (3.53) can be written as folIows:

(Jt,j + J;,j) (x) = 2 (21r)-(1I+1) iexp (( -1)jic(8 - 1)) x

x E t (28 + k - n) -1 ep,( x) f t-2.'1+1 tr U-2-k (x, e, Ae-(t)) elt Wn+b (3.54)
I k=u J~

whereF1 = Fn{(e,t): e2+{l = I} andwn +l isthevohnnefarIllOn theunitspherein
Re,t1

. The integra.l aver the cOlupact F1 in (3.54) is an entire function of sEC. So the

right side of (3.54) realizes the analytic continuation of tohe densit.y (J;,j + J;,j) (x)
to a llleromorphic in 8 E C density with no Inore than silnple poles at the points
Sk = (n - k) /2, 0 :::; k ::; 'f1t.

Since A = p (1 - p)-1 le 1
2exp(iep) on r~,lel (where e ;::: ep ;::: -t:), we have

J;(x) = -i (21rf<n+1) L: I>p/(x) JJr,{(s, 0<1(,
I k=O

(3.55)
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where the int.egral is over {e: lel 2
;::: 1 - p} and

l~:(s, e) := [l:I:exp( -i'P(8 - 1) )a-2-k(x, e, -X( ep, lei ))dep lel-2
(&-1)p+(~-1), (3.56)

A(ep, lei) := lel2P+ exp( iep), P+ := p( 1 _ P)-1.

The symbol (3.56) is positive homogeneous of degree (-28 - k) in e. It is analytic
in sEC and nonsingular. So (3.55) realizes a llleromorphic continuation of J;(x) to
the whole cOinplex plane C :1 s. Namely

where W n is the voltune fornl on the unit sphere in Rn. The fonnulas (3.54) and (3.57)
provide us with a 111er0l110rphic continuation of the densit.y Pi~~~ (x). Together with
the estimate (3.51) they provide us with the estilnate (3.48). (However, with the sum
in it Qver all 8k, 0 ::; k ::; 'lrL) The analytic continuation of the density defined by
the sunl of t.he int.egrals (3.49) wit.h the interior int.egral over t.he contour f(1I") (i.e.,
with E = 7r) is regular in S = Bk for (-Sk) E Z+ U O. (This assertion is obtained in
the proof of Theormll 3.1.) }<or lel 2 > 1 - p the int.erior int.egral over f(l:) in (3.49)
is equal to tbe integral over f(1f)' So the estiInate (3.48) is satisfied, where the sunl
over s}o 0 ~ k ~ rn, such that (-Sk) f/:. Z+ U O. 0

Let Re s > n/2 and let pj:;(x) be the density on A1j corresponding to the term in
(3.47) deternlined by the ll-tranSl11ission interior boundary conditions. 72 It is defined
by the restrict.ions to the diagonal M j l......+ M j x M j of the kernel for the operator

(3.58)

where Dm = Dm (-X, v) is defined by (3.9), (3.10), and (3.12).
The operat.or Dm is definecl by the sYlnbols L d- 2 - k , 0 ::; k ::; ffi, in a coordinate

chart (x', t), Vi C IRn
-

1 X IR l (where N n Vi = (IRn
-

l X 0) n Ui and the structure
IRn-1 X R1 corresponcls to the clirect product structure of the Illetric 9/11 near N). Its
action on f, f E DR.~(lRn-l X (IR+ \0)), can be represented for t > 0, t 1 > 0, as

r
71From now on we'lI snppose that fJM =~. Estimates of the contributions int,o (v,.(s; fJj) from

the Dirichlet and the NeumallIl hOlllulary conditions on the components of aMj \ N are analogous
to the estimates for t.he cont.ributions from t.he v-transmission interior botlndary condit.ions.
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follows ([SeI], (26)-(28)):

f Op(81,L2- k)!(X', t) := f(21rr n 11exp (i(f, x')) 8Id=2_kr(f, tl)(ltldf,
k=o 0

d: 2_ k (x', t, (, t ll A) := - r exp( -iTtdd_2_ k (X', t, (, T, A),Jr _

j-((,td = 1exp (-i(e',y)) f(y,t 1 )dy,

where r _= r -(t,"\) is a siInple eontour in the half-plane Im T < 0 whieh onee goes
round (in the direction opposite to the clockwise) the only zero of the prineipal symbol
(~(.T-',e,T)-"\)id of the Laplaeian (~·-"\id).73 Lemmas 2 and 3 of [Se2] and
Lelnma 2 of [SeI] clainl that the integral ovcr R+ (where Ui n(lRn

-
1 X R+) = UinMj )

Jd: 2 _ k (x' , t, t, t, A)dt is a symbol of (x', f, ,,\) posi ti ve hOITIogeneous of degree (- 2- k)
in (t, ,,\1/2). It clainls also that the kerneion IR.n-1 defined by the integral over

[T,oo) c IR.+ (for an arbit.rary T > 0)

1exp (i((, ;[;' - y')) d( t d"\ Iroo

dt 01((, "\)"\-~d_2_k(;C" t, (, t,"\)

is an entire function of --" E C, sI1100th in x', y', sand vanishing at. --" for (-8) E Z+ UO.
The laUer assertion is an imlnediate consequenee of the est.imate ([SeI], (29)) for
d: 2 - k : -

ID;D~,trtiD;'~D~ D~d:2_k(x', t, t, t l , "\)1 ~

Cl exp (-c~ (lf, I+ It1 1) (lei + 1,,\11 / 2)) (1 + lei + 1,,\ Iln ) -1-k-(IQl+2p)-(r+l)+m+n (3.59)

with positive constants Cl (e) anel c, independent of v E R 2 \ (0,0).

Proposition 3.7. Thc analytic contiull(dion to the whole c01rlplex plane C 3 S 01
the int.egral over M j of p;:~(x) (which is dcfined for Re s > n/2) is e8timated by

IL/j:~(X) I < CI,< max (p- Re" 1) exp (f:1 Im sI) L I·~ - ski-I +

+ C2" exp (cl hn 81) (2c;(Re s-l)r (2(1 - Re 8), c~p1/2) + 1rPmax (p- Re S, I)), (3.60)

whC1'e the 81L1H '/$ over 1 ~ k :S 111. + 1 such t.hat (-8k) r/:. Z+ U O.

Proof. The trace of the operator (3.58) for R.e s > n/2 is given by the integral

(21r )-n E Jrlx' dt<pt(;c', 1.)1d( (i.. f ).. -Sd,,\81((,,,\) f d: 2_ k (x', t, (, t, ,,\))
1 21r Jr(~) k=o

73The whole symbol of 6,' does not depend on t in the neighborhood of N.
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(We suppose that tpl( x', t) are independent of t for 0 ::; It I ::; 1.) lt follows from the
estimate (3.59) that the density on N corresponding to the integral

has the analytic continuation which is an entire function of sEC and which satisfies
the estimate

(3.61 )

"p(c., Re s) := l'o exp (_c,tl/2 ) C Re 'dt + 7l"I' max (1'- Re " 1) =

= 2c;(Re $-I)r (2( 1 - Re s), C~pl/~) + 1rPmax (p- Re \ 1) ,

where nl E Z+ is sufficiently large.
The density on N is elefilled by the int.egral

p;,j,a(x') := (21r )-n <Pt(x', 0) [ (u Jd( tor (..i:..- [ ).. -$d).. 01 f d: 2- k ) (3.62)
JR+ 21r Jr(f) k=O

which is absolntely convergent for Re s > (n -1 )/2. Hence it. is analytic in s for such
s. The integral over t E IR+ of d: 2- k is a positive homogeneous of degree (-2 - k) in

(f, ~V/2) synlbol, which is Slllooth in (x',e',..\) anel analytic in..\ for cl..\1 < Ifl2 (where
c is the same Cko;; in (3.43), anel (3.44)) and in ..\ E A~/2 := {)..: e/2 < arg).. < 21r - e/2}
for (~', ..\) f:. (0,0) ([SeI], LeIllIlla 2, [Se2], LenlIna 2). So the proof of Proposition 3.6
is valid also for the density (3.62) (where (x, ~,n) are replaced by (x', C, n - 1)). We
conelnde that this density has a Illeromorphic continuation l':,J,a(x') with BO more than
siInple poles at the points 81, ... ,8111 +1. This proof provides us wit.h the estiInate

(3.63)

where the sunl is over 1 ::; k ::; T71 +1. The analytic continua.t.ion of the density on N,
defined by the SUln (over I) of the integrals (3.62) for the int.erior int.egrals over the
contour f(1I") (i.e., with e = 1r) is regular at s = Sk for (-Sk) E Z+ U O. (lt is proved in

Theorem 3.1.) For Itl2 > 1- P the integral over r(~) in (3.62) is equal to the integral
over f('K)' Hence the estinuLte (3.6:3) iR Ratisfied if the sunl is over k, 1 ~ k ~ m + 1,
such that (-Bk) ~ Z+ U O. The estitnate (:3.60) follows froll) (3.63), (3.61). 0

The estinlate (3.40) follows froll1 Propositions 3.6, 3.7, and [rom (3.46). Thus
Proposition 3.4 is proved. 0
Proof of Proposition 3.5. The estin1ate (3.46) in the proof of Proposition 3.4 is
satisfied by the integral of (1"K~) .... So it is enough t.o obtain the estimate (3.41) for

Xl ,"·2
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the kernel of

i.- r A- lJ prdA,
271" Jr(.)

where Re s > n/2. The t.erm P:~~(XI, X2) in this kernel has the same fornl as in
(3.49) hut with the addition faetor exp (i~(XI - X2)) under the integral sign (where
x and cpj(x) are replaeeel by Xl anel by ,pj(XdCPj(X2))' The integration over the
donlains (3.50) in the integral corresponding to (3.49) represents this kernel as the

sutn (Jo,t: + J;,t: + J';,t:) (Xl, X2), where J'~t: corresponds to the integration over the
appropriate dOIllain in (3.50). The term Jü,t:( XI, X2) satisfies the estimate (3.51)

if Re s > n/2. (In this estitnate lnax (p- Re lJ, 1) can be replaced by p- Re lJ since

R.e s > 0 anel sillCe 0 < p < 1.)
The contour r (t:) of the iuterior integral in (3.49) for J~,t: ean be replaeed hy the

contour f(t:),I€1 defined by (3.52). The sunl of the integrals over the straight line pieces

of f(t:) and of f(c),lel in lohe kernel (J:'~ + J~,c) (Xl, X2) has the salne fornl as (3.53)
(hut with the factor exp (i(:Cl - X2)<) uuder the integral sign). The integral over lohe
circle part of r(t:),lel for the kernel ./i,t:(xt, X2) is also cOlnpletely analogous to (3.55).
This provides us with the estilllate for the kernel ]J:~~(XIl X2) (where Re s > n/2):

11}:;~(xI' x2)1 < Ct: exp (ei 11n si) p- Re lJ (Re s - n/2)-1 . (3.64)

The proof of (3.41) for an arbitrary closed manifolcl M follows from lohe estimate
(3.64) together with the estilnate (3.46) for (r~')Xl,X2' (They also give us the pfoof
of (3.41) for a pa.rt P:;~(XI, X2) of the kernel (T_lJ)x],x'J defined by a loeal paranletrix
Ej 'l/JjPf:int'Pj·) If (M, 9M) is nlirror sYD11netric with respect to (N, 9N) (and the v

transmission int.erior boundary conditions are given on N) then the kernel (T-"')Xl,,1;2
for R.e s > -n/2 can be represented by the fonnulas (analogous to (2.54), (2.55),
ancI to (2.118)), where 11 = (a, ß) =I- (0,0) anel T~ corresponcls to a closed manifold
(M,9M) (or to Vu = (1,1) that is the equivalent accorcling to Proposition 1.1):

ß2 2

(T_')X"X2 = (T~t"X2 + (Y2 ~ ~2 (O";T~~t,x, for X" X2 E M"

2 ß2
(T-')XI,X2 = (T~~t"X2 + :2 ~ ß2 (O";T~~tl,x, for X"X2 E M 2 ,

(T_.)x"" = ;1~2 (T~'~) for :l:], X2 frmD different. Mk,
'a Xl,X'J

where 0'] is the Inirror sYlTIllletry on M wit.h respect, to N, acting on the variable Xl.

Tbe kernel (T~) can be analytically (I11erOIllorphica,lly) continued to the whole
Xl,X'J

cODlplex plane C :3 s (separatelyon the diagona.l Xl = X2 a.nd off the diagonal). It
follows froDl [Se2], Theorem 1 or fronl the proof of Theorem 3.1. Hence (3.65) is true
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for all sEC. So the estinlate (3.41) is satisfied also in the case of the v-translnission
interior boundary conelitions on N if (M, 9M) is rnirror-symrnetric with respect to N.

The boundary tenn75 L 'ljJjVm,u<.pj oI the paranletrix pm can be identified with the
same term in the 11lirror-symlnetric case (as it is defined in a neighborhood N X I oI
N = N X 0, I = [-2,2]). The estimate (3.46) for the integral over f(c) of (rr)Xl,X2
is satisfied for the Inirror-sYI11111etric case also. So the estimate (3.41) is satisfied by
the kernel 1)~;~X2 (s) oI t he operator L 'ljJj Dm ,u<.pj. This estimate for P~;~X2 (s) together
with the estilllat.cs (3.64), (3.46) for l':~~(Xb X2), anel with the estitnate (3,46) oI the
integral of (,<,I )Xl ,X2 over r (c) provieles us with the estinlate (3.41). 0

3.5. Appendix. Trace class operators and their traces. A bounded linear
operator A acting in a separable Hilbert space H is a trace dass operator if the series
of its singular I1tunbers (i.e., of the arithlnetic square roots of the eigenvallIes for the
self-adjoint operator A*A) is absolutely convergent. If A is a trace dass operator
then its matrix trace exists for auy orthonormal basis (ei) in H:

and this sunl is independent of the orthononnal basis ([Kr]). It is called the matrix
trace of A. The Lidskii theorenl ([Li]) clailTIS that if A is a t.race dass operator then
the series of its eigenvailles is absolutely convergent: L IAj(A)1 < 00 anel its trace
Tr A := L Aj(A) is eqllal t.o its 111atrix trace: Tl' A = Sp A. (Here the sums are over
all the eigenvalues Aj(A) of A inclueling their algebraic mliltiplicities, [Ka], eh. 1,
§ 5.4.)

Proposition 3.8. For t > 0 I.he operators exp (-tD.. IIQ ,j) and Pl exp (-tD..lIfJ,j) are
trace dass operators in the L2-co1f~pletion (DRj(M))2 of DRj(Mf6 and their traces
fLre equal to the integrals of the densities defined by lhe restrietions to the diagonals
of theil' kenwls:

(3.66)

(3.67)

Here l'k: (DRj(A1))2 -+ (DRj (Nfk))z <.......+ (DRj(A1))2 is the composition of the re
stricti01l to lvlk of differential lonns fLutl 01 thei7' prolongation to AI by zero on another
piece of M, iM,. : M r <-..+ AIr X AIr is an irn1nersion of the diagonal, und the exterior
product ol'.he double form,s (1'cst.ricted to the thago1Lul) is implie(l.

75The operat.or 'Dm :::;; 'Dm,>.(V) is defiued in the coordinat.e chart IRn-l x .IR.1 3 (x', t) by (3.12),
(3.11), (3.10),

76DRi (Md $ DRi (M2) C (DRi(M))2
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Proof. The operator At := exp( -t.6.vo ,i) is positive definit.e on (D Ri (M))2 anel for
an arbitrary I E (DRi(M))2' f f. 0, it holds (Atl, I) > 0 (where the scalar product
Oll (DRi (M))2 corresponds to (1.23)).

The operator B t := PI exp (-t.6.l/o,i) is positive definite on the subspace (DRi(M1))2
of (DRi(M))2' Nalnely (Btm,1n) > 0 for 1n E (DRi(M1))2' m f. 0, and it is a non-
negative operator on (DRe(A1))2 : (Bt l,/):2: 0 for fE (DRi(M))2' '

The operator exp( -t.6.l/Q,i) is sclf-adjoint on (D Ri (M))2 by Theorem 3.2. Hs kernel
A(Xl' X2) is sn100th on A1rl x M r2 (as it is proved in Proposit.ion 3.2) and its trace is
equal to

Trexp( -t.6.l/Q,i) = L Tr(pkexp( -tf~lJQli))= L Tr(Pkexp( -t.6.I/Q,i )Pk)' (3.68)
k;:I,2 k;:),2

(The lllatrix trace for exp (-t.ßI/Q,j) in (DRi(A1))2 =: H can be cOlnputed with the
help of an orthollorlnal basis (ei(l)), (ei(2)) in H, where (ci(k)) is an orthonormal
basis in Hk := (DRi (Mk))2')

The operator Ak := Pk exp (-tßI/Q,j) Pk acting in H = H t EB H2 has a continuous

kernel Ak(Xl, X2) = Et,X l ,X2 (110) on Alk X M k (and it has thc zero kerneion M k l X M k7,

for k1 f. k2 ). The operator A k is a self-adjoint operator acting in the Hilbert. space
Hk ancl it is positive definite, (Akf, f) > 0 for f E Hk, f f. O. So according to the
Mercel' theorenl [GG], IV.3, [RiN], § 98, the Fourier series for t.he kernel of Ak by the
eigenforms of A k

(3.69)

(wherc Ili > 0 ftl'C the eigenvalues of A k ) converges absolutely and uniformly with
respect to M k x !vI k. Hence integrating this series over tohe diagonals in M k X M k

(for k = 1,2) we obtain the equaJit.y (3.66):

Tl' exp (-t.6. vo ,i) = l: Tl' Ak = l: k tr (iAlkAdxl, X2)) .
k;:1,2 k;:1,2 k

The equality (3.67) is obtained silnilarly

Tl' (PI exp (-t.6.I/Q,t)) = Tl' (Pt exp (-t.6. vo t) PI) = r 1.1' (iM Al (Xl, X2)) ., Jx7
1

I

The proposition is proved. 0

Proposition 3.9. F01' Re s > n/2 the operntor T_~ deftnetl by the integraf'7 (3.18)
and the operators Pi (.6.:)-$ (u'e I.race dass operators (n := dirn M). The traces of

77The operator T_. for such s is defined on (DRe(!~1))2 and it. is eql1al to the direct sum of the
operator (ß~)-' Oll the orthogollal complement to Ker (ß~) and of the zero operator on Ker (ß~)l

by Theorem 3.1.
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these operators for Re 8 > n/2 a1'C e'lual to the integra.ls over the diagonals 01 the
denisities, dcfined by the 1'estrietions 01 their kernels to these dingonals.

Tr ((L~:)-") = E k tr (*x2iMrT_,,(x} , X2)) ,
r:=I,2 M r

Tr (Pj (ß:)-") = k. tr (*x2i~1jT_,,(XllX2))'
J

(3.70)

(3.71)

Proof. The kernel T_,,(XI' xz) for Re s > n/2 is cont.inuous on M j } X Mi2 (Theo
renl 3.1). The operator T_" for such s is nonnegative, (T_,,/, I) 2:: 0, anel self-aeljoint..
It is a trace dass operator (Theorenl 3.1). For Re s > n/2 the equality holels (anal
ogous to (3.68):

TrT_,,= E Tr(pjT_s]Jj).
j:=I,2

The operator ]JjT_IIPj is self-adjoint in t.he Hilbert subspace (DRe(Mj))2 of (DRe(M))2
and its kernel coincides wi th the kerllel J(-II,j of T-s on M j X M j. So for Re s > n /2 its
kernel is continuous and, according to the Mercer theorenl, the series on M j X M j for
1(_",i by the eigenfofllls of pjT-"Pi (analogous to (3.69)) is absolutely anel unifoflnly
convergent on Mi x !v!j. Hence for such s the integral over the diagonal of the
density, defineel by the restriction of the kernel 1(_",j, is equal to Tr (pjT_,,]Jj). Thus
the equalities (3.71) anel (3.70) are proved. 0
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